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SUK,IARY

The Feasibility Project was the field research component of a
three-year study by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. The major goal of the study was the formulation of new
and improved accrediting standards for teacher education, Following i
a year of preparatory activity, including an opinion survey of the
.former standards and regional conferences to discuss issues and
collect ideas, an AACTE committee drafted a preliminary set of new
standards for basic and advanced teacher education programs. Under
this project, the proposed standards were field-tested in eight
colleges and universities to determine their workability from the
standpoint of both the institutions and the accrediting agency (the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education).

The pilot tests, conducted in cooperation with NCATE, utilized
the basic accreditation procedures normally used by that agency.
These included the preparation of a comprehensive report by the in-
stitution, an on-campus visit and the preparation of a report by an
official visiting team, a case study and the formulation of a rec-
ommendation on accreditability by the Visitation and Appraisal
Committee, and an action on accreditability by the Council. To

achieve the objectives of this project, additional procedures were
employed, Institutional representatives and all personnel used by
the accrediting agency were oriented regarding the new standards
and the project objectives. Oral and written evaluations concerning
the workability of the new standards were obtained from all major
participants. A final one-day evaluation session was held involving
the participation of five consultants; the Council; members of the
Evaluative Criteria Study Committee; visiting team chairmen; repre-
sentatives of the pilot institutions, AACTE Executive Committee,
and the Visitation and Appraisal Comnittee; and the project staff.

The proposed accreditation standards were revised in light of
the results of the eight tests and in October 1969 the new standards
were approved by the AACTE Executive Committee for transmittal to
NCATE. In January 1970, the Council adopted the recommendations as
the official standards for accrediting basic and advanced programs
for the preparation of professional school personnel, They become
effective for all institutions seeking accreditation or reaccredi-
tation by NCATE during the 1971-1972 achool year. In the interim,
institutions may elect to be evaluated by NCATE on the basis of
either the former or the new standards.



INTRODUCTION

National standards for accrediting programs for the preparation
of teachers and other professional school personnel periodically need
to be reviewed and updated. The revision of the former standards
used by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) was considered fundamentally so important that the revision
process ought to include the continued participation of many indi-
viduals and groups concerned with teacher education, and the pilot
testing of any proposals before they were submitted for adoption.
It was on the basis of these premises that the Evaluative Criteria
Study Committee of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE) began, in late 1966, its assignment to develop new
accreditation standards for NCATE.

THE AACTE EVALUATIVE CRITERIA STUDY

In 1965, NCATE was unconditionally approved by the National
Commission on Accrediting as the agency for the national accreditation
of programs for the preparation of teachers, educational administrators,
and other specialized school personnel. Approval was granted in part
as a result of certain revisions incorporated in the NCATE constitu-
tion that year, among which was the provision that AACTE is the agency
responsible for systematically studying and revising the accreditation
standards.

Accordingly, in early 1965, the AACTE Executive Committee ap-
pointed an ad hoc committee) to lay the groundwork for an Association
study leading to a revision of the present NCATE accreditation stan-
dards, and later in the same year, a study committee2 widely repre-
sentative of various interests in teacher education. A professional
staff person was employed to work with the study committee. This
group, known as the Evaluative Criteria Study Committee, was re-
quested to complete by 1969 a threefold assignment: to study the
present NCATE standards and recommend appropriate revisions; to
identify problems for research, the results of which might ultimately
lead to a validation of the new standards; and to make recommendations
for the continuous appraisal of standards by AACTE. The assumption
waa that the study, from its inception, was to be done with thorough-
ness and not on a crash-program basis.

RESEARCH PHASE

During the first phase of the study (August 1966-June 1967),
the committee devoted its efforts to research, study, and discussion.
The major purposes were to inform, educate, stimulate discussion on
issues, collect ideas, and to "feel the pulse" of responsible educators
on the basic issues. An opinion survey of the present NCATE standards
was conducted, involving more than 3,200 individuals who represented
1,200 teacher-preparing institutions, 50 learned societies and pro-
fessional associations, the 50 state departments of education, and the
teaching profession (through the National Commission on Teacher
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Education and Professional Standards, National Education Association).
Participants were asked to comment on the understandability, signif-
icance, and comprehensiveness of the former standards and to suggest
how they might be revised (see Appendixes A-1 and A-2).

The committee identified the key issues involved in developing
new accreditation standards and then commissioned five consultants
to write position papers on these issues. A resource book3 was pub-
lished and distributed as a basis for discussions by nearly one
thousand participants in five regional conferences held throughout
the United States. The participants, representing colleges and uni-
versities, professional organizations (see Appendix B), state depart-
ments of education, and the profession, formulated position state-
ments after discussing the issues, which had been reviewed earlier
at the AACTE annual meeting in Chicago. The findings of the research
phase of the study were published in the September 1967 issue of the
AACTE Bulletin. A summary of the findings, as reported in this
Bulletin, follows,

"The Accreditation of Teacher Education:

Strong support was given to the principle of national
accreditation of teacher education.

Approval for present NCATE procedures was given by roughly
half of the Evaluative Criteria Study participants; another
one-third gave partial approval with suggestions for mod-
ifications. The remainder either disapproved or gave no
opinion.

The Nature of the New Standards:

The primary purpose of accreditation should be the
application of an acceptability floor; the stimulation of
improvement will result as a by-product, and should be
fostered through specialized interest groups. Improvement
should be stimulated also, over the long pull, through a
periodic "raising of the acceptability floor."

On the question of how the new standards should be
organized, there was no large body of opinion supporting
any particular pattern. Opinions ranged widely, including
support for both a single set and multiple sets of standards.
Some would, differentiate standards on the basis of type of
institution, others by level of preparation, others by
accreditation status of the institution, and still others
by specialization area

The standards should be explicit in nature, with specificity
wherever appropriate. In addition, they should deal with the
three components in a teacher education program: general
education, specialization, and professional education. They
should deal with certain aspects of general education --
balance, pattern, and quantity -- and the specialilation



component (content), and with the whole of prof,essional education.

Participants in the Study indicated that more attention
should be given to evaluating the specialization component.
It is believed by many that there should be greater coordination
between NCATE and other accrediting groups (regional accrediting
associations and state departments of education). The respon-
sibility of the professional organizations and learned societies
in upgrading the quality of the specialization component also
was stressed by a number of participants in the Study.

The standards should apply to the following aspects of an
institution's teacher education program: (a) commitment of
the institution to the preparation of teachers; (b) resources
personnel9 financial, and physical -- allocated to teacher
education; (c) program designed for the preparation of teachers
and other school service personnel, including admission and
retention policies, learning experiences provided for students,
evaluation of the program, et cetera; and (d) competence of
graduates and prospective graduates.

The degree of institutional commitment to teacher education
can be determined in the main by a consideration of the resources
allocated to the program, quality of the faculty, climate of
the institution (which may either foster or stifle innovation
and experimentation), and the kinds and quality of learning
experiences provided for students.

There was very substantial support for greater emphasis in
the standards on evaluating the "product" -- the graduates
and prospective graduates of teacher, education programs.
Many participants said that the institution should be held
responsible for developing ways to demonstrate the competence
of its prospective graduates.

The Substance of the New Standards:

The new standards should: (a) give less attention to the
institutional structure (organization and administration)
for teacher education; (b) include a greater emphasis on
evaluating the prospective graduates of teacher education
programs; (c) be explicit on the encouragement of innovation
and experimentation in teacher education.

The role of research, educational technology, and other
recent developments in teacher education should be given a
more prominent place in the standards.

The new standards should make possible a more effective
evaluation of graduate programs for the preparation of
teachers and other school service personnel.

There should be a sharper focus in the standards on the
quality of learning experiences, both theoretical and
laboratory, provided for students in teacher education'.



The standards should include some attention tc the nature
the relationships between the teacher-preparing institution

and the cooperating schools. The continuing aspect of teacher
education should not be overlooked.

Procedural Matters:

There is agreement among a substantial number of participants
in the Study that there should be more involvement of specialized
interest groups in the evaluation and accreditation of teacher
education. On the question of the nature of such involvement,
there was a spread of opinions ranging from support for an in-
formal, indirect involvement to support for a formal, direct
involvement in the accreditation process.

It is believed by many that the specialized interest groups
have a major role to play in the improvement of teacher education.
It is felt that this improvement role can be carried out most
effectively through such activities as the following:

1. Preparing guidelines or standards for their respective
specialization areas which might be used by institutions
and existing accrediting agencies.

2. Working with institutions directly and with other pro-
fessional organizations in promoting the improvement of
teacher education.

3. Assisting institutions in the task of evaluating the
competence of their prospective teachers (and other
school personnel) through the development of sound
.evaluative instruments and procedures.

Widespread support was registered for the importance of
having high quality institutional evaluators who are given
thorough orientation and training for their assignments."

WRITING PHASE

On the basis of the findings of the first phase of the study,

the committee formulated a frame of reference for writing new stan-
dards. Many hours of writing, reviewing, and revising culminated
in Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education: A Draft of the Proposed New Standards, with Study Guide
(see Appendix C). This version of the standards was published by
AACTE in December 1967, and approximately twenty-five thousand copies
were distributed throughout the United States. The proposed stan-
dards incorporate many of the fundamental concepts in the former
standards. There are, however, some differences: the new standards

require that institutions evaluate their graduates, give serious
consideration to the recommendations of professional organizations
for the preparation of teachers, and provide channels for the ex-
pression of student viewpoints. Less attention is given to the
importance of patterns of administrative organization for teacher
education and to written statements of objectives. Attention focuses



more on the elements in the professional studies component, the quality
of the faculty and its instruction, the quality of the students, the
place of research, and educational technology and instructional media.
Greater emphasis is placed on the unique character of graduate ed-
cation by providing a separate set of standards for advanced programs.
The Evaluative Criteria Study Committee believes that the new stan-
dards permit considerable latitude in designing and conducting
teacher education programs, even though they are more specific. It
also believes that they will encourage innovation and experimentation
on the part of colleges and universities.

FIRST REVISION PHASE

Recipients of the first draft were asked to submit their reactions
to the committee. Nearly one thousand written reactions from indi-
viduals and groups were received between January and March 1968,
including the opinions of representatives from teacher-preparing
institutions, professional associations and learned societies, state
departments of education, students, and the profession. At the 1968
AACTE annual meeting, approximately ninety discussion groups reviewed
the proposed standards and submitted summaries of their discussions.
The committee and staff also benefited from the many reactions voiced
by interested participants at open hearings, during discussion periods
following presentations, and through informal conversations.

After systematic study and analysis of this input, the December
1967 draft of, the proposed new standards was revised by the committee
in April 1968; A published summary of the revisions (see Appendix D)
was also widely distributed. It was these proposed new standards
(see Appendix E), as revised in April 1968, that were tested in the
eight pilot institutions participating in the Feasibility Project.

THE FEASIBILITY PROJECT4

In keeping with the basic premise that the proposed new standards
should be tested in the field before they are recommended for adoption, /

plans were formulated for the testing phase of the study. From the
beginning, it was decided that the pilot testing of the new standards
would be done on a "for real" basis; that is, the institutions in-
volved would in fact seek accreditation or reaccreditation by the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), and
the Council would indeed use the proposed new standards to determine
the accreditation status of the institutions. Accordingly, the
plans for the tests were developed jointly by the Evaluative Criteria
Study Committee and NCATE. The project design included the customary
accreditation procedures used by NCATE: the preparation of a report
by the institution seeking accreditation, an on-site visit by a team
of evaluator4, the preparation of a team report, a case study of the
institution's teacher education program and recommendations to the
Council by the Visitation and Appraisal Committee, and action on the
accreditation of the institution by the Council. As described below,
the usual role of the visiting team was modified for the project.



In October 1967, the plans for tests were submitted to the United
States Office of Education as a proposal for a feasibility project.
The proposal was approved and an $85,000 contract awarded the project
for, the period March 15, 1968, to June 30, 19695. In underwriting
the major expenses involved in conducting the pilot tests, the con-
tract made pousible the orientation of key participants, follow-up
evaluations of each step in the procedures, and additional pro-
fessional staff6 to man the project.

P1112PJes

Essentially, the purposes of the project were (1) to test the
workability of the proposed new standards from the standpoint of
eight institutions seeking initial accreditation or reaccreditation
by NCATE, and (2) to test their workability from the standpoint of
the accrediting agency (NCATE) at each level of its operation: on-
site visits by visiting teams, case studies and recommendations by
the Visitation and Appraisal Committee, and action on accreditability
by the Council. The proposed standards were then revised in light
of the test findings.

It was not the purpose of the project to validate the proposed
standards, important as this may be. In the judgment of the
Evaluative Criteria Study Committee, it was not possible in a three-
year period to involve the continuing participation of many, indim.
viduals and groups in the developtient of new standards, test the
workability of proposed standards, and during the same period, test
the validity of the proposals. Such tests, however, need to be made,
and the committee views the sponsorship of validation studies as
unfinished business for the period following the adoption of the
new standas by NCATE.

In relation to the experience of the institutions, answers
were sought to such questions as:

1. What problems do the institutions encounter as they
prepare the required reports?

2. Does the preparation of the report require a reasonable
amount of time and effort?

Are the proposed standards self-explanatory? Is a
manual or guide needed for the preparation of the
report?

4. Does the amount of specificity in the new standards
create any particular problems?

5. To what extent do the standards permit a reasonable
degree of flexibility with respect to institutional
organization for teacher education. With respect
to the curriculum?

6. What difficulties do the institutions confront in
evaluating their graduates?



7. What problems are encountered in using p_cfessional organi-
zation guidelines for the preparation of teachers and
specialized school personnel?

8. To what extent do the standards encourage innovation and
experimentation in program development?

9. Do the proposed standards succeed in "stretching" the
institutions?

10. To what extent are the problems encountered related to
the type of institution, scope of programs offered, and/or
the format and requirements of the proposed standards?

11. Without sacrificing the level of quality sought in the
standards, what modifications in the proposed standards
might help to solve or minimize the difficulties met by
the institutions?

From the standpoint of the experience of NCATE, answers were
sought to such questions as:

I. What special difficulties confront the visiting teams
on campus as they verify the institutional reports,
collect supplementary information, and make judgments
about the quality of the programs?

2. Does the preparation of the team report require a
reasonable amount of time and effort?

3. What problems are encountered by the Visitation and
Appraisal Committee as it performs its responsibilities
for making detailed case studies and recommendations on
accreditability for each of the pilot institutions?

4. What difficulties are experienced .by the NCATE
in arriving at a decision on the accreditability of
each of the participating institutions?

5. Is the evidence produced by the institutions in their
reports and that produced by the visiting teams in
their reports the kind that is needed by the Visitation
and Appraisal Committee and the Council in reaching
decisions on accreditability?

6. Does the comprehensiveness of the proposed standards
make the job of evaluation manageable?

7. Does the amount of specificity in. the new standards
create any particular problems?

8. What problems are encountered in using professional
organization guidelines for the preparation of teachers
and specialized school personnel?
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9. What difficulties are faced in evaluating the graduates
of the institutions?

10. Do the proposed standards "stretch" the institutions?

11. To what extent do the problems faced by the NCATE
visiting teams, the Visitation and Appraisal Committee,
and the Council appear to be related to the type of
institution under consideration, the previous
accreditation status of the institution, the scope
of programs offered, and/or the format and requirements
of the proposed standards?

12. Without sacrificing the level of quality sought in
the standards, what modifications of the proposed
standards might help to remedy the difficulties
faced by NCATE?

The answers to these questions and others suggested to the
committee how the proposed standards should be revised in light of
actual usage.

Project Activities

The major activities of the Feasibility Project are described
below.

1. Selection of the particint122Lintitutijs. Eight
institutions, jointly selected by AACTE and NCATE,
were chosen on the basis of several criteria: expressed
intent to seek initial accreditation or reacereditation
by NCATE during 1969 or 1970, type of institution,
scope of programs offered, location by regional
accrediting area, and present accreditation status.
The following colleges and universities, broadly
representative of teacher-preparing institutions in
the United States, were selected in early 1968:
Bethany College, West Virginia; Elmhurst College,
Illinois; Moorhead State College, Minnesota; Sam
Houston State College, Huntsville, Texas; San
Francisco State College, California; the University
of Detroit, Michigan; the University of Georgia, Athens;
and the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.

2. Orientation of representatives from the pilot institutions.
During April 1968, orientation meetings for representatives
of the eight participating institutions were held in
Dallas and Chicago, at which the proposed new standards
were interpreted and the purposes and procedures of
the project explained.

Preparation of institutional reports. Between April and
December 1968, the pilot institutions conducted self-studies
and prepared their respective reports based on the pro-
posed new standards. Pursuant to the requirements of
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the standards, each report included answers to specific
questions designed to elicit evidence that showed to
what extent the standards were met by the institution.

Selection of for the Visitation and Appraisal
Committee and the visiti teams During the summer
months of 1968, NCATE and AACTE staff identified potential
personnel to serve on the special Visitation and Appraisal
Committee and on the eight visiting teams. Approximately
one-half of the membership of the visiting teams was
composed of persons with previous NCATE experience, and
as is normally the case, each institution had the option
of accepting or rejecting the names of any persons pro-
posed to serve on its visiting team.

5. Mid-project visits by staff. During September and
October 1968, project staff visited with more than
one hundred individuals at the institutions to discover
what, if any, problems they were encountering at that
stage of preparation of their reports. Although it was
too soon to reach firm conclusions about the experiences
of the institutions, early assessment revealed:

(a) There was general, and in some cases enthusiastic,
support for the proposed standards. There was
little demand for substantive changes in the
preambles, standards, or questions.

(b) . It was apparent that the standards "stretched"
the institutions. Many of those interviewed said
in effect, "We are hard pressed to answer a number
of the questions following the standards, but these
are precisely the kinds of questions we should be
answering."

(c) It appeared that the standards permitted considerable
latitude in how institutions design and conduct
teacher education programs. This is in keeping
with the intent of the new standards that they
should be reasonably flexible.

(d) That the institutions are having some problems in
using the new standards was also apparent. It
,appeared that many of these difficulties could be
alleviated through modifications in the procedures
used in conducting self-studies and writing reports
and/or through minor revisions of the standards.

Orientation of the visiting teams. In December 1968, the
team members met for an orientation session with the pro-
ject staff and representatives from the Evaluative
Criteria Study Committee, at which the proposed standards
were discussed, project objectives and procedures ex-
plained, and the role of the visiting team interpreted.

-9-



On. -sate During January and
February 1969, a team of evaluators visited each of the
pilot institutions. For the pilot tests, the role of the
visiting team was expanded to include a judgment-making
function, in addition to the usual assignments of
verifying and supplementing the institutional report.
This change in procedures, mutually agreed upon by NCATE
and the Evaluative Criteria Study Committee, concurred
with the recommendations of a number of experienced
team chairmen and institutional representatives who had
submitted their reactions to the proposed standards.
Furthermore, it was in line with earlier discussions
of the NCATE Council concerning possible revisions in
the role of the team.

Under the existing procedures, judgment making
was primarily the responsibility of the Visitation
and Appraisal Committee and the Council. The team
described the institution's program, verified the
information in the institution's report, and supple-
mented the report as necessary. As a rule, it did not
make judgments about the program; it was not requested
to do so.

Because certain characteristics of a teacher
education program can be best evaluated through an on-
site visit, the teams visiting the pilot institutions
were requested to make and report their judgments with
supporting evidence about selected aspects of the pro-
grams evaluated. The Visitation and Appraisal Committee
and the Council thus had additional information and
evidence available about the respective participating
institutions in performing their assignments.

Before a team visited its assigned institution,
each member studied the institution's report and sub-
mitted to his chairman a brief analytical statement
noting the major strengths and weaknesses of the pro-
gram as he saw them,identifying those parts of the
report that needed validation, and indicating what he
thought the team should look for during the early part
of its visit. On the basis of these analytical state-
ments from his team members, the chairman prepared for
and conducted a preliminary visit at the institution
before the visit by the team. The purposes of this
preliminary visit were to arrange a schedule of
activities for the visit, alert the institution to the
major areas of concern as expressed by the team members,
and to begin the task of validating the institution's
report.

On the basis of the preliminary analysis by the
chairman, the team then completed the task of validating
the institution's report, discussed and evaluated the

-10-



teacher education program of the institution, and pre-
pared the major parts of its report.

At the conclusion of each of the eight visits, mem-
bers of the staff and representatives from the Evaluative
Criteria Study Committee and NCATE met with the team to
review its experience in the performance of its assigned
task. On the day following the visit, key personnel at
the institution were interviewed to review their experience
in using the proposed standards and in being visited by
the team.

8. Orientation of theyisLaIlonandApalsalCommittee.
A special nine-member committee was constituted to
consider the eight pilot cases, one-half of whom had
experience serving on NCATE Visitation and Appraisal
Committees. One member of the committee was a member
of the Council. In March 1969, this special Visitation
and Appraisal Committee was oriented concerning the pro-
posed new standards, the objectives and procedures of
the project, and its assignment.

9. Meeting of the
During the month between the orientation session and
the meeting of the committee, members analyzed the
reports of the eight pilot institutions and the eight
visiting teams. In April 1969, the committee met to
make a detailed case study of each institution and
formulated its recommendations to the Council regarding
the accreditability of each of the participating colleges
and universities. In reaching its decision on an
individual case, the committee considered the evidence
presented in the reports of the institution and visiting
team, ar well as that presented by institutional repre-
sentatives attending the scheduled hearings. The rec-
ommendations, with supporting evidence, were submitted
to the Council in May by the chairman of the Visitation
and Appraisal Committee.

At the conclusion of the meeting, members of the
staff and representatives from the Evaluative Criteria
Study Committee met with the group to review its ex-
perience in evaluating the teacher education programs
of the pilot institutions on the basis of the proposed
new standards.

10. Meeting of the Council. The Council as then constituted
was oriented in May 1969 concerning the proposed new
standards, project objectives and procedures, and its
assignment. It heard the report of the chairman of the
Visitation and Appraisal Committee, considered the
committee's recommendations, and made a decision on
the accreditability of each institution. The staff,
representatives from the Evaluative Criteria Study
Committee, five consultants, and representatives from the



AACTE Executive Committee were present to observe the Council
in action on the eight cases.

11. Final evaluation meeting. Immediately following the meeting
of the Council, a final evaluation session was held to

(a) review and analyze the problems encountered by
the pilot institutions and the accrediting
agency in using the proposed new standards,

(b) determine how the proposed standards might be
modified to alleviate such difficulties, and

(c) propose changes in the accrediting process that

might minimize the problems encountered. Participants
in this final evaluation session included the
members of the Council, representatives from
the Visitation and Appraisal Committee, the chairmen
of the eight visiting teams, members of the
Evaluative Criteria Study Committee, representatives
from the AACTE Executive Committee, the project
staff, and five consultants7.

Final Revision

During the summer and early fall of 1969, the Evaluative
Criteria Study Committee revised-the proposed new standards on the

basis of the results of the eight tuts, the findings of an analysis

of the standards by a systems analyst8, and the reactions to the
proposals from individuals and groups that were received between

May 1968 and May 1969. The major findings of the Feasibility Project

are reported below.

-12--



FINDINGS OF THE FEAS

The results that are reported
responses of

IBILITY PROJECT

in this section, are based on the

. The 125 institutional representatives of the eight
participating colleges and universities who were
interviewed during the mid-project visits.

. The 208 institutional representatives who completed
an evaluation instrument (see Appendix F) after the
institutional reports were completed.

. The 80 visiting team members who completed an
evaluation instrument (see Anpendix G) after the
institutional visits were completed.

The visiting team members and key institutional
personnel who participated in post-visit evaluation
sessions which were tape-recorded (30-plus hours).

. Nine Visitat
participated

. The 50 per
evaluatio
in May 1
members.
Evaluat
of the
Execut
staff

Projec
treating t
applying t

Project

on and Appraisal Committee members who
in the post-meeting evaluation sesslon.

sons who participated in a final one-day
a session following the meeting of NCATE
69. This group was composed of Council
visiting team chairmen; members of the

ive Criteria Study Committee; representatives
Visitation and Appraisal Committee, the AACTE
ive Committee; five consultants; and the project

t findings are reported in two categories: those-
e standards and those dealing with the process of

he standards.

Findings and the Standards

1. Clarity. Generally speaking, most of the standards in Part I
and Part II appeared to be reasonably clear to both institutional
2ersonnel and visiting team members.

and
in
r

In the four tables, pages 15 to 18, every standard in Part I
II received more "clear" votes than "unclear" votes by both

stitutional personnel and visiting team members. Most standards
eceived considerably more "clear" votes than "unclear" votes. The
standards in Part II appear to be understood better than those in
Part I, but it should be noted in analyzing the responses that only
six of the eight institutions were involved in testing the standards
in Part II. (See columns 4 and 5 in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4).

In Part I, the standards which were least clear to institutional
representatives were those in the program of instruction section--
excluding 1.7 and 1.9 -- and 2.5 (Faculty Involvement with Schools).

-13-



For visiting team members, those creating the greatest difficulty
were 1.4 (Humanistic and Behavioral Studies) in the professional
studies component and the three standards in the evaluation section.

In Part II, institutional representatives had the most difficulty
in understanding G-4.3 (Utilization of Diverse Institutional Resources),while visiting team members experienced the greatest difficulty with
G-5.1 and G-5.2 in the evaluation section.

Other responses from institutional personnel and visiting team
members indicated further that there is some ambiguity in the stan-
dards. One team chairman noted that the relationship between pre-
ambles, standards and questions is unclear. Representatives from
one institution observed that the standards do not always "reflect
the lofty purpose of the preambles."

In addition to those standards already mentioned, 3.2 (Use of
National Norms) was cited as unclear. Some respondents identified
specific questions that presented problems with respect to clarity.
These included 1.79, 1.84, 1.92, 2.11, 2.52, 2.53, and G-1.84.

2.
Flexibilit With few exceptions, there was substantial support
from both institutional personnel and visiting team members for
the conclusion that the standards are appropriately flexible.

The responses to the items in the charts indicate that all
standards in both Parts I and II were considered by both institu-
tional representatives and visiting team members to be "appropriately
flexible." In all but a few cases, the support registered was sub-
stantial ranging from about 5 to 1 to about 40 to 1. (See columns
9, 10, and 11 in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4.)

Additional support was registered by groups of institutional
representativesoby individuals, and by visiting teams during the
post-visit evaluation sessions. One group of institutional repre-
sentatives noted that the standards "permit the institution to make
a creative analysis of its program." Further support was given to
the "appropriate flexibility" of the standards by chief institutional
representatives of three schools in their responses to the open-ended
questions in the written evaluative instruments.

Evidence presented in the four tables, from the responses to
other items in the written evaluative instruments, and from the post-
visit evaluation sessions indicates that certain standards were
considered "too restrictive" by some respondents. Those mentioned
most frequently were: 1.4 Humanistic and Behavioral Studies, 3.2 Useof National Norms, and 3.3 Academic Screening.

The standards on admission were considered by one institution
as having a middle-class bias. One institutional representative
believe that the standards have a bias against the liberal arts. The
use of national norms was challenged by some on philosophical grounds.
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Evidence shows that the following standards were considered,
by some, as "not restrictive enough": 5.1 Evaluation of Graduates,
5.2 Use of Evaluation Results, G-4.4 Clerical and Other Supporting
Services, G-5.1 Evaluation of Graduates, G-5.2 Use of Evaluation
Results, and G-5.3 Long-Range Planning.

The standards on the evaluation of graduates and the use of
evaluation results were noted as being "appropriately flexible,"
especially by visiting team members.

3. Specificity. Although team and institutional personnel
exarlaEedanultsE2fconcerns resAEclins this characteristic of
the new standards, the increased amount of specificity appeared
to enjoy wide support,

In several cases, visiting teams reported that the institutional
reports were more informative and useful than those produced using
the former standards. There was, according to some team members
and institutional personnel, less opportunity for verbosity, for
"guilding the filly."

Visiting team members at two institutions reported that the
specificity in the standards was helpful in the preparation of their
preliminary analyses.

There is evidence that a number of team members and institutional
personnel found the standards, in some respects, too specific. In
several cases, team members observed that the large number of stan-
dards and/or questions resulted in institutional reports that were
excessively fragmented. This fragmentation, they reported, compli-
cated the task of arriving at a Gestalt with respect to an institu-
tion`s teacher education program.

Several team members, as well as a few institutional repre-
sentatives, thought that the standards asked for more detail than
was necessary for ascertaining accreditability. Reactions from post-
visit evaluation sessions included several suggestions that the
number of standards and/or questions be "judiciously pared down."

4. EConehtnsLmaftss. Evidence supports the conclusion that the
standards wereapaariatelycompi±fleasive.

During the mid-project visits, institutional representatives
were questioned regarding the comprehensiveness of the proposed new
standards. While most respondents offered no suggeStions for specific
standards to be added or deleted, a number expressed concerns which
were classified either as "omissions" or as "too much comprehensiveness."
These concerns persisted throughout the Project.

The most frequently mentioned omissions were:

. A true picture of the "personality of the institution"
(called "flavor of the institution" by others) was not
revealed in a written report based on the questions in

-19-



the standards. It was noted by some that it may not be
possible to remedy this situation in the standards them-
selves. One of the major tasks of the visiting team is
to search out those intangible ingredients which make
up the personality of the institution. Respondents from
seven of the eight schools mentioned that an introductory
section to the report would give the institution an
opportunity to provide a contextual setting for their
teacher education programs.

Some of the visiting teams noted that information about
the organization and administration of the teacher
education program was not included in the institutional
report. It was suggested that such information is needed
by the team, but noted that it was not necessary to
establish standards to provide such data.

A number of institutional representatives and visiting
team members expressed concern that the itandards did
not call for a statement of philosophy and objectives
by the institution. Particular reference was made to
the new standards on evaluation of the graduates. It
was noted that an evaluation of the graduates must
necessarily begin with objectives. The concerns in this
area did not suggest that there should be standards on
objectives, but that such information is needed by the
visiting teams for making their evaluations.

Even though institutions are invited in the introductory
section of the standards to make "additions" in their
reports where appropriate under the various standards,
manT respondents believed that it was not possible to
describe adequately innovative and experimental programs.
In this connection, it was clear that 1.84 needed further
study.

With respect to the over-comprehensiveness of the'standards, the
most frequently mentioned concerns were:

"Is this much minutiae necessary to do the job?" This
criticism was directed more frequently to the number of
questions following the standards than to the number of
standards. One team chairman noted that the format of
the standards emphasizes the inconsequential.

The amount of duplication among some of the standards
and questions was mentioned by some as unnecessary. The
fact that there is a separate set of standards for
graduate programs results in some duplication between
the faculty and resources sections of Parts I and II.
Specific problems with duplication were identified and
were available for study by the Evaluative Criteria
Study Committee.

- -20-



Of special interest was the favorable reaction to the fact that
there were separate standards for advanced programs. Representativesfrom several of the institutions offering graduate programs indicated
the desirability of separate standards even though their programs
were examined with greater scrutiny than was the case under the
former standards. Experienced visiting team members reported generally
that they could evaluate graduate programs more effectively with
separate standards.

5. Conceptualization. The findings of theproject indicated that
the personnel using the standards (a) had no serious problems
in conce tualizin

accreditationtp2mlalpfstional program, faculty students,
resources, and evaluation; (b) had some serious difficulties in
conce tualizin: individual ro:rams articularl at the :raduate

the various characteristics which relate to

lever and (c)hadnoseriousroblen193Ieetualizinthe
quality of various levels of work as for example, undergraduate,
master's, specialist s and doctoral.

An analysis of ,he responses to the questions about conceptu-
alization is complicated by the fact that some respondents answered
the questions only in terms of the particular standards assigned to
them for preparing the institutional report or the visiting team
report. Therefore, the opinions of the chief institutional repre-
sentatives and the visiting team chairmen were analyzed separately
since their assignments involved a consideration of the standards asa whole.

Following is a summmary of the responses of all institutional
representatives (IR) and visiting team members (VT14) to the question
(see items #1 and #2, Appendixes F and G):

"To what extent do the 28 standards as grouped in the
five sections of Part I (program, faculty, students,
resources and evaluation) enable you to conceptualize
what constitutes acceptable quality with respect to
basic programs? Point out those sections or areas where
you feel there are deficiencies or omissions." (Another
question was included for Part II -- advanced programs):

Response Part I

VTM

Part II

IR VTMIR
"No problems" 35 24 19 14

"No problems
if..." 18 16 11 15

"Definite
problems" 11 ,8 3

"Not possible" 5 4 2 1
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A summary of the responses of the chief institutional repre-
sentatives (CIR) and the visiting team chairmen (VTC) follows:

Response Part I

CIR VTC

"No problems" 3

"No problems
if..." 7

"Definite.
problems" 3 1

"Not possible" 1 2

Comments from the eight team chairmen:

Part II

CIR VTC

2 2

"Far superior to old standards; helpful in arriving
at a sense of quality."

. "No problems in total overview. Conceptualization
quite easy. Length and amount of detail seems
overwhelming."

. "About as good as can be done."

. "Conceptualization could have occurred if the
institution's report had been more adequate.
Additional guidance for team members needed.
Standards ask for the needed information.
Conceptualization may be more easily obtained
through experience with the standards."

"Section I on program needs further breakdown to
enable institutions to respond more fully."

"A weighting of sections I to IV is all-important.*

"Standards do not suggest amount or extent of various
elements needed to indicate quality programs."

. "Disagrees with the concept of establishing acceptable
quality on the specific standards as delineated.
Philosophically unsound."

Listed below are problems mentioned most frequently with respect
to conceptualizing the wholes:

. "Too much fragmentation creates problems in structuring
the whole"; "difficult to put the small pieces together
to determine quality"; "institutional report is one of
analysis rather than synthesis."
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Inexperience in using the new standards.

Inadequate institutional reports.

"What is acceptable quality?"

Standards seem to over-emphasize "cold data", fail
to consider special qualities of faculty and students.

"Breakdown of team assignments made it difficult to
conceptualize the whole."

"Perhaps there is too much flexibility in the standards."

Duplication within the institutional report.

The standards are organized horizontally (program,
faculty, students, resources, evaluation) which
makes conceptualization on a vertical basis difficult
(elementary program, secondary program, guidance and
counseling, administration, etc.).

The following suggestions were made to make the task of con-
ceptualization less difficult:

Ask the institution to include an introduction in its
report in which it would present the contextual setting
of its programs.

Give the institution more instructions in preparing
its report.

Provide more opportunity to the institution to report
about its unique programs.

Request the institution to prepare summary statements
at the end of the sections and/or at the end of Part I
and II.

Insist that the institution give the rationale for its
various programs.

Visiting teams need experience in arranging their
schedules during the visit so that their activities
will contribute maximally to the task of conceptualizing
the wholes.

The following comments elaborate on certain factors related
to the task of conceptualization:

Adequate conceptualization of the quality of institutional
characteristics, individual programs, and levels of work
requires an on-site visit in addition to a written report
from the institution.
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The preliminary analysis of the instituLional report and
the preliminary visit by the team chairman appeared to
be useful procedures in assisting the team to conceptualize
the whole.

6. Pay-off Value. Nearly all of the standards in both Parts I and
have value by both institu-

tional representatives and visiting team members.

During the mid-project visits, there were few responses to the
question, "Which standards have the highest (lowest) pay-off value?"
Respondents who were concerned about the over-comprehensiveness of
the standards seldom offered suggestions as to which ones should be
dropped.

Responses to the written evaluative instrument gave some clues
as to which standards may have the greatest relevance for accredi-
tation purposes (see columns 12 and 13 in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4).
The following standards were questioned most frequently regarding
their pay-off value:

11 :ins representatives

1.8 Research and Development 1.4

3.2 National Norms 1.8

3.3 Academic Screening 2.5

3.4 Personal Traits 3.2
3.6 Student Involvement 3.4
G-1.6 Graduate Credit 5.1
G-1.8 Residency 5.2

visiting team members

Humanistic and
Behavioral Studies
Research and
Development
Professional Involvement
of Faculty
National Norms
Personal Traits
Quality of Product
Evaluation and
Follow-up

7. Use of Professional Or anization Guidelines. There,..IFAsgneral
rovision regarding

Eorattheuseofroessiorlizationuidelines.

ort for he inci le embodied in, the

Both institutional personnel and team members expressed support
for the idea of utilizing the competencies of professional organi-
zations for the improvement of teacher education programs. One
institution reported that this provision in the standards contributed
to the improvement of communication between education and other
academic departments. One visiting team suggested that academic
departments might be stimulated to become more involved in the
preparation of teachers.

Oral and written responses regarding this provision indicated
that many team members and institutional personnel were concerned
that the professional organization guidelines might be interpreted
as standards and that full compliance would become mandatory. It

was suggested that references to these guidelines in the standards
should be revised to assure institutions that compliance is not
required, that institutions should present evidence that they have
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critically examined these criteria and that they have given them due
consideration in developing their programs for preparing teachers.

It was clear that considerable study and direction was needed
to facilitate the effective implementation of the provision regardingthe use of professional organization guidelineo. Other related pro-
blems were lack of lead time, lack of clarity, identification of
available guidelines, and the nature of some of the guidelines.

8. Evaluation of Graduates. and
saportior the standards on evaluatinlaracia.

Visiting team members and institutional personnel expressed
almost unanimous support for the principle of evaluating graduates
as an essential criterion in the evaluation of teacher education
programs. Support for the standards in sections 5 and G-5 was re-
flected in the high pay-off value assigned to these items by re-.
spondents in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. Team members and institutionalpersonnel observed that these standards have significant potentialin terms of stimulating improvement in teacher education programs.
The inclusion of these standards was frequently cited as one of the
most encouraging features of the new standards.

Due to the "primitive state of assessment making", both in-
stitutional personnel and visiting team members experienced much
difficulty with the standards on evaluation of graduates. Problemsrelated to data availability are discussed elsewhere in this Report.It was pointed out by some that the standards did not ask for
objectives -- a necessary ingredient for effective product evaluation.
Evidence indicated that the standards in this section needed further
clarification with respect to assessments at the terminal point of
programs and to those made after graduates are on the job.

The urgent need for research in the area of assessing the
quality of graduates was emphasized by visiting team members and
institutional personnel. Repeatedly, it was pointed out that AACTE
and NCATE must play a significant role in attacking this problem.
There was general agreement that the evaluation of preparation pro-
grams would become less important as more reliable measures of pro-duct assessment are developed.

9. General Conclusions.

. The composite general reaction of institutional repre-
sentatives and visiting team members to the new standards
and their workability was positive.

. Of the new elements incorporated in the standards, the
evaluation of graduates was enthusiastically supported,
the use of professional organization guidelines was
generally supported, and all but one institution supported
the provision for student involvement.

On the whole, the format of the new standards was useful
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and helpful to institutions and v
instances there were problems wi
of the preambles and questions

. The separate set of standards
appeared to be effective in
and weaknesses of graduate

Project Findings and the Process of

While the major purpose of th
ability of the proposed new stand
beginning that the process of app
tested. Plans were made, theref
of the process. The results of

1. Institutional Readiness

. It was suggested th
seeking initial ac
on an NCATE visit

. There were requ
institutional
consultative s

. The orientat
was viewed

2. Pre aration o

isitin teams. In several
th respect to the relation

to the standards.

for advanced programs
highlighting the strengths
programs.

Applying the Standards

e project was to test the work-
rds, it was evident from the

lying the standards was also being
ore, to evaluate the effectiveness
this evaluation are summarized below.

at a representative from an institution
creditation should serve as an observer
for orientation at institutional expense.

ests for assistance in conducting the
self-study: self-study guidelines,

ervice.

ion meeting for institutional representatives
as an important and necessary step in the project.

pf the Institutional Re ort

. Some di
report
sugge

rections to the institution for preparing the
should be prepared. Such directions should include

stions for collecting data about faculty and students.

. Some of the pilot institutions found it useful to include
introductory statements in their reports. For the project,

the preparation of an introduction to the institutional
eport was optional. The visiting teams and the Visitation
and Appraisal Committee considered only part of the material
in the introductions useful for their purposes.

Problems faced by the institutions included: shortage of

lead time, meaning of "evidence," how to organize effectively
to conduct the self-study and write the report, the use of

the quantitative data summary report, and duplication of
effort.

3. Adequacy of Institutional ReRorts

The institutional reports prepared on the basis of the pro-
posed new standards varied widely as to their adequacy for

use by visiting teams. One report was considered out-
standing by the visiting team; the remainder were regarded
partially adequate to adequate.
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The shortage of lead time for the institutions was definitely
a factor in the kind of reports prepared. One institution
prepared a supplement to its report because it felt obligated
to submit its incomplete report to meet the deadline date.

The preliminary analysis of the institutional report by the
visiting team members led to requests for additional information
not included in the report. Almost without exception this
procedure resulted in valuable information for the team.

The use of the QDS (Quantitative Data Summary) now used by
NCATE needs further study as it relates to the new standards.
Some essential information prepared uniformly is useful for
the accrediting agency. It was suggested that such data
might be computerized for a central data bank in the head-
quarters office for research purposes.

In the section on "comprehensiveness," reference is made to
the concerns of the institutional representatives and
visiting team members regarding the reporting of innovative
and experimental programs.

. There was substantial support from both institutional repre-
sentatives and visiting team members for including in the
standards a set of instructions for preparing institutional
reports. It is believed that such instructions should be
minimal and non-interpretative in nature.

It seemed reasonable to assume that more adequate institutional
reports would result with certain modifications in procedure, and
perhaps in the standards themselves. It was also noted that addi-
tional experience in using the standards should lead to an improve-
ment of the operation.

4. Data Availability

With the exception of evidence concerning the quality of
graduates, data were generally available and accessible for
the preparation of institutional and visiting team reports.

Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate that for all but 8 items, a
majority of respondents had "no problems" or "no serious
problems" with respect to data availability. Six of the
eight exceptions are related to evaluating the quality of
graduates. The other two exceptions show that visiting
teams identified standard 3.4 (Screening on the Basic of
Personal Characterisitics) and standard G-3.1 (Admission
to Advanced Programs) as posing definite problems. Evidence
indicated that a considerable number of team members and
institutional personnel had definite data availability
problems with some of the other standards including: 1.9

Control of the Program, 2.5 Faculty Involvement with Schools,
3.2 Use of National Norms, 3.6 Student Involvement in the
Teacher Education Programo.and G-3.5 Student Involvement in
Graduate Programs in Education. It should be noted that 1.9
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was a source of difficulty for visiting teams only. Prob-
lems with respect to this standard were not reflected in
the responses of institutional personnel.

In some instances, both institutional personnel and team
members noted that data needed for a particular standard,
while available, was difficult to retrieve. Three

institutions cited inadequate record-keeping facilities
as a casual factor. The lack of a central "data bank"
was cited on several occasions. At least four of the
institutions stated that they are formulating plans making
such data more accessible and for gathering heretofore
unavailable data that is deemed important.

It was clear that the difficulty of obtaining evidence
for evaluating graduates is attributable to the anticipatory
nature of the standard. In spite of "the primitive state
of the art" with respect to product evaluation, this pro-
vision received enthusiastic support from visiting team
members and institutional personnel. Participants in the
oral and written evaluation activities agreed that this
standard would become increasingly significant as more
effective evaluation instruments are developed. It should
be noted,: however, that a number of respondents suggested
that the standard be revised to include a statement of
objectives which would serve as a basis for assessing data
and evidence regarding product evaluation.

5. Role of the Visiting Team

The orientation meeting for team members was viewed as an
important and necessary step in the project.

The training of team members was stressed as an important
step in the accreditation operation (noted by visiting
team members and the Visitation and Appraisal Committee).

There was strong support across the board for three new
procedures that visiting teams were requested to include
in their work: a preliminary analysis of the institutional
report with results mailed to the team chairman in advance
of his visit; a preliminary visit to the campus by the
team chairman to set the stage, make advance plans for the
visit, and identify areas to which the team would want to
give special attention; and the making and reporting of
judgments 1-etr the team.

The team visit serves a unique function in the accreditation
process. It can discover the "personality" of the insti-
tution: its climate, faculty morale, student morale; it
can make other judgments which can not be reached by just
reading the institutional report. It can discover other
pertinent data which the institution may have overlooked.
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Some problems were encountered by the tears. The task of
verifying information contained in the institutional report
was too time-consuming. The teams needed more time together
to "grind out" their judgments. The teams should have had
more group meetings with departments, students, and faculty
as a basis for verifying the institutional reports and for
judgment-making.

6. The Visitation and Appraisal Committee Meeting

There was unanimous agreement that the new standards were
discriminating, that is, the eight pilot institutions could
be differentiated according to the quality of their teacher
education programs.

Some Visitation and Appraisal members indicated that the
assigned task was unmanageable if the committee is expected
to operate as it does presently. There was discussion re-
garding the need to change the role of Visitation and
Appraisal Committees in the future.

The members recognized that the institutional reports
generally contained more pertinent information than was
the case with reports written under the former standards.

The members were appreciative of the special efforts made
by the visiting teams to include judgments in their reports.
However, it was noted that team reports need to be written
in such a way that the judgments are explicit and supported
with appropriate evidence.

In one case, some of the team's major judgments were
seriously challenged by the remarks of institutional
representatives who were present to be interviewed by
the Visitation and Appraisal Committee. The impact of
what was said by the institutional representatives probably
tipped the balance in favor of a recommendation for
accreditation. This raises two important questions: How
much weight should team judgments be given? What procedure
should be followed when there is a disagreement of this
magnitude?

There was general agreement that there should be a common
format used in presenting the first and second reader
reports. The format suggested (and used by two members)
included an analysis sheet on which the member would rate
the institution standard by standard.

7. The Council Meeting

While the standards clearly discriminated among the eight
institutions, they did not provide a cut-off line to separate
those institutions which were accreditable from those which
were not. It should be noted that it was not intended
that the standards should do so.
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It was clear that the Council had some difficulty in handling
the eight cases after having lifted provisional status from
several "weak" institutions on the previous day. The context
made it difficult to deny accreditation to any of the eight
pilot cases.

8. Related Items

. As an "experiment within an experiment," two members of
the Evaluative Criteria Study Committee served as individual
evaluators at the University of Georgia concentrating on
standards 1.4, and 1.5/1.6 respectively. It was concluded
that it was possible to obtain the information essential
to making judgments about 1.4 and 1.5/1.6 in a relatively
short period of time (approximately 3 hours). Procedures
included interviews with selected faculty members who had
been identified in advance of the visits and who had ready
for review certain specific materials also identified
in advance.

The question of the role of the NCATE central staff in the
decision-making process was raised. In writing a report
of the Visitation and Appraisal Committee's action for the
Council, should the staff provide additional information
which will help to present a more clmplete and accurate
picture of the institution or should it provide no input?

. The Visitation and Appraisal Committee posed the question:
Is the 10-year cycle of NCATE visits an appropriate one?

. There was strong support from a number of quarters suggesting
that institutions should keep NCATE informed regarding the
addition of programs.
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MAJOR REVISIONS OF THE PROPOSED STANDARDS
RESULTING FROM PROJECT FINDINGS

The pilot-testing of the proposed new standards was a fruitful
venture; it was not a wheel-spinning operation. The tests were pro-
ductive in identifying problem areas, finding solutions to some of

i
the problems, and in providing experience in using the new standards.
The major revisions of the proposed standards resulting from the
findings of the pilot tests are summarized below.

1. Introductions were written for each section of the
standards in both Parts I and II (curricula, faculty,
students, resources, evaluation). These introductions
emphasize the importance of interrelating the various
aspects of teacher education programs.

2. The provision for operating and reporting on experimental
programs was clarified.

3. The questions following each standard were analyzed and the
preambles, standards and questions were revised so that

a) unnecessary duplication was eliminated,
b) "standard-like" ideas were incorporated in

the preambles and standards, not in the
questions,

c) the requests for "evidence," "information"
and/or "data" were clarified.

4. The number of standards and questions was reduced.

5. The place of objectives was clarified in a new standard
on design of curricula in both Parts I and II (1.1,
G-1.1) and in the standards on evaluating graduates
(5.1, G-5.1) .

6. The use of professional organization guidelines was
raised from "footnote" status to full standard status
(1.4, G-1.5) .

The standard on the use of national norms was
incorporated in the admission standards (3.1, G-3.1).

8. The standards on student involvement in program
evaluation and development were strengthened (3.4, G-3.4).

In the standards for advanced programs, more provisions
were made for differentiation of requirements for master's,
sixth-year, and doctoral programs.

10. The standard on content for advanced curricula (G-1.2)
was significantly revised to incorporate: content for the
specialty, humanistic and behavioral studies, theory
relevant to the specialty with direct and simulated
experiences in professional practice.
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11. The standard on control of advanced programs (G-1.7) was
revised to include the control of the quality of all
courses, seminars, and workshops offered primarily at the
convenience of school personnel in the field (such as at
off-campus locations and at "irregular" hours) and counted
as credit toward graduate degrees or certificates.



ADOFIION OF THE NEW STANDARDS AND NEXT STEPS

Following the revision of the proposed standards, the recommended
new standards for teacher education were submitted to the MOTE
Executive Committee for approval, Upon approval by this group on
October 20, 1969, the now standards were transmitted to the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education for action. AACTE
published the standards under the title, Recommended Standards for
Teacher Education, in November 1969 (see Appendix H) and distributed
approximately 10,000 copies of this publication to colleges and
universities, professional associations, state departments of ed-
ucation, and to representatives of the teaching profession. To assist
individuals and groups to study these recommendations, an analysis
of the differences between the former and the new standards was pre-
pared (see Appendix I).

The recommended standards were adopted unanimously by NCATE
at its January 1970 meeting in New Orleans and they are now the
offical accreditation standards for teacher education. These standards
become effective for all institutions seeking initial or reaccreditation
by NCATE during the 1971-1972 school year, In the interim (100-197l),
institutions may elect to be evaluated on the basis of either the
former or the new standards. Experience shows that many of these
institutions are already electing the new standards as a basis for
an evaluation by NCATE.

AACTE acknowledges that these new standards are not, and should
not be, the final word in standards for accrediting teacher education.
It recognizes that standards must be systematically reviewed and re-
vised in terms of experience in us:ng them, in light of societal
Changes, and in relation to advances in the state of the art of ed-
ucating professional school personnel. The Association takes seriously
its assigned responsibility and is committed to provide leadership
for the continual evaluation and revision of these standards9.
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FOOTNOTES

The ad hoc coweittee was composed of Warren C. Lovinger, Chairman,
President, Central Missouri Sente College; Nathaniel Evers, University
of Denver; Asahel Woodruff, University of Utah; Sister Mary Emil,
President, Marygrove College; end Edwin P. Adkins, AACTE staff, The
committee submitted its report to the Aseociation in February 1966.

Membership of the Evaluative Criteria Study Committee was Edwin P.
Adkins, Cheirman, Associate Vice-President, Temple University,
Philadelphia, Pennslyvallia; Paul. F. Sharp, Vice-Chairmen, President,
Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa; Harry S. Broudy, Professor of
Philosophy of Education, University of Tllinois, Urbana; Robert N.
Bush, Professor of Education, College of Education, Stanford University,
California; Sister Mary Emil, Director of Education and Research
Center, Marygrove College, Detroit, Michigan; Margaret Knispel,
Assistant Secretary, National Commission on Teacher Education and
Professional Standards, Washington, D. C.; Margaret Lindsey, Professor
of Education, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New
York; Warren C, Lovinger, President, Central Missouri State College,
Warrensburg; Robert Mac Vicar, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale; E. C. Merrill, President, Gallaudet College, Washington,
D. C.; and Harold Shane, University Professor of Education, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana. The late Kimball Wiles, former
dean of the College of Education, University of Florida, was also a
member of the committee until his untimely death in early 1968.
Karl Massanari, Associate Secretary of AACTE, was the staff member,

3
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. Evaluative
Criteria for Accreditin Teacher Education; A Source Book on

Washington, D. C.: the Association, 1967.

4

6

7

Major portions of this section were adapted from an article by
Karl Massanari published in the Spring 1969 issue of the Journal of
Teacher Education, under the title "The AACTE-NCATE Feasibility
Project: A Test of Proposed New Accreditation Standards for Teacher
Education."

5
The contract was amended subsequently to extend the termination
date to September 30, 1969.

The project staff was composed of the NCATE central staff: Rolf
Larson, Director, Andrew J. Holley, and 'Bernard Rezabek; and two
members of the AACTE professional staff: Richard James, associated
director of the project, and Karl Massanari, director.

Consultants for the final evaluation session were Norman Burns,
Executive Director, Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions
of Higher Education; Frank G. Dickey, Executive Director, National
Commission on Accrediting; John.R. Mayor, Director of Education,
American Association for the Advancement of Science; John R. Proffitt,
Director, Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility Staff, Bureau
of Higher Education, United States Office of Education; WI Jana
Steffensen, United States Office of Education.
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8
Waltor. Le Baron, Education Syste Department, Syatem Development
Corporation, 5720 Columbia Pike, Yalls Church, Virginia 22041,
was commissioned to prepare an anailsis of Cle proposed standards.
His report provided valuable input: during the final rcvison phaseof the Evaluative Criteria Study.

The AACTE has appointed a new Committee on Standards which is
charged with the responsibility to review continually the new
standards in light of eNperience in ufAn3 them, in light of societalchanges, and in relation to advances in the state of the art of
teacher education; and to recommend revisions in the standards asdeemed necessary. The membership of this committee is composed of
Margaret Lindsey, Chailman, Professor of Education, Teachers College,Columbia University, New York, New York; Herman Branson, President,
Central State University, Wilberforce, Ohio; Samuel G, Gates, President,Wisconsin State University, La Crosse, Wisconsin; David Krathwohl,
Dean, School of Education, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York;Harold G. Shane, University Professor of Education, Indiana University,Bloomington, Indiana; Sister Mary Fidelma Spiering, Chairman,
Department of Education, Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, Oregon;
Merle Wood, Science Teacher, Kern County Union High School District,South High School, 1101 Planz Road, Bakersfield, California; NCATE
Liaison Representative - Doran Christensen, Music Teacher, Jefferson
High School, 1101 Douglas Street, Alexandria, Minnesota; and Karl
Massanari, Associate Director, AACTE,as the staff member.
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"Professional Associations and Learned Societies Participating
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Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education: A Draft of the Prolapsed New Standards,
with Study Guide.

, " A Summary of Revisions of Standards and Evaluative. Criteria
for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, May 1968."

"Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, April 1968."

Evaluative Instrument for the AACTE/NCATE Feasibility Project:
Institutional Representatives, January 1969.
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Visiting. Team Members January :L969.

Recommended Standards for Teacher Education. March icjiO

I "An Analysis of the Differences Between the New Standards for
Accrediting Teacher Education and the Former NCATE Standards."
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D) THE STANDARDS FOR

ru ._ ACCREDITING TEACHER

0 EDUCATION

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
Evaluative Criteria Study Committee

1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036

2. Position (Check one):
a. Total-institution administrator
b. Liberal arts administrator

3. Institution or organization

4. Location

c. Teacher education administrator
d. _Other (Please specify):

41....,.,..

(Street) (City) (State)
5. Total enrollmentinclude full-time plus part-time and undergraduate plus graduate

enrollment (If applicable, check one):
a. Under 1,000
b. 1,001 to 5,000
c. 5,001 to 10,000

6. Type of institution (If applicable, check one):
a. Teacher education college
b. Liberal arts college
a Multi-purpose college

Res

d. 10,001 to 15,000
e. 15,001 to 20,000
f . Over 20,000

d. Medium-scope university
e. Complex university
f Specialized graduate school

ondent's experience with NCATE accreditation of teacher education:
a. As a member of NCATE accrediting teams, committees etc. (Check one):

(1) Frequent (2) Occasional (3) None
b. As a member of an institution undergoing NCATE accreditation (Check one):

(3) _llorid(1) _Study committee (2) __Faculty

8. 'indica e how you feel in general about the principle of national accreditation of teacher,
education (Check one):

Strongly positive
b. Mildly positive
c. Neutral

Aitt, your opinion, how acceptable

Very acceptable
Acceptable
Partially acceptable

Mildly negative
e. _Strongly negative
f . No opinion

are present NCATI5 accreditation. procedures? Caheekone
.4f tir '1 :

do, _Unacceptable
_Very unat.-oetabie

4- '

1Y1111.1e)°
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Please refer to the enclosed AACTE Evaluative Criteria Reference Paper No. 1
in answering items 10 through 37 below. In these items:

understandability implies clearness related to evaluative criteria;
significance implies relevancy to the evaluation of teacher education; and
comprehensiveness implies the inclusion of the essential elements in the
evaluative criteria.

10. Is STANDARD I understandable? Yes No (If "no," explain):

1L Is STANDARD I significant? __Yes No (If "no," explain):

12. Is STANDARD I appropriately comprehensive? __Yes _No (If "no," explain):

13. If you have other comments about STANDARD I, indicate here:

14. Is STANDARD 1X uthst able?

1.5. 1sSTA.NflARDflsignificant?, . 4. .4

1 X s STA

1i.

appropriately prehensive?

you have other comments about ST
iut3 d=r,

Yes

No (If ri It explain):

No (If "no," explain):

'

ludioate here:
r

N .i.-;



18. Is STANDARD III understandable 7 Yes (If "no," explain):

19. Is STANDARD III significant? Yes No (If "no," explain):

20. Is STANDARD III appropriately comprehensive? Yes (If "no" explain):

21. If you have other comments about STANDARD III, indicate here:

22. Is STANDARD IV understandable? Yes No (If "no," explain):

23, is STANDARD IV significant? _Yes (If "no," explain):

24. Is STANDARD IV appropriately comprehensive? Yes No "no, "' explain):

25. If you have other co ents about STANDARD IV, indicate here:

26, Is STANDARD V understandable?

1

tit os

STANDARD V significant? .".. .4i Ai ii

v "DARD V appropriately comprehensive ?

Yes No. (If "n

you have other comments about TANDARD V, indica



30. Is STANDARD VI understandable? . . ____Yes No (If "no," explain):

31. Is STANDARD VI significant? Yes No (If "no," explain):

32. Is STANDARD VI appropriately comprehensive? Yes _No (If "no," explain):

33. If you have other comments about STANDARD VI, indicate here:

,.....="www=m

34. Is STANDARD VU understandable? . . . . Yes No (If "no," explain):

35. Is STANDARD VII significant? Yes No (If thiPlain):

36. Is STANDARD VII appropriately comprehensive? Yes NO explain);

37. If you have other comments about STANDARD VII, indicate here:

44
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S8. Indicate here better alternatives for the evaluation of teacher education programs which
you have to suggest:

39 Indicate ways in which you would be willing to participate further in the study, if asked to
do so (Check all which apply):

a. Participate in regional conferences.
b. Serve as discussion leader for conference discussion group.
c. _Serve as recorder for conference discussion group.
d. Attend the open meeting of the Evaluative Criteria Committee at the AAC TIE

Annual Meeting in Chicago, February 15-17, 1967.
Other (Tell what):

5 Over



PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND LEARNED SOCIETIES

PARTICIPATING IN THE AACTE EVALUATIVE CRITERIA STUDY

January 1969

TN American Association of Colleges for Teacher lineation

1201 Sixteenth- tteato N.W. Washington, D. 20036



American Association for the
Advancement of Science

American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation

American Association of Physics
Teachers
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0:9 The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

aac e 1201 SIXTEENTH 8TUET, N. W, WASHINGTON, D, 0, 20036 (202) 453-6050

cR EDOk

December 20, 1967

To Colleagues in Education:

This is the first published draft of the Standards and
Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of Teacher Education.
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education is
proud of the forward step in accrediting college and university
teacher education programs which is represented by this volume.

This draft is but one steR along the way toward the
development and acceptance of standards and evaluative criteria
which will more adequately meet the needs of the changing and
developing field of teacher education and of our society. Your
further helpful participation is invited in the substantial
effort currently under way to involve the best thought available
regarding teacher education and its evaluation. This particular
publication is organized to assist you in studying the results
to date and to encourage your comments and constructive criticism.

The Association will analyze reactions carefully, revise and test
these proposed standards, and recommend a final set of standards
to the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.

Sincerely yours,

Edward C. Pomdfwr,
Executive Secetar

ECP:rf
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Foreword

This preliminary draft of new standards and evaluative criteria for accrediting teacher education is the result of the
first phase of the Evaluative Criteria Studya three-year project sponsored by The American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education. The wide distribution of the preliminary draft is in keeping with the Association's belief that many
responsible people must be involved in the process of developing new accrediting standards for teacher education.

The responsibility for carrying on a systematic program of evaluation of standards and development of new and
revised standards is allocated to AACTE in the Constitution of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE).1 To carry out this responsibility, AACTE in 1966 established the Evaluative Criteria Study
Committee and employed a full-time associate secretary to work with the Committee. A three-fold task was assigned to
this Committee: (a) to recommend appropriate changes in the present accrediting standards, (b) to identify problem
areas needing research, and (c) to propose a plan for the continuous reappraisal of the revised standards,

The first year (1966-67) of the Evaluative Criteria Study2 was designed to inform people about the accreditation of
teacher education, stimulate discussion on the basic issues involved in revising accreditation standards, "feel the pulse" of
responsible educators regarding these issues, and collect ideas for revising the present standards. An Opinionaire was
constructed to sample the attitudes of educators about the present NCATE standards and to gather new ideas which
might be incorporated in the revised standards. Qpinionaires were mailed to 3,200 persons representing the colleges and
universities engaged in preparing teachers, professional associations and learned societies, state departments of education,
and the teaching profession. The Committee studied and analyzed the 1,538 responses received from the respondents,

Resource materials were prepared to present information about the current accrediting standards and to stimulate
discussion on revising them. Materials prepared for the first year of the Study included an information bulletin; AACTE
Evaluative Criteria Reference Papers No. 1, 2, and 3; and Evaluative Criteria for Accrediting Teacher EducationA
Source Book on Selected Issues.3

Five regional conferences (San Francisco, Denver, Chicago, New Orleans, and Washington, D. C.) were held from
March through May 1967 involving 863 participants. Representatives from colleges and universities, specialized interest
groups, state departments of education, and the profession were invited to participate in the conferences. Of the 863
participants, 647 represented institutions preparing teachers, 133 represented professional associations and learned
societies, and 83 were from the public schools. Participants discussed issues and formulated proposals for the revision of
the present accrediting standards.

The comments, suggestions, and criticisms of Study participants which were gathered during the first year were
summarized and analyzed by the Committee. The findings guided the Committee in its deliberations as it reached
agreement on the basic issues and as it formulated the preliminary draft of the revised standards.

A study guide is included as part of this document to assist readers in focusing their attention on some of the more
important features of the proposed standards. The present NCATE accreditation standards also are included in this
document (Appendix) as a reference for readers who wish to compare the proposed new standards with the current ones.

Recipients of this preliminary draft are invited to submit their reactions to the proposed standards on the enclosed
response card and by letter. Reactions should be submitted before March 1, 1968, to:

KARL MASSANARI, Associate Secretary

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

The Committee will make appropriate revisions of the proposed standards following an analysis of the reactions
received. The revised standards and evaluative criteria then will be tried out experimentally in six to eight pilot institu-
tions. The trial run will be an AACTE-NCATE cooperative project.

The Committee anticipates making its recommendations for revised accrediting standards to the AACTE Executive
Committee sometime in late 1969. Upon approval by the Executive Committee the recommendations will then be trans-
mitted to the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education for final action and implementation.

1 See Article VII, Sections B and C, 1965 NCATE Constitution. NCATE is approved by the National Commission on Accrediting as
the official national accrediting agency for teacher education. Communications to the accrediting agency should be addressed to Rolf W.
Larson, Director, NCATE, 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006.

2 A progress report on the first year of the Evaluative Criteria Study was published in the September 1967 issue of the AACTE
Bulletin.

3 Copies of this publication are available at $2.50 each. Order from Dr. Edward C. Pomeroy, Executive Secretary, The American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.
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Study Guido

For the Proposed Standards and Evaluative Criteria.
the Accreditation of Teacher Education.

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher' egioCatio
12011 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 26036

As noted in the Foreword, this study guide is included to assist readers in focusing their attention on some of the
ire important features of the proposed new standards for the accreditation of teachereducatien, The al4efdifferences
ween the proposed standards and those currently being used by NCATE are noted: below; The ')resent standards also

included in th,,s document (Appendix) to assist readers in making comparison%
Readers are encouraged to study the proposed accrediting standards, register their opinions An the enclosed response

4, and return the card by mail before, March 1, 1968. Readers are invited to submit a ational; comfy -ntsabout the
Ciposed standards by letter addressed to

KARL MASSANARI, Associate Secre

The American Association of Colleges for Tead

the organization of the proposed standards is different from that of the
06114 standards.

Icvvo categories of standards are proposed: one for basic programs and the
,other for advanced programs. The standards in the first category (Part, I)
are applicable to all programs for the preparation of teachers throngli. 'the
;baccalaureate, fifth-year, and master's degree levels; those in the second
category (Part II) are applicable to at programs beyond the master's level
for the advanced preparation of teacfiers, and to all programs beyond the
'Baccalaureate degree for the preparatton of specialized scYlOol personnel.
'Formal accreditation will be extended for each category as a tivhdle, i.e.,
for an or none of the programs in the category being offered by the
institution.
The standards in both Part I and Part II are grouped under five broad
"headings: program of instruction, faculty, students, resbureei, and
evaluation.
lack standard is preceded by a preamble which giVesits rationale; States
the underlying assumptions, interprets its meaning, and defines unfamiliar
terms. The evaluative criteria Which .follow each standard are designed
to elicit the kinds of evidence that will show the extent to 'which- each
standard is met.

*proposed standards include more specificity than do the present, standards.

More specificity is introduced as 'a 'result of increasing the number of
:Standards: 28 standards are prop_ osed for basic programs, 27'fOr adVateed'.'

°grams.
*orther specificity is introduced through the inclusion of evaluative

,,,c0telia. for each staridard: There ate .120 evaluative criteria for the 28
Otandards,ip. Part 99 for the 27 stai4artIS 6:Part H.

is assumed that the proposed :staridardS 'and evaluatiire ditgria ate
(11At etiou to be used by instituttoth eva

*supplementary guide. ,

. -06t.edr*standards ref tea' a Aittigoill,,:tholi gftiftdemoe ofri?ertiOlis
o tit 044:4tiim -fogon-A.fot-'6V,

elt OA itP,trPFY:VgActitf: ;4e
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Comments

a. There is ]ess emphasis in the p roposeci standards on objectives, per se.
is believed that institutional objectives for teacher education will be (
reflected in the iafonale and content of the crariciius programs offered, n
the policies vhich are implemented, and in the allocation of personnel
and physical resources to support tlx program.

b. Less attention in the proposed standards is given to patterns of organiza-
tion and administration. It is believed that the proposed standards give
a more appropriate perspective to ne importance of organization and
administration in ev9.ivating teacher education programs. (See 1.9 arid
3-i.9) .

C. There is iiore emphasis in the proposed standards oi the quality of the
. faculty foL teacher education. Note especially the consideration given to .

preparation of facuPy, faculty load, part-time faculty, and faculty involve-
ment with schools. (See 2.1 to 2.5, and G-2.l to G-2.6)

d. The proposed standards p]ace greater emphasis n the importance of the
quality of students admitted to teacher education programs. Note spe-
daily the attention given to admission to teacher education progrms, use
of national norms, and screening on the basis of academic achievement
and personality characteristics. (See 3.1 o 3.5, and G-3. 1 to G-3.4)

e. 1\'iore condideration in the proposed standards is given to the importance of
evaluating the academic achievement and classroom performance of
students in teacher education programs. (See 1. 16, .L72, 1.82, 3.2, 3.3.,
3.4, 5.1, G-3.i.3, G-3.21, and G-5:l) .

F. It :is believed that the proposed standards pernit a considerab amount
of latitude in desi.nng and conducting preparation programs for tectchers
and other school service personnel . It is intended that they will encourage
responsible innovation and experimentation.

g. 'The proposed standards give more atteniou to the areas of study which
: shouid. be included in the genørai education component for basic proga.ms .

Of teacher education. Note that the standard (1. 1) specifies a minimum .,,. :
amount of time which should be devoted to studies in general educatiom 1...

and that particular areas of study are specified. . .
: ;. . .

.
Ii. Considerable attention in the proposed standards is given to th6 elements .

.:
7

vhici shouid be included in theprofessiopal studies cPmponent in basic . .y . .: . , : .

Leacher education pograms Note especially that the component includes
. the content for the field of specialization, humanistic an.d behavioral : ,

studies, educational theory with laboratory and clinical experience, and . ;

internship. (See 1.2 to 1.7) . . . .
: . : . .

The proposed standaids call attention to the quality of the relationship
between the teacher preparing inst4tu.tlon and the cooperating schools, and
to the importance of faculty involvement with elementary and secondary .; .'..

:

. schools. (See 1.73, i.7, 2.5, 5.1, G-2,l, rind C-5.l) .. .

. j.. :
1h importance of the joint paTticipatiOn of the acddemfc st aid the . .

,.. . .: '..

reacher education faculty in malmg certarn ciccisions about the teacher , .

education program s stressed (See 117, 1 32, and 1 33)
k Th importance of educational technology and instructional media is

êsed in tho proposed standads. (See 4.2 -and ,J; -.. .. -

:'.

J The uniqne character of graduate study in teaoher education is ompha-
4

si7ccI in a rumber of ways in the proposed standards Part II is devoted
I I (

entircly to id ianced programs at the graduate lQvel Note espccialLy the ,

standards dealing with the purpose of advanced piogams (Gd 15, their
conteni (C-i 2 and (U 3), the role of rosearch (C-i 4), individualization
o programs of study (C-i 5), quality of graduate study (Gi 6, C-i 7,
nd C-i 8), qualifications and sire of acuity (G-2 1, C-2 2, and O- )

iauky load (C-2 5), faculty involvement in reseaLch cC-2 6), qdaity of t c

stuclen body (-3 1, G-3 2, and G-3 4, id a1lotion of res rcc (G4 1 " f

-toG-4.5). . -. -. -.

.. 'u-.

r J -

1/I. -.; ........

I- )

/ I.

I
-

- V



4. The proposed standards reflect a change in the significance of various aspects
of a teacher edacation program for evaluation purposesthrough the addition
of certain new elements not inelOded in'the present NCATE standards,
a. There are standards dealingw,4th= the evaluation, of the gfadgg,tes

the use of the results from such evaluations, (See 5.1, 5,2, 0-5.1, and
G-5.2)

b. The importance of the quality of instruction is stressed in the proposed
standards, (See 1,18, 1.37,=1,45, 1.55, 1,64, G-1,25, and 0-1,34)

c. Attention is given to the role of research in both basic and, advanced
programs. (See 1.8, G-1,4, 0-2.6, and G-4.5)

d. Emphasis is given to the importance of long-range planning, for teacher
education programs. (See 5,a and ,G-;.3)

e. There is a standard dealing with student involvement in teacher education
programs. (See 3.6)

E Direct and/or simulated experiences are included as one of the required
elements for advanced programs, (See G-1.3)

5. The proposed standards maize reference to the guidelines for th, preparption
of teachers and other school service personnel which have been developed by
professional associations and learned societies.

It is believed that a number of professional associations and learned
societies, because of a special ',interest in the, preparation of teaches and othor
school service personnel, potentially have a signiftcant cat to make to

= the improvement of teacher educatiA4 programs. Some of these organizations
already have prepared guidelines for the preparation of teachers and other

_rocess of doing so. it is assulp,oci in the
= work out the rationale fort its various

advancedwith due siderol9p f9r
,63 1.78'

n r
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Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education

Introductory Statement

National accreditation of institutional programs for preparing teachers for all grades and subjects and school service
personnel at the elementary and secondary school levels is the exclusive responsibility of the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). The NCATE has been authorized by the National Commission on
Accrediting to adopt standards and to continue the development of policies and procedures for accreditation. The
NCATE is also responsible for implementing accreditation procedures and determining the accreditation status of teacher
education programs.

The standards and evaluative criteria presented herein state conditions of acceptability for accreditation. They are
the means through which the purposes of national accreditation can be achieved.

Purposes of National Acct dd itati on of Teacher Education
National accreditation of teacher education serves three major purposes:

1. It helps to protect children and youth from ill-prepared school personnel.
2. It assures the public that particular institutionsthose named in the Annual Listoffer programs of teacher education

which meet national standards.
3. It provides a practical basis for reciprocity among the states in certifying professional personnel.

While these are the main purposes for the accreditation of teacher education, it is assumed that an indirect outcome
of the accreditation process will be the improvement of the teaching profession through the improvement of preparation
programs.

Institutional Self-Governance and National Accreditation
Both public and private institutions of higher learning in the United States have a long heritage of self-governance.

The right of colleges and universities to set their own goals and to shape their own destinies has accounted for a large
measure of the excellenceand perhaps inadequacy as wellwhich is found among institutions of higher learning today.
The freedom of institutions to move toward higher levels of excellence should be encouraged and supported by national
accreditation. When accreditation distracts an institution from this mission or encroaches upon its freedom to accomplish
it, the accreditation process has become inconsistent with its own purposes.

It is equally true, however, that national accreditation can exert a countervailing force when institutions aspire to
expand programs beyond the capacity of available resources, and when they offer marginal or poor programs. National
accreditation represents a common floor of acceptability. However, each institution of higher learning is free to seek or
not seek national accreditation.

Institutional Experimentation and Innovation
The NCATE encourages responsible experimentation and innovation as a rational and systematic basis for long-

range improvement of teacher education. If the autonomy of institutions of higher education in the United States is to be
real, each college and university should have freedom to engage in experimentation and innovation. National accredita-
tion should neither encroach upon an institution's self-governance nor encroach upon the institution's right to be inventive.
In order to encourage experimentation and innovation, the standards and evaluative criteria permit a great deal of
latitude in designing and conducting preparation programs. However, the institut:im must assume full responsibility for
the quality of experimental programs.

National Standards and Evaluative Criteria
Accreditation by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education certifies that the institution's programs

for preparing teachers and other professional school personnel meet its standards. This certification validates the quality
of an instructional program, and signifies that persons recommended by the institution can be expected to perform satis-
factorily in typical teaching and service positions throughout the United States. The standards and evaluative criteria
which are applied to programs are "minimum standards" for acceptability. They are designed as guides for estimating
tie adequacy of institutional programs. Any type of regionally accredited institution can fulfill the standards if the
institution has a clear understanding of the teaching function and a serious commitment to teacher education, and if it
allocates its resources appropriately.

The standards set forth in this document are "minimum standards," and therefore the NCATE urges institutions to
set higher standards for themselves, and through experimentation and research, to strive for better ways to prepare
teachers and school service personnel.
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Eaeb standard is preceded by a preamble which gives its rationale, states the underlying assumptions, interprets its
meaning, and defines unfamiliar terms. The evaluative criteria which follow each standard are designed to elicit the
kinds of evidence that will show the extent to which the standard is met. It is not assumed that the evaluative criteria,.
included for each standard are exhaustive; an institution may suggest other criteria to show how r is meeting a standard.

The Continuous Review of Standards and EYaluative Criteria
The revised (1965) Constitution of the NCATE (Article VII, Section B) states:

Responsibility for carrying on a systematic program of evaluation of standards and development of new and
revised standards shall be allocated to the AACTE. The AACTE shall insure the participation of representatives of
institutions, organizations and fields of study concerned with teacher education, and the Council. The AACTE
shall receive and consider recommendations about existing or revised standards from institutions which prepare
teachers and from individuals and organizations concerned with teacher education.
This provision explicitly calls for the continuous review and development of standards. It also calls for the systematic

involvement of professional groups, learned societies, individuals, institutional representatives, and members of the
Council in this process. Thus, the revised constitution provides for continuous review, development, and testing of
standards with maximum involvement of those persons and organizations most directly concerned with their application
and impact.

If accreditation standards are to reflect changing conditions in higher education generally and in teacher education
particularly, they will not remain static or be pegged to any level of excellence. 1 is expected that from time to time the
floor of acceptability will be raised. This means that as standards evolve and are improved, institutions can expect to meet
new and different standards on reaccreditation, If subsequent to their reaccreditation they choose to expand or to establish
new programs of specialized study, the adequacy of these chan ges must be examined. The reaccreditation of institutional
programs therefore can be as challenging as initial accreditation,

Applicability of the Standards and Evaluative Criteria
Separate sets of standards and evaluative criteria are to be applied to basic and to a:ovanced programs of teacher

education. Basic refers to all programs for the preparation of teachers whether they are four-year, five-year, or master's level
programs. Advanced refers to all programs beyond the master's level for the advanced (in addition to the basic) prepara-
tion of teachers, and to all programs beyond the baccalaureate level for the preparation of specialized school personnel.

The standards in Part I are to be applied to all basic programs: programs for the preparation of teachers (kinder-
garten through the twelfth grade) through the baccalaureate, fifth-year, and master's degree levels. They are not to be
applied to programs for the preparation of teacher aides or other paraprofessionals.

The standards in Part II are to be applied to all advanced programs: programs beyond the master's level for tl.e
advanced preparation of teachers, and programs beyond the baccalaureate level for specialized school personnel. They
are not to be applied to programs for the preparation 1 college teachers or non-school personnel.

Eligibility for National Accreditation
Institutions which meet the following two conditions qualify for evaluation by the National Council for the Accredi-

tation of Teacher Education;
1. Institutions offering basic degree programs for preparing teachers and/or school service personnel.
2. Institutions accredited by the appropriate regional accrediting association and state departments of education at the

levels and in the categories for which NCATE accreditation is sought.
The Council regards accreditation by a regional accrediting association as reasonable assurance as to the overall

quality of an institution, including its general financial stability, the effectiveness of its administration, the adequacy of its
general facilities, the quality of its student personnel program, the appropriateness of its overall program of study, the
strength of its faculty, the adequacy of its faculty personnel policies, and the quality of instruction.

An institution accepted for evaluation shall present for review:
1. All basic programs: programs offered for the preparation of elementary, secondary, and kindergarten through twelfth

grade teachers (programs resulting in the recommendation for professional certification) whether they are four-year,
five-year, or master's programs; and/or

2. All adva "iced programs: programs beyond the master's level for the advanced preparation of teachers, and programs
beyond the baccalaureate level for the preparation of specialized school personnel.

Part I of the standards is to be applied to all programs in the first category, and Part II to those in the second category.
Formal accreditation will be extended for each category as a whole, i.e., for all or none of the programs in the category
being:400d by the institution.
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PART I: BASK PROGRAMS

Programs for the Preparation of Teachers Through the Baccalaureate,
Fifth-Year, and Master's Degree Levels.

1. The Program of Instruction for Teacher Education

1.1 The General Studies Component

Teachers ought to have as much general education as it is possible for them to havenot only because they
require it as cultivated human beings, but also because subjects studied in general education may support their
teaching field. Moreover, only a well-informed, cultivated person presents an adequate model for children and
youth in the school environment.

Institutional programs of general or liberal education vary widely, although certain elements are usually I'D
be found in all of them. This precludes prescribing general education in terms of subjects and credit hours. The
view reflected in the standard is that general education should include the studies most widely generalizable to
life and further learning. The areas of studies designated below satisfy this requirement and encompass the
contents of most of the standard patterns of general education. Far more important than the specific content of
general education is that it be taught with generalizability rather than with academic specialization as a primary
objective.

It should be noted that no optimum amount of time for general education has been designated. The figures
suggested in the standard refer to four- and five-year programs. In addition, the general education requirement
is not regarded as necessarily meeting, in full, the prospective teacher's need for the study of academic subject
matter (see standard 1.2).

As used in the standard, "symbolics of information" is that part of general education which deals with
communication through symbols, including studies in such areas as linguistics, languages, communication skills,
mathematics, logic, and information theory.

THE STANDARD
1.1 The general studies component of the program for prospective teachers requires that from one-third to one-half

time be devoted to studies in the symbolics of information, basic physical awl behavioral sciences, and humanities.

1.11 Are courses, seminars, and readings offered in each area of general studies identified in the standard?
1.12 What are the arrangements for insuring that a distribution, or series, of courses, seminars, and readings are

taken in each area of general studies?
1.13 What measures are taken to make sure that the programs of all prospective teachers meet the institution's

standard requirements in general studies?
1.14 What evidence (such as state and regional accreditation reports, student achievement data, and/or scholar-

ship awards) is available to estimate the quality of the general studies component of the teacher education
program?

1.15 What ratio between the general studies component and the professio,,a1 studies component (including
academic specialization) is the institution seeking to xnaintain?

1.16 What evidence is there that some assessment is made at the beginning of the program of the level and
quality of each student's general education background and that appropriate individualization of his pro-
gram is made?

1.17 What evidence is availabl .. to show that the selection of content for the general studies component of the
teacher education program eat l)- les the judgment of both the academic staff and the teacher education
faculty?

1.18 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction in the general studies component of the teacher
education program?

1.2 The Professional Studies Component
The professional part of the curriculum designed to prepare teachers is to be distinguished from the general

studies component: the latter includes whatever instruction is deemed desirable for all educated human 'beings,
regardless of their prospective vocation; the formerprofessional componentcovers all requirements that are
justified by the work of the specific vocation of teaching. In the standards that follow (1,2 to 1.7) it is assumed,
therefore, that whether a study is to be called general education or professional education does not depend on
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the name of the study or the department in which the instruction is offered; it depends rather on the function the
study is to perform, viz., whether it is to be part of general education or of specialized vocational preparation.

The ingredients (not courses necessarily) of the professional studies component may be classified as follows:
The professional studies component Standard 1.2

Content for the field of specialization Standard 1.3
Content to be taught to pupils
Supplementary knowledge from the subject matter field(s) to be taught and from
allied fields that are needed by the teacher for perspective and flexibility in teaching

Theoretical-practice component
Humanistic and behavioral studies Standard 1.4
Educational theory with laboratory and clinical experience Standards 1.5 and 1.6
Practice Standard 1.7

The nature and function of these ingredients will be specified in separate sections.

THE STANDARD
1.2 The professional studies component of the curriculum includes the following ingredients combined in a rationally

designed pattern of instruction: (a) content for the field of specializationcontent to be taught to pupils, and
supplementary knowledge from the subject matter field(s) to be taught and from allied fields that are needed by
the teacher for perspective and flexibility in teaching; and (b) theoretical-practice componenthumanistic and
behavioral studies, educational theory with laboratory and clinical experience, and practice.

1.21 In the curriculum and in the teaching-learning experiences afforded the studentcan the different elements
in the professional studies component be clearly identified? How are they specified?

1.22 What evidence indicates that the professional studies component has been systematically constructed? Is
the organizing principle of the design specified?

1.23 On what principle is the ratio among different elements in the professional studies component determined?

1.3 The Professional Studies Component: Content for the Field of Specialization
The following standard draws attention to the fact that teaching requires two types of knowledge over and

beyond that which is acquired in general education. One is the knowledge that is to be taught to the pupil, e.g.,
the mathematics one plans to teach, the art one is expected to teach, the literature for children one plans to
teach, or the science that one is to teach in the science class. The other type of knowledge will not be taught
directly to the pupil, but may be needed by the teacher as a background for the teaching of a particular subject,
e.g., Anglo-Saxon for the English teacher, American history for the teacher of American literature, political
science for the history teacher, mathematical logic for the teacher of mathematics, or abnormal psychology for
the teacher of sex education. It is assumed in this standard that both kinds of knowledge are a required part of
the candidate's professional training, although judgments regarding these requirements will be based on collabo-
ration between appropriate members of the staff in the field concerned and the appropriate members of the
faculty of education. Nothing in the standard should be construed as implying that instruction in this com-
ponent for the preparation of teachers must be carried on in any specific school or department or in any specific
format, such as "courses."

THE STANDARD
1.3 The professional studies component of the curriculum includes the specialized study of (a) the content to be

taught to pupils, and (b) the supplementary s,:..owledge in the subject matter of the teaching field(s) and from
allied fields that are needed by the teacher for perspective and flexibility in teaching.

1.31 What evidence is there that the requirements for special academic studies have been developed specifically
to meet the need for:
a. content to be taught to pupils?
b. supplementary knowledge from the subject matter of the teaching field(s) to be taught and from allied

fields that are needed by the teacher for perspective and flexibility in teaching?
1.32 What cooperative arrangements exist, and to what degree has cooperation among the total staff occurred in

the identification and selection of the special academic studies for the respective teaching fields?
1.33 What evidence indicates that the requirements for special academic studies embody the judgment of both

the subject specialization and the educational staff?
1.34 What information indicates that a systematic effort is being made to keep the content of the respective

teaching fields current with developments in the appropriate disciplines?
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1.35 What evidence confirms that serious consideration has been given to therecommendations for the prepara-
tion of teachers made by national professional organizations?1

1.36 What evidence is available to show that the programs of all prospective teachers include the appropriate
content for their respective specialization fields?

137 What procedures are used to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction in this part of the professional studies
component?

1.4 The Professional Studies Component: Humanistic and Behavioral Studies
Many intellectual disciplines have bearings on the study of education. However, not all disciplines are

equally relevant, and their relevance is not always obvious. In the following standard it is assumed that problems
concerning nature and aims of education, the curriculum, organization and administration of a school system,
and the process of teaching-learning can be studied with respect to their historical development and the philo-
sophical issues to which they are related. These studies are referred to hereafter as the humanistic smdies. The
problems of education can also be studied with respect to the findings and methods of sociology, economics,
political science, anthropology, and psychology. Such studies will be referred to as behavioral studies. These
behavioral and humanistic studies differ from the usual study of sociology, economics, philosophy, and history in
that they take their departure from problems in education rather than from the problems of the discipline. Some
of the behavioral studies may provide empirical generalizations that can be applied to educational practice; when
they do, they become part of the educational theory and its applications that one studies in relation to one's field
of specialization. However, humanistic and behavioral studies have as their primary purpose to provide the
student with a set of contexts in which educational problems can be understood or interpreted. Therefore, they
constitute a part of all professional curriculums in education.

The humanistic and behavioral studies in the professional component of the curriculum require as a pre-
requisite a familiarity with the parent disciplines on which they are based. The stating of the desirability of these
prerequisites does not presuppose or prescribe any specific set or sequence of courses for meeting them.

THE STANDARD

1.4 The professional studies component includes instruction in the humanistic studies, e.g., the history and philosophy
of education; and the behavioral studies, e.g., sociology, economics, political science, anthropology, and psychology
of education.

1.41 Can the humanistic and behavioral studies be identified in the professional component of the program?

1.42 What evidence exists that the humanistic and behavioral studies identified in 1.41 are oriented toward the
problems of educational pork.: and aims, curriculum, organization and administration, teaching and
learning?

1.43 What evidence is there that the recommendations of professional organizations and learned societies for the
preparation of teachers have been considered in establishing the requirements for the humanistic and
behavioral studies?2

1.44 What data show that the programs of all prospective teachers include the humanistic and behavioral
studies prescribed by the institution?

1.45 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction in this part of the professional studies component?

1.5 The Professional Studies Component: Educational Theory with Laboratory and Clinical Experience
As distinguished from the humanistic and behavioral studies and content for the field of specialization

1.6 there is a body of knowledge about teaching and learning that can be the basis for rules of practice. If teaching is
to be more than a craft, teachers need to understand the theoretical principles which justify, the rules they follow.
To this end, the study of teaching-learning theory is included as part of the professional studies component in the
preparation of teachers. However, like the study of other empirical theory, the study of the theories of teaching-
learning requires laboratory exercises to make abstract principles (and the rules of practice derived from them)
more concrete and more intelligible. Much of what has been called both "general" and "special methods" can
therefore be taught as the application of educational theory.

1 A number of professional associations and learned societies have as one of their major interests the improvement of
teacher education. Some of these organizations have developed guidelines for the preparation of teachers and other school
service personnel in their respective specialization fields. It is assumed that each institution will develop the rationale for
its various programs in teacher education with due consideration for the recommendations in these guidelines.

During 1968-69 a number of pilot institutions will be engaged in testing the proposed standards. AACTE will
provide a list of the most useful guidelines for these institutions as they study their programs in preparation for an NCATE
evaluation.

eventually, AACTE may assume the responsibility of publishing such a list annually for wider distribution.
2 See footnote above.
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Whereas the study of teaching-learning theory provides the prospective teacher with principles of practice,
and the laboratory exercises illuminate and demonstrate these principles, clinical experience in education con-
fronts the student' with individual cases or problemsthe diagnosis and solution of which .7.a.volve principles and
theorybut also familiarizes him with the class of cases to which they belong. Certain kinds of problems in
discipline, motivation, testing, lesson planning, and presentation represent recurring types of classroom situations.
Clinical teaching involves the student in the diagnosis and "treatment" of the individual case, but under the
guidance of an experienced teacher. Because it is now possible to simulate many of these situations, or to display
a selection of real cases electronicallyand because the prospective teacher's efforts can be recorded, viewed, and
reviewedit is now feasible to give much eff .ctive clinical experience outside the classroom at a lower cost of
time and personnel. The increase in clinical experience outside the normal school classroom makes possible the
more effective utilization of such classrooms for internship and externship.

THE STANDARD
1.5 The professional studies component includes the study of teaching and learning theory with appropriate

laboratory experience.

1.51 What evidence indicates that specific provisions have been made for the study of theory relevant to
teaching (such as curriculum, evaluation, motivation, classroom management, grouping, and/or individual-
ization of instruction)?

1.52 What practices and procedures show that the study of teaching theory requires and emphasizes laboratory
experiences (observations, demonstrations, problem-solving projects, and/or other direct experiential
activities)?

1.53 What evidence exists that consideration has been given to the recommendations outlined by national
organizations for the preparation of teachers?3

1.54 What data confirm that the programs of all prospective teachers include this aspect of the professional
studies component?

1.55 What procedures are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the instruction in this aspect of the professional
studies component?

THE STANDARD
1.6 The professional studies component includes the study of teaching and learning theory with clinical experience

in generic teaching situationP,

1.61 What are the provisions for including clinical experience in the professional studies component?
1.62 What data demonstrate that all prospective teachers systematically study typical teaching situations, actual

or simulated, under the supervision of an experienced staff member?
1.63 What evidence indicates that consideration has been given to the recommendations on this aspect of teacher

education made by national professional organizations?4
1.64 What procedures are used to evaluate the effectiveness of this aspect of the professional studies component?

1.7 The Professional Studies Component: Practice°
Internship is the trial period during which theory and rules are tested in a classroom and school, where the

student has substantial responsibility and control for the full range of teaching duties. Internship is a testing in
a real school situation of all the other aspects of the professional component; it is not a substitute for them. It is
a more concrete and complete learning activity than observation, laboratory exercises, or clinical experience, and
presupposes them.

THE STANDARD
1.17 The professional studies component includes direct substantial participation in teaching over extended periods

of time under the supervision of qualified personnel.

1.71 What evidence is there that every prospective teacher has an opportunity to assume the full responsibility
of a classroom teacher in internship?

1.72 What systematic method of recording or describing the teaching performance of the student is used which
enables students and staff members to analyze the extent to which teaching behavior is consistent with the
theory that has been taught?

See footnote, p. 14.
4 See footnote, p. 14.
5 The term "practice refeis to "student teaching," "internship," and "extettiship." The term here Used will be

internship.
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2.

1.73 What information indicates that the institution selects and uses high qu
internships?

1.74 What evidence is there that the supervising teachers in the schools utilized for internships are superior
teachers, and professional persons trained in supervision, and committed to the task of educating teachers?

1.75 What evidence shows that the relationship between professional personnel in the institution and in the
cooperating schools contributes positively to the effective operation of internships?

1.76 What information shows that the supervision of internships is carried on by qualified personnel from the
institutions?

1.77 What is the supervisory load for
1.78 What evidence indicates

national professional b
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ality cooperating schools for

each teacher education staff member?
that serious consideration has been given to the recommendations made by

odies for internships?6

1.8 Role of Research in the Program
Research was not included as a separate element in the professional studies component for several reasons.

First, there seems to be some doubt as to how much research a student in a basic program could do or ought to be
asked to do. Second, many of the recommendations for the various components of the program, assume that the
results of research will figure prominently in the experience of the student, e.g., instruction in various aspects of
educational theory. Nonetheless, there should be provisions for making sure that the prospective teacher will be
made aware of the basic nature of educational research and will learn how to read and interpret the results of
such research within the field of specialization.

In addition, the institution periodically will engage in research on its own program to ascertain whether its
present practices are the most effectivelneans for accomplishing its purposes.

THE STANDARD

1.8 The program reflects cm awareness of research and development in teacher education.

1.81 In what ways do the prescribed studies, procedures, and overall design of the teacher education program
give evidence of embodying research findings?

1.82 What means are used to test the student's ability to interpret and use research literature?
1.83 What activities indicate that the institution has or is engaged in research on its own program? What

evidence shows that the research is more than "trying out something new"?

1.9 Control of the Program
Administrative structure exists primarily as a practical arrangement for fixing responsibility, utilizing

resources, and achieving goals; this is also true of administrative units responsible for the preparation of teachers.
It is expected that the particular unit within the institution, officially designated as responsible for teacher
education, has appropriate experience, preparation, and commitment to teacher education to accept and discharge
this responsibility. Such a unit or body as referred to in the standard below means a council, commission, com-
mittee, department, school, college, or other recognizable organizational entity.

THE STANDARD

1.9 The primary responsibility for the design, approval, and continuous evaluation of the instructional program of
'teacher education lies with an officially designated professional body or unit within the institution.

1.91 Is the majority of the membership of the official body made up of staff members significantly involved in
the education of teachers?

1.92 What evidence exists that the members of the official body have an understanding of and concern for
school needs and problems?

1.93 'What activities of the official body during the past two years demonstrate that it has assumed responsibility
for the design, appr vial, and continuous evaluation of the instructional program of teacher education?

1.94 What evidence allows one to infer that the execution of all teacher education programs is in accord with
the officially approved policies?

Faculty for Teacher Education
2.1 Size and Quality of Faculty

The size and quality of the faculty are crucial factors in the program of teacher education, not only for the
instructional program as such, but also for the total atmosphere in which the program is carried out. Above all
the standards of the program and the degree to which they are maintained depend largely on the faculty. In

6 See footnote, p. 14.

4'
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the standards that follow emphasis is placed on the formal preparation, scholarly activity, and specialized com-
petence of staff, not because these are the sole factors involved in the quality of personnel, but because they are
the important relevant factors of which objective estimates are available.

The standard (2.1) assumes that advanced graduate work in a well defined field of specialization is the
minimal requirement that can safely be made for work in a collegiate institution. The distribution of faculty
specialization called for by the standard is related to the several elements within the professional studies com-
ponent of the program as outlined in standards 1.2 to 1.7.

THE STANDARD
2.1 Every institution has a full-time faculty in education prepared at the graduate level (beyond the master's degree)

with appropriate specializations. Such specializations should make possible competent instruction in the founda-
tional studies (behavioral and humanistic), in teaching-learning theory, and in the teaching of each of the fields
for which the institution prepares teachers. There should likewise be appropriate specializations to ensure com-
petent supervision of all laboratory, clinical, and internship experiences.

2.11 What data indicate that there is a faculty for teacher education with qualifications sufficient to cover the
instruction in the specified areas of the professional studies component?

2.12 What evidence is there that all courses and other learning experiences in the specified areas of the profes-
siona: studies component are actually conducted by teachers appropriately prepared to do so?

2.2 Preparation of Faculty
Quality of faculty may be established on the basis of academic preparation, scholarly performance, or both.

Scholarly competence is judged by publication, research, and/or recognition by the professional organization of
the faculty member's field of specialization.

An institution will capitalize on the academic and professional strength of faculty by assignments which
permit maximum use of preparation and experience. An institution may also relate its criteria for faculty selection
and assignment to faculty performance and satisfaction.

THE STANDARD
2.2 Each teacher education faculty 'member teaches only in the field in 'which he has had graduate study at a

regionally accredited or recognized foreign institution, or in which he has demonstrated a scholarly competence.
2.21 What data are available to show the relationship, over the last two years, of the teaching assignments of each

faculty member in teacher education to his field of advanced preparation and his scholarly competence?
2.22 If any faculty members have been teaching outside their fields of scholarly competence, for how long and

for what special reasons has this been permitted?

2.3 Faculty Load
Because the faculty is a major determinant in the quality of a teacher education program, the institution

has a plan for the efficient use of faculty competence, time, and energy. There are maximum limits for teaching
loads. Adjustments are made in teaching loads when nonteaching duties are assigned. Time is allotted to permit
the faculty member to do the pL.:;_ming involved in carrying out his assigned responsibilities. Time is made
available so that he can continue his scholarly development.

THE STANDARD
2.3 The load (all services rendered) of each teat ": 3r education faculty member is such that he can study, plan, and

otherwise prepare for his assigned responsibilities, and continue his scholarly development.
2.31 Is there a plan for equating all professional duties and activities of the staff into an index of faculty load?
2.32 What is the assigned professional load (all services rendered) of each faculty member?
2.33 To what extent and for what reasons do the loads of any faculty members deviate from established insti-

tutional policy for faculty load?
2.34 For how many faculty members in teacher education, if any, has the assigned teaching load exceeded twelve

semester hours (or the equivalent) during the past two years?
2.35 What evidence is there that the teaching load is reduced to the extent that other nonteaching responsi-

bilities are assigned?
2.36 To what extent have faculty members,. during the last two years, engaged. in professional and scholarly

activities beyond their assigned duties?
137 What program does the institution have for long-range faculty development (such as sabbatical leaves,

summer leaves, and/or fellowships), and to what extent is it operative?
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2.4 Part-Time Faculty
Two kinds of situations seem to justify the employment of faculty on a part-time basis. One is the need of

the institution for a special competence not represented on the full-time staff, The other is the need for additional
service in areas of competence already represented on the, full-time fitaff. For this reason the standard does not
stipulate that part-time appointments be made only as a last resort. However, the hazards possible in part-time
appointments should be guarded against. For example, a part-time assignment may be added to an already full
work load carded on by the appointee outside of the institution; the involvement of the part-time staff in the life
and governance of the institution may be minimal; the involvement with students may also be limited.

THE STANDARD

2.4 Part-time faculty meet minimum requirements for appointment to the full-time faculty and are employed when
they can make a special contribution to the teacher education program.

2.41 What proportion of the teacher education program has been assigned to part-time faculty?
2.42 What are the qualifications of the part-time faculty members in teacher education?
2.43 What are the loads, within and outside the institution, for all part-time faculty members in teacher

education?
2.44 What reasus support the utilization of each part-time faculty member in teacher education?
2.45 What evidence shows that part-time faculty are used in those segments of the teacher education program

that need them especially?
2.46 How are part-time faculty members oriented to the basic purposes of the teacher education program?

2.5 Faculty Involvement with Schools
Faculty members who are instructing prospective teachers need to have continuing involvement with school

environments so that their teaching and research will be current and relevant to the problems of the schools.
Furthermore, the commitment of a teacher education faculty is to the needs of the profession as well as to

institutional programs. Elementary- and secondary-school personnel assume that they share with faculty members
in colleges and universities a common purpose and interest, and view with respect the specialized talent of the
college staff. An institution committed to teacher education in its entirety will therefore, within its resources,
provide in-service assistance to the schools in the area which it serves.

THE STANDARD

2.5 Members of the teacher education faculty should have continuing involvement with elementary and secondary
schools.

2.51 In what ways have members of the faculty for teacher education been associated with, and involved in,
activities of elementary and secondary schools?

2.52 Is there evidence to show that such association and involvement is reflected in the instructional program?
2.53 What evidence is there to indicate that the special strengths of the teacher education faculty are reflected

in the services offered to the schools?

3. Students in Teacher Education
3.1 Admission to Teacher Education Programs

Students seeking admission to a program of teacher education may have to meet requirements in addition to
those needed to enroll in the institution, because there are skills, understandings, and personal characteristics
which are unique to teaching. It is assumed in the standard that not every college student can become a teacher.

THE STANDARD

3.1 Students admitted to a program of teacher education meet specific requirements for participation in the program.

3.11 What are the requirements for admission to the teacher education program in addition to those required for
admission to the institution?

3.12 What rationale supports these requirements?
3.13 Is there evidence to show that the admission requirements are being applied?
3.14 How many students applied for admission to teacher education during each of the last two years? How

many students were denied admission?

3.15 How many students who were rejected during the past two years have subsequently been admitted, and for
what reasons?
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3.2 Use of National Norms
It is recognized that no single criterion for the admission of students can predict success or failure infallibly,

and this applies to scores on objective tests as well as to more subjective criteria. Nevertheless, scores on standard-
ized tests are useful in predicting the probability of success in the program of studies prescribed for teacher
education, and there is reason to believe that institutions ought not to rely solely on subjective criteria, The
standard that follows assumes that institutions will use a number of criteria for admission and therefore mentions
only standardized test scores.

THE STANDARD
3.2 Defined or established national norms of tests are used in determining eligibility for admission to teacher

education.

3.21 What data, tests, and norms are being used as a basis of selection for admission to the teacher education
program?

3.22 What formula is used to weigh the various criteria for admission?
3.23 What is the rationale for the formula used?
3.24 What justification does the institution offer if it admits students who score at various points (e.g., 40th,

30th, 20th percentiles) below the 50th percentile on nationally normed tests?

3.3 Screening on the Basis of Academic Achievement
The nature of the professional studies component of the teacher education program calls for a high order of

academic achievement and growth in technical competence. Grades in course work provide the usual measures
of achievement in theoretical work; reports and other modes of evaluation furnish measures of more direct experi-
ences with the various phases of the program. The institution owes it to the student to determine as objectively
and systematically as possible specific strengths and weaknesses as they affect his continuing in the program.

THE STANDARD
3.3 The institution takes into account at regular intervals the achievement of the prospective teacher in each area of

the professional studies component as a basis for his continuing in the program.

3.31 What objective means are used to evaluate achievement in each area of the professional studies component
of the program?

3.32 What data other than course grades are used to measure achievement?
3.33 What grade point average in each area of the professional studies component is required for students to

continue in the program?
3.34 What justification is given for continuing students in the teacher education program who score at various

points below the 50th percentile on nationally normed tests, or who are below a 2.0 (on a 4-point scale)
grade point average?

3.4 Screening on the Basis of Personality Characteristics
While the academic competence of the teacher is a major determinant in effective teaching, it is not the

only determinant. Prospective teachers should demonstrate personal characteristics which will contribute to rather
than detract from their performance in the classroom, It is assumed in the standard that the institution has the
right and the obligation to consider factors other than academic achievement as a basis for permitting a student
to continue in a teacher education program.

THE STANDARD
3.4 The institution engages in a process of continuous selection whereby only those candidates who demonstrate

personal characteristics appropriate to the requirements of teaching will be permitted to continue in the program.
3.41 On the basis of what characteristics does the institution screen students out of the program?
3.42 How many students have been removed from the teacher educationprogram during the past two years, if

any, and for what reasons?
3.43 What evidence exists that students are aware of the various reasons for which they may be dropped from

the program?

3.5 Student Personnel Services
Students planning to be teachers need qualified counselors and advisors to help them assess their strengths

and weaknesses and to assist them in planning their program of studies and activities in light of such assessment.
They need to be informed about professional organizations and agencies as well as cutient school problems.
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They also need to know about the wide variety of options available to them in teaching, it is therefore the
obligation of an institution to have a systematic means for providing such aid and information to prospective
teachers,

THE STANDARD
3.5 The institution has a well - defined plan of counseling and advising prospective teachers.

3,51 What evidence indicates that counseling services are readily available to every prospective teacher?
3.52 What information shows that counselors and advisors are competent personsthat is, persons who know

the nature and scope of the teaching profession, the problems of the schools, and the institutional resources
available to students?

3,53 How many prospective teachers have been referred by counselors or advisors to other specialized personnel
within the institution during the past two years, and for what reasons?

3.54 For how many advisees is each advisor responsible?
3.55 To what extent does the institution maintain a comprehensive system of records for all prospective teachers

which is readily and easily available to faculty members and placement officers for professional purposes?

3.6 Student Involvement In the Teacher Education Program
As constituents of the college community, prospective teachers should feel free, individually and collectively,

to express their views on the teacher education program. They should, through their own organizations, through
joint student-faculty groups, or as representatives to facu!ty committees, have clear channels and frequent oppor-
tunities to communicate their views on the adequacy and development of the teacher education program.

THE STANDARD

3,6 The institution makes provision for the expression of views of prospective teachers on the teacher education
program.

3,61 What evidence shows that students are consulted by the faculty and administration on matters relating to
the teacher education program?

3.62 What evidence is there that the college protects the right of the student to take reasoned exception to the
views presented in any course in the teacher education program?

3.63 What are the major concerns which students in teacher education have expressed about the program
during the past two years?

4. Resources and Facilities for Teacher Education
4.1 The Library

The quality of both the general and professional components of the program for teacher education is reflected
in the scope and depth of the library holdings. As a principal instructional resource, the library holdings in
education must be adequate for the number of students to be served and pertinent to the kind and level of
programs offered. The accession rate must be sufficient to assure that the quality of the collection is maintained.
In addition to providing a collection of materials, library service must assure both students and faculty access to
the materials,

THE STANDARD

4.1 The library, as the principal materials resource center of the institution, is adequate for the instructional, research,
and other services pertinent to its teacher education program.

4.11 Are standard and contemporary holdings in educationbooks, microfilms, microfiche copiesinclu-led in
the library?

4.12 Are standard periodicals in education available to prospective teachers?
4.13 Are such additional books and periodicals as are needed to support the total teacher education program

provided?
4.14 What evidence is there that books, periodicals, and other materials in teacher education reflect the recom-

mendations of a nationally recognized list or lists?
4.15 What evidence demonstrates that the recommendations of instructional departments for the acquisition of

books, periodicals, and other materials have been met?
4,16 What is the annual record of library expenditures for the total library and_ for education during the past

five years?
4.17 Do both students and faculty have access to and use the library holdings?
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4.2 The Materials and instructional Media Center
Equipment and resource materials in support of teaching have been developed extensively and improved

markedly. A program for preparing teachers should make use of such equipment and materials in two important
ways: prospective teachers should know how to make use of modern technologies in teaching, and modern
technologies should be utilized in the teacher education program.

THE STANDARD

4.2 A materials and instructional media center for teacher education is maintained either as a part of the library or as
one or more separate units,

4.21 To what extent is the center adequate to support the program cif teacher education offered?
4.22 Does the center contain equipment and materials which:

a, can be utilized at diVerent grade levels?
b. are representative of all areas in the curriculum?
c. reflect recent developments in the teaching of the various subject fields?
d. illustrate the wide array of available instructional media (such as films, filmstrips, realia, audio-video

tapes, transparencies, teaching machines, and closed-circuit TV)?
4.23 Is the center directed by personnel who are well informed in the various instructional media and materials

at different grade levels?
4.24 Is the center available to and used by students and faculty?
4.25 What evidence shows that the available instructional media are being used in the teacher education

program itself?
4,26 What evidence shows that the recommendations from instructional departments for the acquisition of

materials for the center have been met?

4.3 Physical Facilities
Although physical facilities are not the main determinants of the quality of a program of an institution,

each component of the program does entail the use of buildings and equipment, and some of the professional
components make special demands on space and equipment. Moreover, the requirements of students and faculty
for appropriate study, research, and living space cannot be reduced to the point where these activities lose their
effectiveness. Because of the great variation in institutions the standard does not attempt to quantify its recom-
mendati,m on physical facilities. It does not, however, counsel that each institution's facilities be adequate to its
own program, because the program may not be adequate. The standard assumes that given an acceptable
program, the adequacy of the physical facilities can be judged in terms of the operational requirements of that
program.

THE STANDARD

4.3 The institution provides the physical facilities essential to the instructional and professional activities of an
acceptable teacher education program.

4.31 What facts indicate that faculty have office space and other spaces which are necessary to carry out their
responsibilities?

432 To what extent are the available spaces and equipment adequate to accommodate each student in the
teacher education program?

4.33 In what ways does the availability and allotment of space and equipment facilitate or hinder the carrying
out of faculty and administrative responsibility?

434 To what extent have requests from instructional departments for improvements in physical facilities been
honored?

4A Utilization of Diverse institutional Resources
Institutions of higher education, especially multi-purpose institutions, have human, instructional, physical,

and financial resources that can be used by many units within the institution. For example, a university may
support psychological clinics, speech clinics, language laboratories, specialized libraries, child development centers,
computer centers, and similar facilities that could be of use in the teacher education program. An institution
thoroughly committed to teacher education will make such resources available to it. However, the faculty for
teacher education will need to discern the potential of such resources and to devise means for actualizing this
potential.
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THE STANDARD

4.4 The diverse resources of the institution are available and used in support of teacher education.

4.41 What potential resources in the institution (such as psychological clinics, speech clinics, language labora-
tories, specialized libraries, child development centers, and/or computer centers), if any, are unavailable
for use to support the teacher education program?

4.42 What potential resources for teacher education in the institution are available for use but are not being
used?

4.5 Clerical and Supporting Services
The major asset of an institution for preparing teachers is its faculty--their experience, their preparation, their

commitment to teacher education, and their performance. If faculty are dissipating their professional energies on
subprofessional tasks, the quality of the instructional program is being compromised, and the institution is not
receiving a good return for its investments in faculty. Clerical and supporting services are therefore essential to
permit the faculty to fulfill their instructional and other professional responsibilities.

THE STANDARD

4.5 The faculty for teacher education is provided with essential clerical and other supporting services.

4.51 What is the plan and the rationale for allocating clerical and supporting services to the staff?
4.52 What provisions are made for supplying and reproducing instructional materials (such as transparencies,

films, filmstrips, audiotapes, and/or videotapes)?
4.53 To what extent have requests from the teacher education faculty for clerical and other supporting services

been honored?

5. Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation of Graduates

No institution takes its commitment to prepare teachers seriously unless it tries to arrive at an honest
evaluation of the quality of its graduates and those persons being recommended for professional certification.

The phrase "teachers it has prepared" in the standard may refer to students who have just completed the
program or to teachers who completed the program at various times in the past. It is to be noted that the tasks of
evaluating these two groups of "teachers it has prepared" are not identical.

It is recognized that the present means for making such evaluations are inadequate, and that there is an
emerging interest on the part of institutions in the development of more adequate means. It is assumed in the
standard not only that institutions should be evaluating the teachers it has prepared with the best means now
available, but also that they should be dev(:oping improved means to make such evaluations.

THE STANDARD

5.1 The institution has evidence of the quality of the teachers it has prepared.

5.11 What means are now being used by the institution to evaluate the teachers it has prepared?
5.12 What procedures are being used to determine that prospective teachers at the time of graduation are com-

petent in both components of the teacher education program (general studies and professional studies)?
5.13 What evidence indicates that the institution is keeping abreast of new developments in the evaluation of

the teachers it has prepared?

5.2 Use of Evaluation Results to improve Programs
Good evaluations of the teachers not only provide assessments, but also suggest new directions and areas in

the program which need strengthening. It is assumed in the standard that the results from such evaluations will
be reflected in appropriate modifications of the preparation program.

THE STANDARD

5.2 The institution uses the results obtained from evaluating the teachers it has prepared in the study, development,
and improvement of its teacher education program.

5.21 What have the results of an evaluation of the teachers prepared by the institution revealed about the
program?

5.22 What changes, if any, have been made in the teacher education program resulting from such evidence?
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5.3 Long-Range Planning
It is customary for an institution to project plans for its future development, Long-range plans provide a

basis for making decisions in such matters as increasing or limiting enrollment, introducing new programs,
expanding present programs, or entering the field of graduate education, It is expected that the institution's
projected plans will take into account the development of its teacher education program.

THE STANDARD
5.3 The institution has a long-range plan for its development and incorporates therein a plan for the development of

its teacher education program.

5.31 What significant changes in teacher education, if any, are projected in the institution's long-range plans?
5.32 What evidence shows that the faculty for teacher education has participated in the formulation of the

institution's long-range plans?
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PART II: ADVANCED PROGRAMS

Programs Beyond the Master's Level for the Advanced Preparation of Teachers and Programs Beyond the
Baccalaureate Level for the Preparation of Specialized School Personnel.

G-1. Instructional Program
G-1.1 Purpose of Advanced Programs

Graduate study in any field is directed toward advanced and more specialized phases of a field than is
undergraduate instruction. Traditionally, graduate study is intended to give the student greater indepen-
dence in carrying on his studies. The graduate student, moreover, is supposed to become familiar with the
methods of inquiry within a limited domain, its major problems, and its key literatures. For these reasons,
advanced programs in education demand far more in the way of scholarly specialists than do basic programs,
and a smaller proportion of their time can be commanded for purely instructional duties.

In the field of education, advanced study may be undertaken for specialized competence in the study
of education itself, or it may be undertaken to prepare the student for a specialized role in the school system
or for the improvement of the student as a teacher. The standards that follow address themselves primarily
to programs that prepare personnel who for the most part will work in the elementary and secondary schools.

THE STANDARD
G-1.1 The programs of graduate study in education are designed to prepare professional school personnel for

advanced teaching competence or specialized functions.

G-1.1 For what professional school position does each graduate program prepare personnel (school super-
intendent, principal, supervisor, specialist, teacher, and/or other positions)?

G-1.2 What evidence indicates that each graduate program requires courses or other learning experiences
which bear directly on the position for which the candidate seeks preparation?

G-1.2 Content of Advanced Programs
Because of the variety of outcomes for which advanced programs of study are instituted, their contents

cannot be prescribed with any significant degree of specificity. By and large the content is dictated by the
requirements of the professional role for which the student is trying to qualify. As in other professional
fields, the appropriate information and theory are drawn from more than one intellectual discipline, and
the student is expected to develop familiarity with theory and technical skill. However, there are under-
standings and contexts that all professional workers in education share, and the standard assumes that such
understandings will constitute a core of content common to all advanced programs in education.

THE STANDARD
G-1.2 Each graduate study program in education includes general and specialized content which relates appro-

priately to the professional school functions for which candidates are being prepared.

G-1.21 What is the rationale for having, or not having, a common core for all graduate programs in
education?

G-1.22 In what ways are the general and specialized content clearly differentiated by type of program?
G-1.23 What data indicate that candidates for degrees in each professional program have completed the

prescribed general and specialized content for the respective programs?
G-1.24 What evidence demonstrates that programs which prepare personnel for specific professional posi-

tions have embodied the recommendations of professional organizations and practitioners?1
G-1.25 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction of the general and specialized content for

the respective programs?

1 A number of professional associations and learned societies have as one of their major interests the improve-
ment of teacher education. Some of these organizations have developed guidelines for the preparation of
teachers and other school service personnel in their respective specialization fields. It is assumed that each insti-
tution will develop the rationale for its various programs in teacher education with due consideration for the
recommendations in these guidelines.

During 1968-69 a number of pilot institutions will be engaged in testing the proposed standards. AACTE
will provide a list of the most useful guidelines for these institutions as they study their programs in preparation
for an NCATE evaluation.

Eventually, AACTE may assume the responsibility of publishing such a list annually for wider distribution,
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G-1.3 Direct and/or Simulated Experiences
All advanced programs in education of reasonable quality are intellectually challenging, Professional

programs offered at the advanced level have yet another vital dimension: they must be concerned with
professional performance. Such programs therefore include real or simulated experiences, By means of

these experiences, the student tests the theoretical framework which he is . constructing as a basis for

professional performance.
THE STANDARD

C-1.3 Each advanced program in education includes direct and/or simulated experiences (laboratory, clinical,

practicum, assistantship, and/or internship) which relate specifically to the school position for which the

candidate is being prepared.
G-1.31 in what ways are the direct or simulated experiences clearly differentiated by type of program?

G-1.32 What data show that candidates for degrees in each professional program have completed the

prescribed direct or simulated experiences for the respective programs?

G-1.33 What evidence is there that the prescribed direct or simulated experiences contribute positively to

the preparation of personnel for specific professional positions?

G-1.34 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of the supervision of these experiences?

G-1.35 What information confirms that advanced programs which prepare personnel for specific school

positions have embodied the recommendations of professional organizations and practitioners?2

G-1.4 Role of Research
Research in any discipline or field constitutes an organized effort to solve problems, advance knowl-

edge, and lest theories. Every teacherand all supporting personnel who hold graduate degreesneeds to
have continuous access to research findings, to know how to understand and evaluate them, and to demon-

strate skill in adapting them to professional needs.
Under the term "research" are usually included courses in research methodology, statistics, and experi-

mental design. However, field study of various types, studies of completed research, and computated

analysis of research findings are also covered by the term. The type of research, training varies 'with the

type of degree being offered and relevance of the research training being offered. However, the type of
research training required for a degree also should be judged by its relevance to the kind of professional

work for which the candidate is preparing. In the light of these considerations it would seem that the

research required for a nonresearch degree should stress the understanding and use of research findings

more than the designing and conducting of research.

THE STANDARD

G-1,4 Graduate programs of study in education require an understanding of research and the use of research

findings.

G-1.41 What provisions are made for including the research component in the graduate programs offered?

G-1.42 How are the requirements for the research, component differentiated by level of degree?

G-1.43 What differentiations are made in the requirements for the research component by type of program?

G-1.44 What data show that the programs of students meet the .requirements for the research component?

G-1.45 What means are used to test the student's ability to understand and use research literature?

G-1.5 Individualization of Programs of Study
Because of its highly specialized character, graduate instruction is concerned with the particular

strengths and weaknesses of each student. This is especially the case in graduate programs in education,

because people from many different disciplinary backgrounds enter it. Aside from such requirements as are

common to all graduate programs the greatest flexibility for individual programs is desirable.

THE STANDARD

G-1.5 Graduate programs of study in education permit individual professional needs and interests to be met.

G-1.51 What procedures are used to ascertain the professional needs and interests of each candidate?

G-1.52 What evidence shows that programs of study have been designed to meet individual professional

needs and interests?

2 See footnote, p. 24.
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G-1,6 Quality of Graduate Study: Graduar; Credit
If advanced programs in education are to prepare personnel for greaterand often more specialized

responsibilities within the profession, they must require a level of performance far beyond that required for
the beginning professional, Graduate study is built upon but goes beyond initial academic and professional
achievement,

THE STANDARD
G-1,6 Graduate credit is not offered for study which is remedial or which is designed to remove deficiencies in

reparation for entrance into advanced programs.

G-1,61 What regulations govern the granting of graduate credit?
G-1.62 Is graduate credit offered for study which is remedial or designed to remove deficiencies in

preparation for entrance?
G-1.63 Is there evidence to demonstrate adherence to these regulations?

G-1.7 Quality of Graduate Study; Enrollment in Courses
The character of graduate instruction is greatly influenced by the more mature status and the profes-

sional motivation of graduate students. While there may be many good reasons for admitting under-
graduate students to some graduate courses, it is assumed in the standard that for substantial portions of
time in advanced programs, graduate students will be in instructional groups from which undergraduates
are excluded.

THE STANDARD
G-1.7 At least one-half of the courses and seminars in each advanced program in education are courses which

exclude undergraduate students.

G-1.71 What is the proportion of undergraduate or graduate courses required and/or permitted in each
advanced program?

G-1.72 What data show that at least one-half of the courses and seminars completed by graduate students
in each advanced program are at a level from which undergraduates have been excluded?

G-1.8 Quality of Graduate Study: Residence Requirement
Sporadic efforts, part-time study, and on-the-job distractions retard one's progress toward achieving the

goals of graduate study. One of the major features of advanced graduate study is that students learn from
each other and close association with the faculty in a climate that stimulates research and scholarly effort.
This is not possible unless the student spends a substantial block of time in full-time residence at the
institution.

THE STANDARD
G-1.8 At least one academic year of fun-time residence study is required for candidates pursuing the doctorate.

G-1.81 What is the institution's regulation concerning full-time residence study for the doctorate?
G-1.82 Is there information to show that candidates who have completed the doctorate during the past

two years were in full-time residence for at least one academic year?
G-1.83 Is there evidence that each graduate assistantship enhances the program of study of the student

holding the assistantship?

G-1.9 Control of the Program
Because the quality of the graduate program depends so directly and heavily on the quality of the

faculty and students and on the content and design of the several programs, the graduate school needs a
structure by which the faculty can control every phase of the program. It is important that procedures for
admissions, program planning, new courses, hiring of staff, and requirements for degrees be carefully
organized and systematized, and that faculty be involved in the formation and execution of both policy
and procedures.

THE STANDARD
G-1.9 The primary responsibility for initiation, development, and implementation of graduate programs in educa-

tion lies with the education faculty.

G-1.91 How are graduate programs initiated? What bodies approve changes and new programs?
G-1.92 What evidence indicates tha, die education faculty has initiated and/or developed graduate pro-

grams during the past two years?
G-1.93 Which programs leading to professional degrees, if any, are not approved by the education faculty?
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Faculty for Advanced Programs in Education
G-2.1 Qualifications of Faculty: Experience and Scholarly Competence

An adequate graduate faculty in education is distinguished by a high order of specialization, active
scholarship, and original research. This means not only that the staff has a high level of formal training,
but also that it has appropriate experience to support the respective specialization areas. The institution
supports the faculty by providing time, opportunity, and a favorable climate for study and research. A
graduate program of even minimal acceptable quality therefore is more costly in terms of staff time, space,
and equipment per student than is the typical undergraduate program.

THE STANDARD

G-2.1 The education faculty conducting graduate programs have experience and scholarly competence in the
fields of specialization in which they are teaching and conducting research.

G-2.11 In what field experiences has each member of the graduate education faculty engaged during the
past five years? To what extent have these experiences supported teaching and research assign-
ments in his area of specialization?

G-2.12 What writing, research, and consultation has each member of the graduate education faculty done
during the past two years? To what extent have these activities supported the teaching assignment
in his area of specialization?

G-2.2 Qualifications of Faculty: Academic Preparation
Exceptions to the principle of graduate faculty holding the doctor's degree should be made only in

unusual cases; then only when a staff memberby virtue of publication, research, or recognition by the
professional organization of his field of specializationhas demonstrated his competence for independent
scholarly activity.

THE STANDARD

G-2.2 The education faculty members teaching at the master's level hold the doctorate or have demonstrated
competence with study in each field of svecialization in which they are teaching; the faculty members
teaching at the advanced level (sixth yet,. and doctoral) hold the doctorate with study in each field of
specialization in which they are teaching and conducting research.

G-2.21 What data show that each faculty member teaching at the master's level holds the doctorate from
a regionally accredited institution or a recognized foreign university, or has demonstrated compe-
tence in his field of specialization?

G-2.22 'What information shows that each faculty member teaching at the advanced level (sixth year and
doctoral) holds the doctorate from a regionally accredited or recognized foreign institution?

G-2.23 What evidence indicates that each faculty member has taken the basic courses at a regionally
accredited or recognized foreign institution which qualify him to teach in his field or fields of

specialization?
G-2.24 Does each faculty member have writings, research, or experience which qualifies him to teach in

his field of specialization?

G-2.3 Quality and Size of Faculty in Education
A doctoral program requires a faculty which not only includes a specialist for each fied of specializa-

tion in which a degree is offered, but in addition, a cluster of,specialists in complementary fields to support
each degree program. If this cluster is too small, students are unlikely to receive the benefits of the best
work being done in the field, and the institution may find it difficult, if not impossible, to provide the
research climate and activity necessary for work at the doctoral level.

THE STANDARD
G-2.3 The faculty in education offering a doctorate includes at least one full-time person with specialization in

the field in which a degree is offered, and five persons who hold the doctorate in complementary fields for
each specialization field.
G-2.31 What information shows that there is at least one person with appropriate specialization for each

field in which a graduate degree is offered?
G-2.32 If the institution offers any specializations (leading to a degree) which are not supported by a full-

time faculty member qualified in the appropriate specialization area, for how long has this been
done, and for what reasons?
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G-2.33 What information confirms that there are at least five per as who hold doctorates in complemen-
tary fields for each specialization in which a graduate degree is offered?

G-2.34 If the institution offers any specializations (leading to a degree) which are not supported by five
persons who hold the doctorate in complementary fields, for how long has this been done, and for
what reasons?

G-2.4 Part-Time Faculty
The high degree of specialization entailed by graduate instruction makes it both appropriate and

tempting to utilize part-time faculty. Highly successful professionals can often bring valuable strength to
the graduate program in education, and frequently the demand for a given course may be too small to
warrant the employment of a full-time staff member. The problem is to prevent the fragmentation of
instruction and erosion of standards that often accompany the over-utilization of part-time faculty.

THE STANDARD
G-2.4 The part-time faculty in education in the graduate program meet the same requirements as the full-time

faculty.

G-2.41 What proportion of each graduate program in education has been assigned to part-time faculty?
G-2.42 What data show that the qualifications of the part-time faculty members meet the same require-

ments as the full-time faculty?
G-2.43 What are the loads, within and outside the institution, for all part-time faculty members in educa-

tion in the graduate program?
G-2.44 What reasons support the utilization of each part-time faculty member in education in the

graduate program?

G-2.5 Faculty Load
Institutions undertaking new programs of graduate instruction tend to underestimate the amount of

time a graduate staff member needs to devote to the supervision and counseling of students, independent
study. travel, publication, and program development. These activities cannot be added to a classroom
teaching load which, for undergraduate instruction, would be regarded as standard.

THE STANDARD
G-2.5 In calculating a graduate faculty member's total responsibilities the institution provides time for the super-

vision of graduate students and their research as well as for other nonteaching duties.

G-2.51 What is the plan for equating all professional duties and activities of the graduate staff in educa-
tion into an index of faculty load?

G-2.52 What is the policy for assigning faculty load for chairing dissertations?
G-2.53 How many doctoral students in education are working on theses and to whom are they assigned?
G-2.54 What is the total load of chairing dissertations carried by each faculty member in education?
G-2.55 What is the ratio of teaching load Jor undergraduate and graduate programs?
G-2.56 How does the ratio of total student semester hours earned for each full-time graduate professor in

education compare with data from other colleges in the university?
G-2.57 Does the assigned teaching load of any graduate faculty member in education exceed nine semester

hours (or the equivalent)?
G-2.58 What evidence demonstrates that the teaching load is reduced to the extent that other nonteaching

responsibilities are assigned?
G-2.59 To what extent have faculty members in education, during the last two years, engaged in profes-

sional and scholarly activities beyond their assigned load?

G-2.6 Faculty Involvement in Research
Graduate faculty in education are involved in research to contribute to the solution of educational

problems, to expand the field of knowledge in education, and to provide a model for student learning. In
order to capitalize maximally on its faculty resources, an institution encourages involvement in research by
allocating time and support to make such involvement possible.
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THE STANDARD

G-2.6 The institution provides opportunity and necessary support of the faculty to permit involvement in
research.

G-2.61 What is the institution's policy regarding the provision of time for faculty to do research?3

G-2.62 Is there evidence that this policy is being implemented?

G-3. Students in Advanced Programs in Education
0-3.1 Admission to Advanced Programs in Education

Students enter advanced programs in education at various points in their careers for a variety of
reasons, and from a variety of academic backgrounds. Moreover, different fields of specialization require
varying clusters of ability: some are more theoretical than others; some place more emphasis on personal
relations than do others. Thus, there can be no single set of admission requirements for all programs.

Some institutions have, by experience, arrived at norms on national tests and undergraduate records
which have high predictive power for/ success in their programs. This wide range of variation is no excuse
for abandoning selective admission and relying upon long trial or probationary admission to graduate
standing. On the contrary, the variations make it imperative to base admissions on a careful study of the
individual applicant.

THE STANDARD

G-3.1 Students are admitted to advanced programs in education on the basis of evidence which (a) shows the
pertinence of their professional objectives to the programs selected, (b) confirms the adequacy of educa-
tional background necessary for advanced study, and (c) indicates the likelihood of successful completion
of the program.

G-3.11 What are the admission requirements for the advanced programs in education offered?

G-3.12 To what extent is successful past experience considered as a basis for admission to the advanced
programs?

G-3.13 What objective data including national norms are used as a basis to predict the success of students
in the advanced programs?

G-3.14 What information, indicates that admission to advanced programs is based on the quality of under-
graduate work taken in a regionally or nationally accredited institution?

G-3.15 What evidence establishes that the institution's requirements for admission to advanced programs
are being met?

0-3.2 Screening of Students
A high concentration of mediocre students will depress the standards of even the best graduate pro-

gram. Moreover, the cost of graduate instruction is so high that resources should be invested primarily in
students most likely to succeed in the graduate programs. Because the failing grade in graduate courses is
rarely given, "satisfactory progress" has to be judged by other more subjective criteria. However, such
"subjective" judgments are inadequate unless the institution has ways of formally collecting and evaluating
these judgments, then translating them into a decision on the student's status.

THE STANDARD

G-3.2 The institution maintains systematic procedures for the continuous screening of students in the advanced
programs in education.

G-3.21 What are the checkpoints for continuation in the advanced programs offered?

G-3.22 For what reasons other than academic, if any, may a student be removed from an advanced
program?

G-3.23 For what reasons have students been removed from advanced programs during the past two years?

G-3.24 What is the total number of students in each advanced program offered?

G-3.25 What is the average and the range for the length of time required for students to complete a
program in the graduate school?

G-3.26 What information shows that students are aware of the reasons for which they may be dropped
from a program?

3 Standard G-4.5 covers the provision of funds for research.
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G-3.3 Supervision of Studerts' Programs of Study in Education
The same considerations which make admission to an advanced program a highly individualized

affair also operate in the planning and supervision of each graduate student's program. The tradition of
graduate study, especially doctoral, permits a high degree of flexibility on programs of study and places
major responsibility for it on an official advisor and/or advisory commAtee. The force of this standard is
bidirectional; it prevents perfunctory program making, but it also protects the flexibility needed for
individualized program making.

THE STANDARD

G-3.3 The planning and supervision of each graduate student's program of study is the official responsibility of
one or more members of the graduate faculty in education.

G-3.31 What procedures are used for providing advisors and/or committees for graduate students?
G-3.32 What evidence shows that both students and faculty members have a choice in the assignment

of advisors?

G-3.33 For how many advisees, at each level of graduate study, is each graduate advisor responsible?
G-3.34 What evidence is there that each doctoral candidate's program is approved by a committee of the

graduate faculty?

G-3.4 Quality of Student Body
Without a sizable cadre of first rate graduate students an institution cannot keep first rate staff who, in

turn, will attract other first rate students, Since competition for high quality graduate students is very keen,
an institution must be prepared to seek out these students and provide an attractive level of support for
them.

THE STANDARD

G-3.4 The institution makes a deliberate effort to seek and support a sizable number of high quality graduate
students.

G-3.41 What procedures does the institution use in recruiting and selecting high quality graduate
students?

G-3.42 How many students in the advanced programs in education are supported, and what is the extent
of support?

G-3.43 What data indicate that high quality students remain in and complete advanced programs in
education at the institution?

G-4. Resources and Physical Facilities for Advanced Programs in Education
G-4.1 The Library

The adequacy of library holdings is an important factor in establishing the quality of graduate
programs in education. As a principal instructional resource, the holdings in education must be adequate
for the number of students and faculty to be served, and pertinent to the kind and level of graduate
programs offered. Furthermore, the accession rate must be sufficient to assure the maintenance of the
collection. The operation of graduate programs in education requires library resources substantially larger
than those required for basic programs in teacher education.

In addition to a collection, library service must be provided to assure both students and faculty access
to the materials. Independent study and research which characterize graduate study place heavy demands
on both the size of the collection and the quality of library service.

THE STANDARD

G-4.1 The library provides resources for independent graduate study and for research for each of the advanced
programs in education offered by the institution.

G-4.11 What data show that standard and contemporary holdingsbooks, microfilms, microfiche copies,
periodicalsto support each advanced program offered are included in the library collection?

G-4.12 What evidence demonstrates that the institution pays responsible attention to the recommendations
of a nationally recognized list or lists for books and periodicals to support the respective graduate
programs?
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G-4.13 What evidence indicates that the recommendations of instr
books, periodicals, and other materials have been met?

G-4,14 To what extent do graduate students have access to open
G-4,15 What is the annual record of library expenditures for

the past five years?

G-4.2 Physical Facilities
An institution offering a graduate program should expect to provide adequate physical facilities which

will support instructional and research activities of each particular program. The extent to which physical
facilities, equipment, and materials are required for graduate study depends on the particular program. If
a clinical or practicum facility is needed, for example, the instructional program is obviously inadequate
and incomplete without it. In addition, physical facilities, equipment, and materials should be readily
accessible so as not to dissipate the energies of the faculty and the students in pursuing instructional
objectives.
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THE STANDARD
G-4,2 The institution provides the physical facilities essential to the instructional and research activities of each

advanced grogram in education.

G-4.21

G-4.22
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computer time available to graduate students for research?

G-4.3 Utilization of Diverse Institutional Resources
Institutions of higher education, especially multi-purpose institutions, have human, instructional,

physical, and financial resources that can be used by many units within the institution. For example, a
university may support psychological clinics, speech clinics, language laboratories, specialized libraries,
child development centers, computer centers, and similar facilities that could be of use in the teacher
education program. An institution thoroughly committed to advanced programs in teacher education will
make such resources available to them. However, the graduate faculty in education will need to discern
the potential of such resources and to devise means for actualizing this potential.

THE STANDARD
G-4.3 The diverse academic resources of the institution are available and used in support of the advanced

programs in education.

G -4.31 What machinery exists to promote better utilization of the institution's total resources for graduate
study in education?

G -4.32 What needed resources of the institution which would support graduate instruction in education
are not being used?

G -4.4 Clerical and Other Supporting Services
A graduate faculty, by definition, possesses advanced preparation, broad professional experience, and

recognized academic and/or professional achievements. Graduate faculty are assigned relatively heavy
responsibilities and are expected to be productive. Clerical and supporting services should be viewed as
means of insuring that the faculty member uses his time and talent where they will count mostwith
students, in research, in writing, and in consultation.

4 See footnote, p. 24.

it
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THE STANDARD
G-4,4 The graduate faculty in education is provided with essential clerical and other supporting services.

G-4,41 What is the plan and rationale for allocating clerical and supporting services to the graduate
faculty in education?

G-4.42 What provisions are made for supplying and reproducing instructional materials (such as trans-
parencies, films, filmstrips, audiotapes, and/or videotapes)?

G-4,43 To what extent have requests from the instructional departments in education for clerical and other
supporting services been honored?

G-4.5 Allocation of Funds for Research
Graduate programs require research endeavors by which graduate students learn to attack important

professional problems in an organized and sophisticated manner. It is almost axiomatic that instruction in
research depends upon the research interest and ability of the faculty. An institution which is seriously
dedicated to graduate instruction should be willing to provide financial support for the faculty; not only for
the value of the research itself, but for the contribution which research activities can make to the graduate
program.

THE STANDARD
G-4.5 An established percentage of institutional funds is available to the graduate faculty in education for research

endeavors.

G-4.51 On what basis and in what amounts are institutional funds allocated to the graduate education
faculty for research?

G-4.52 What proportion of the institution's research funds are supported from outside sources?
G-4.53 To what extent have requests from the graduate faculty in education for institutional research

funds been honored?

G-5. Evaluation
G-5.1 Evaluation of Graduates

Professional graduate programs undertake important responsibilities for assisting professional school
personnel to improve and/or serve in more specialized positions. Because of this responsibility, the institu-
tion is obligated to the profession to determine periodically the quality and effectiveness of its students at,
or shortly following, completion of the program. It is assumed that representatives from elementary and
secondary schools would be valuable participants in such evaluations,

THE STANDARD
G-5.1 The institution evaluates the gratiwAtes of its respective advanced programs in education.

G-5.11 What means are now being used by the institution to evalu2te the graduates of the respective
advanced programs in edeation?

G-5.12 What new approaches, if any, are being experimented with to evaluate the graduates of the
respective advanced programs in education?

G-5.13 What evidence is there that the institution is keeping abreast of new developments in the
evaluation of its graduates?

G-5.2 Use of Evaluation Results to improve Programs
An evaluation of the graduates of advanced professional programs is essential in order to determine

how well the institution is fulfilling its responsibilities to the profession. The evidence of such an evalua-
tion will provide a vital basisperhaps the most relevant basisfor evaluating and subsequently improving
the graduate programs.

THE STANDARD
G-5.2 The institution uses the results obtained from evaluating its graduates in the study, development, and

improvement of its advanced programs in education.

G-5.21 What have the results of an evaluation of the institution's graduates revealed about the advanced
programs?

G-5.22 What changes, if any, have been made in the advanced programs resulting from such evidence? ,ro
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G-5.3 Long-Range Planning
It is customary for an institution to project plans for the future development of its graduate programs.

Long-range plans provide a basis for making decisions about such matters as increasing or limiting enroll-
ment, expanding and/or upgrading present programs, discontinuing inferior programs, or introducing new
programs. It is expected that the institution's long-range plans will take into account: the future develop-
ment of the graduate programs in education.

THE STANDARD
G-5.3 The institution has a long -range plan for its development at the graduate level and incorporates therein a

plan for the opevelopment of its programs in education,

G-5.31 What significant changes in the graduate programs of education, if any, are projected in the
institution's long-range plans?

0-5.32 What evidence shows that the graduate faculty for education has participated in the formulation
of the institution's long-range plans?
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APPENDIX

Standards for Accreditation of Teacher Education
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education,

1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

The statement which follows sets forth the STANDARDS of the Council for the accreditation of teacher education
in colleges and universities. The NCATE is an organization whose sole purpose is to improve teacher education through
the application of standards of accreditation. Only those qualified institutions that apply voluntarily and are found by
examination to meet established standards for the preparatior if teachers are accredited by the Council. An institution
may be accredited at the undergraduate levels for any or all of the following categories; (a) elementary school teachers,
(b) secondary school teachers, (c) school service personnel such as administrators, supervisors, and guidance counselors.
If within any of these three general categories parts of the program do not meet the Standards of the Council, the
institution may not be accredited for that particular category, or may be expected either to drop the deficient curriculum,
or, within a reasonable time, to remedy the deficiency. An institution whose program of teacher education is generally
strong and gives good promise of further development but is still deficient in certain respects may be granted provisional
accreditation for a term not to exceed three years, In such cases, the institution is expected to furnish the Council with
annual reports of progress in eliminating its deficiencies and will be granted full accreditation when standards are
fully met,

Introductory Statement Relating to Standards

Institutions that meet the following criteria qualify for evaluation by the Council:

1 Institutions accredited by the apprepiate regional accrediting association at the level for which they request Council
accreditation and by the appropriate state department of education for the level and categories requested.

2. Nonprofit institutions of higher learning offering not less than four years of college work leading to a bachelor's degree,

3, Institutions offering four-year curricula (a) for the preparation of elementary school teachers, or (b) for the prepara-
tion of secondary school teachers; or (c) institutions offering only graduate or advanced professional programs for
school personnel when such institutions provide graduate work in other fields necessary to support these programs.
As implied in the first criterion, the Council aims to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. As rapidly as possible,

therefore, the Council will cooperate with the regional and professional accrediting bodies and state departments of
education in the collection of information from institutions, in the evaluation of institutions, and in reports to institutions.

The Council regards accreditation by a regional accrediting association as adequate insurance of the general financial
stability of the institution, the effectiveness of the administration, the adequacy of the general facilities, the quality of the
student personnel program, the appropriateness of the overall program including general education and -subject-matter
majors, the general strength of the faculty, the faculty personnel policies of the institution, and the quality of instruc-
tion. The Council, therefore, evaluates the teacher education program within this setting, including the teacher education
objectives, the organization for teacher education, the student personnel program for teacher education, the faculty for
professional education, the patterns of academic and professional courses and experiences offered in the various teacher
education curricula, the facilities for the teacher education curricula offered, and the program of professional laboratory
experiences. These factors will be evaluated for the total program offered in the categories for which accreditation is
sought regardless of their location in the institution,

The Standards, it will be noted, are stated in terms of principles that should govern the program. Specific, quanti,
tative standards are kept to an absolute minimum in order to allow for reasonable flexibility, Following each of the seven
Standards, implications for the program are presented, Standard II, relating to the organization and admivistration of
teacher education, provides a good illustration, The Standard specifies the principles which govern the organization.
implications characterize a satisfactoryotganizational structure without prescribing a pattern.

In establishing these Standards, the Council recognizes that teacher education is and can be effectively carried on in
different types of colleges and universities and in a variety of patterns. In applying the Standards, therefore, ;du; cOn.-

.tideration is given to differences in the nature of the institution, its internal organization, and its curriculurripattein.
essential requirement 0 that the institution have a pro gram for the prepatation of teachers 4-14ivitteir",w ttan,

6'601 odequAte,:fatilitiot:
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Objectives of Teacher Education

STANDARD

Every institution maintaining a program of teacher education should have a written statement of its objectives. The
statement should indicate the school positions for which the program prepares persons and should describe the entire
scope of the effort being made by the institution to improve the quality of education in the schools, It should indicate
clearly the personal and intellectual qualities which the program is designed to develop, The statement should also set
forth the major beliefs and assumptions as to the most effective means of developing these desired personal and intellectual
qualities, The objectives for, teacher education should be consistent with the overall objectives of the institution, should
be formulated by the faculty concerned with the education of teachers, should be subject to continuous review, and
should be officially approved,

The manner in which all other standards are implemented should be consistent with the philosophy expressed in the
statement of objectives, Moreover, the institution should constantly seek evidence of the effectiveness of its program as
measured against the stated objectives, When reflected in terms of the six Standards that follow, these objectives should
imply that the graduates of any curriculum are qualified for the positions for which they have been prepared. Therefore,
the statement of objectives will be subject to the same evaluation as any other Standard.

Implications of Standard for Program
The §taternent which follows should not be regarded as a part of the Standard. Instead, it is meant to show how the

Standard might be applied to this aspect of a teacher education program,
A statement of objectives will be regarded as a clear index to the program when it delineates the scope of the

offerings and differentiates between the ends (objectives) and the means (beliefs and assiunptions). The scope will
indicate the school positions for which the institution prepares persons such as elementary teachers, secondary teachers in
the various subject fields, and school service personnel (principals, guidance counselors, and streerintendents) as well as
the levels (bachelor's, master's, or doctor's) at which persons are prepared. The objectives will refine the end products or
the major factors that will be emphasized in the program (able and committed persons, a person able to work effectively
with children, oral and written expression), The beliefs and assumptions will make clear how in the judgment of the
faculty the objectives can best be reached (high standards and definite procedures for admission to teacher education,
high scholarship standards, laboratory experiences as part of most courses in Education, a heavy. in
composition and speech).

Organization and Administrtion of Teacher Ea du

STANDARD
The organization of an institution in which teachers are prepared should be such as to facilitate the 1)1=1g, the

administration, and the continuous improvement of a consistently unified program of teacher ediwation. Beeause colleges
and universities differ in overall organizational structures, no pattern of organization fox teachex education applicable te
all types of institutions is prescribed. Instead, three criteria for evaluating this factor are set forth as fpliolvi:

The organization (a) should assure consistent policies and practices with reference to the, different segments of the
teacher education program regardless of the administrative units under which they operate, (b) should fe,cilitate the
continuous development and improvement of the teacher education program, and (c) shouldclearly fi xreepensibility for
the administration of policies agreed upon.

Implications of Standard for Program
The statement which follows should not be regarded as a part of the Standard. Instead, it is meant to show how the

Standard might be applied to this aspect of a teacher education program.
An organization will be regarded as acceptable for the development of policies when a single agency is made

responsible for coordinating (a) the planning of teacher education curricula, (b) the development of policies that,govern
the admission of students to teacher education curricula, (c) the development of a system of registration and enrollment
which makes it easy to identify all students preparing to teach and which can be understood by studentsand faculty, and
(d) the development of policies and standards for the satisfactory completion of all teacher education curricula,, Seth an
agency will be the unit (college, school, division, department) of Education or an interdepartmental Oanniittee'Or cot.qiciL'
If it is an interdepartmental committee, its membership will be representative of those divisions within the institution in.'
proportion to their proper concerns for teacher education.

An organization that is effective in the continuous development inlirdireinent of 'the total:10010 eduCatirin
program Will' be 'typified by (a): a clear definition of objectives for the majtit ettti',4011e o ame )-(115rek eclipedtiSit'
,evaluation of" the effectiveness of Curricula and proc'edutes, eCY'Vebiwistblit 140C1:004nlentiiiici atip, of me
and premising procedutes.

4
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Responsibility for the total program will be regarded as clearly assigned when some one person is held responsible
for the administration of the total program and when that person is in a position to speak authoritatively for the total
program. This same person will normally be the one responsible for recommending students for teacher certification.

Patterns of organization that deviate from the characterization above will also be regarded as acceptable if they can
be justified in terms of the principles set forth in the paragraphs on standards for evaluating this factor and in terms of
the objectives of the institution.

III

Student Personnel Programs and Services for Teacher Education
The student personnel program and services with special reference to teacher education are evaluated in relation to

the student personnel program of the institution as a whole. The Standard which relates to student personnel services
for teacher education is, therefore, based on the assumption that the organization, the quality of staff, and such functions
as housing, health, and stLdent government have been evaluated by the appropriate regional accrediting association. Only
such personnel services as relate specifically to the preparation of teachers and professional school service personnel are
covered in this Standard.

STANDARD
The major student personnel responsibilities of an institution with reference to prospective teachers relate to (a)

admission to and retention in teacher education curricula, (b) advising and registration, and (c) records and placement.
An institution should have a plan of selective admission to and retention in teacher education which offers reasonable

assurance that only persons of professional promise are prepared and recommended for entry into the teaching profession.
Criteria for such admission and retention should be in addition to the general policies and procedures for admitting
students to the institution as a whole. Once the student is admitted to a teacher education curriculum, his registration
should be such as to identify him as a person preparing to teach.

An institution should have a well- defined plan of counseling designed to give assurance that advice to students and
prospective students is given by persons of competence; that is, by persons who know the nature and scope of the teaching
profession, the problems of the schools, and tF ,1 resources of the institution available for preparing for the various school
positions.

An institution should maintain a unified system of records for all persons preparing to teach in order that faculty
members and placement officers who have use for such records may have available to thorn all appropriate academic
and personnel data.

Implications of Standard for Program
The standards of admission will include some measures of the academic scholarship of the student in high school

and early years of college, the ability of the student in areas especially needed in teaching, such as verbal expression and
health, and the aptitude of the student for the areas or levels of teaching for which he is seeking admission. Certainly
the standards for admission to and completion of teacher education curricula will be greater than the minimum required
for students not following professional curricula.

Advising will be regarded as most effective when it is shared by academic and professional education faculty
members with well-formulated curricula to be used by them as a basis for guidance. If the registration of the student
would not normally help to identify him as one preparing to teach, such identification will be established by joint
registration in the department or division of education and the academic department or division where the student plans
to take his degree. Under all circumstances there will be some time at which all students preparing to teach can be
identified as prospective teachers.

Sufficient data on the professional assignments, activities, and performance of graduates will be secured to enable an
institution to evaluate itself.

IV

Faculty for Professional Education
The statement of the Standard, and the guide for developing information on this Standard, is based on the

assumption that the general conditions which make for a strong faculty, such as preparation, academic freedom, sabbatical
leave, salary, and retirement, have been found by the appropriate regional association to be satisfactory. The statement
here applies, therefore, to the special conditions that relate to those faculty members who have some direct responsibility
for the strictly professional aspects of the teacher education program.

STANDARD
The preparation and experience backgrounds of the professional education faculty as a whole should be in keeping

with the professional responsibilities to be carried. Each faculty member will be expected to be competent in the field or
fields of his assignment. The qualifications of the faculty for extension and summer session assignments should meet the
same high standards.
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An institution should provide a faculty for professional education adequate in number to handle the scope of the
professional education offered and to perform the necessary planning and counseling functions, The total functions of
pre '2ssional education faculty members are best performed by persons giving all or a substantial portion of their time to
professional education; therefore, the use of faculty members teaching only part time in professional education should be
limited, to those who can keep abreast of developments in their fields as related to elementary and secondary schools,

The teaching load of each faculty member should be determined by the kinds and amount of 'services he is expected
to render. The total professional education load should be so distributed as to allow for reasonable specialization in the
assignment of each faculty member.

Implications of Standard for Program
The basic work in professional education will be offered primarily by full-time faculty members who have specific

preparation for the fields which they are asked to cover. It will not be assumed that any one full-time person can cover
the basic courses necessary in a teacher education program even if that program is limited to the preparation of teachers
for one level. As curricula are widened in scope or advanced curricula are introduced, the depth of preparation of
professional education faculty members will be increased and their assignments will become more specialized. Some
professional education faculty member will be responsible for coordinating the work of all faculty members who teach
professional education courses whether these persons are carrying their major assignments in the department or school of
education or in some academic division. The vitality of the professional education faculty will be evidenced by strong
leadership within the institution, the state, and the nation; by continuous efforts toward the improvement of teaching;
by contact with appropriate school situations; by productivity in writing; and by study and research in the periodic review
and improvement of the teacher education program.

The teaching load of each faculty member will be determined by (a) the number of different preparations per week,
(b) the number of students for which he is responsible, (c) the nonteaching responsibilities which he has, (d) the
amount of personal attention which each assignment requires, and (e) the experience of the faculty member. The total
load will be balanced among the faculty members. Extension teaching, consultant services, research, membership on
active committees, counseling, and supervision of student teaching will not be added to what is regarded by the institution
as a normal load, The teaching load, taking into account the factors mentioned above, will be in harmony with the load
assigned in the institution generally.

V

Curricula for Teacher Education

All curricula, both undergraduate and graduate, offered by the institution for the education of teachers are covered
by this Standard. As here used, a curriculum is a configuration of courses and experiences specifically designed to prepare
persons for a particular school position. The organization of content and the quality within the individual subject-matter
courses should be the concern of the appropriate regional accrediting association. The pattern of these courses within
curricula for the preparation of teachers shall be the concern of the Council. These patterns may vary among institutions,

STANDARD

Each curriculum should be specifically planned in terms of the common needs of all teachers and the special needs
of persons who will fill the position for which the teacher education curriculum is designed, The planning should be
with reference to both the subject matter and the professional education needed to prepare for a specific school position.

The following should be the guidelines in the development of teacher education curricula at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels:

1. An institution should plan a sequence or pattern for each teacher education curriculum consisting of the basic subject/.
matter and professional education courses which all persons must take in order to complete that curriculum.

2. All teacher education curricula should require a pattern of general education in such amount and of such nature as
to assure that all teachers will be broadly educated and cultured persons.

3. The nature and amount of subject-matter concentration required in each teacher education curriculum should be
such as to assure adequate background for the position to be filled. There may be differences between the patterns of
such programs for elementary and secondary teachers and among the various teaching fields at the secondary level.

4. The nature and amount of professional education required for each curriculum should be such as to assure competence
for the position to be filled.

5. The total pattern for each teacher education curriculum should provide general education, subject specialization, and
professional education in such amounts as to assure reasonable competence in each area and provide balance in the
total pattern.

Implications of Standard for Program
In order for an institution to have a planned program in the sense described in the standards above, the basic

elements of the pattern will need to be prescribed and the sequence definitely determined. A curriculum that merely
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provides the courses required for state certifi cation is not regarded as a planned curriculum for teacher education. There
will be a general education program and, if there are exceptions made for certain levels or fields, the institution will be in
a position to justify them on the ground that they are adequate for, the development of broadly educated and cultured
individuals, The nature and amount of subject matter required in addition to general education will bear an obvious
relationship to the grade level or subject field for which the student is preparing to teach. It will not be assumed that a
regular departmental major designed for other purposes will necessarily meet the subject-matter needs of teachers. There
will be a definite sequence of courses in professional education for each curriculum. The major elements will be the
same for all prospective teachers and variations made for the different school positions. The courses in Education and in
other fields will be so scheduled and planned that they can be taken in their proper sequence. Provisions will be made
for laboratory time in the ocheclule and in program planning for those Education courses that require it. The institution
will have a curriculum plan and pattern for each position, not two or more optional plans.

Each student will be expected at some point to commit himself to a curriculum and to follow it to completion. If a
student enters a curriculum late, he will be expected to remove such deficiencies as exist in his preparation and his
curriculum will then follow an orderly sequence. The same principles of a planned program will apply for eerienced
teachers, for former teachers preparing to return to service, and for college graduates with no specific professionaxpl prepara-
tion at the undergraduate level. Courses in Education and in other fields which require library or laboratory facilities
that cannot be provided in off-campus situations will be offered on campus where such facilities are available. The
amount of credit for off-campus study applicable to the completion of any curriculum will be sharply limited and will be
granted only for such courses as are listed as acceptable for the curriculum concerned. Persons in full-time employment
will be limited in the amount of on-campus and off-campus work which they may take during an academic year not
counting the summer session.

VI

Professional Laboratory Experiences for School Personnel

Professional laboratory experiences including student teaching constitute an essential part of theprofessional
education sequence for the preparation of teachers and other school persomeel. These experiences include, for the
purpose of these Standards, all well-ordered relationships which students have with schools and communities which
contribute to the understandings they need in performing their educational functions. The importance of such experi-
ences and the necessity for being specific with reference to standards concerning them justify giving this aspect of teacher
education a special heading in the Standards. The Standards set forth below are based on the assumption that learning
to perform the functions of a teacher requires, a combination of direct experience and systematic study.

STANDARD

Courses in the professional education sequence such as child growth and development, educational psychology, and
Methods should provide appropriate laboratory experiences for all students under the direction of the faculty member
who teaches each course. Adequate facilities for this purpose, either on the campus or near enough to be used by students
and faculty, should be provided. The arrangement for these facilities should be such as to assure their unhampered use
for laboratory purposes. The number of teachers and pupils in the schools used for this purpose and for student teaching
should be large enough to provide these experiences without jeopardizing the quality of educational experiences for

children.
The professional laboratory experiences should culminate in a continuous period of student teaching so organized as

to provide for a wide range of professional activities in which teachers should engage, and so administered as to assure that
the activities contribute substantially to the learning of students. Facilities adequate to provide such experiences at a high
level of effectiveness for the number of students involved should be provided, The working arrangement between the
institution and the school(s) where student teaching is done should constitute a partnership which places appropriate
responsibilities on school administrators, supervising teachers, and college supervisors for the supervision of student
teachers.

The curriculum for each student should be so organized and the counseling so done as to make it possible for the
student to participate fully in these laboratory experiences. The policies with reference to the amount and kind of
laboratory experiences to be provided should be definite and should be characterized by consistency from field to field
and level to level.

Adequate provisions for supervision by the college faculty should be made for all aspects of professional laboratory
experiences, including those prior to student teaching as well as student teaching itself.

Implications of Standard for Program
The patterns of laboratory experiences used by institutions to meet this Standard may vary greatly, In fact, the

tolerable variations in practices relating to this Standard may be greater than for any other Standard, However, the
pattern followed by an institution will be evaluated in accordance with the principles set forth above. It should be
understood that one- and two-hour assignments for a semester do not meet these standards.
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The following description is an example of the kind of program that clearly meets the Standard. It should not be
interpreted as being the only program of laboratory experiences which meets the Standard, however.

A faculty member has been designated as the director of professional laboratory experiences. His duties are to make
provision for facilities and otherwise take care of the administrative arrangements necessary for faculty members to
provide professional laboratory experiences prior to student teaching, do the same with reference to student teaching,
and provide the leadership necessary to develop an effective partnership between the institution and the cooperating
school(s). Through his efforts, the campus laboratory school provides laboratory experiences prior to student teaching for
200 of the 300 students involved, and two other school systems within ten miles of the institution provide for the others.
He has negotiated satisfactory arrangements with seven school systems to provide for all student teaching. These
arrangements clearly define the responsibilities of the institution and the schools and provide for periodic conferences at
the institution involving administrators and cooperating teachers from all seven cooperating schools.

Courses in child growth and development, educational psychology, and methods are scheduled as laboratory courses
with specific provisions for laboratory time for both students and faculty. The laboratory experience culminates in an
extended period of full-time student teaching for every prospective teacher. This is done by each student in one of the
seven cooperating schools under the direction of the principal and a supervising teacher. The student teacher works with
the supervising teacher about half of each day and spends the other half selecting and organizing materials of instruction
and learning the functions of a teacher outside the classroom. Most supervising teachers are responsible for one student
per semester, never more than two. There are enough college faculty members assigned to the supervision of student
teaching so that each is responsible for a maximum of twenty student teachers. This number is regarded as a full load
for a faculty member, and with this group he ree:ives some help from the supervising teacher, who holds at least a
master's degree, and from the academic faculty.

VII

Facilities and Instructional Materials for Teacher Education

The strength of a teacher education program is determined in part by its supporting facilities, equipment, and
materials of instruction. Some of these facilities are necessary to provide any effective program in higher education; others
are required oily when teacher education programs are offered. This Standard deals, therefore, with only what an
institution should have by way of facilities, equipment, and materials to support an adequate program of professional
education,

STANDARD

Office space, attractive in nature and ample in amount, should be provided to serve the needs of the professional
education faculty in planning the professional education program, in counseling the students, and in working effectively
with schools and other agencies outside the institution. Classroom space equipped for teaching professional education
should be provided within a reasonably concentrated area to meet the needs of the program offered. Adequate facilities
for producing and duplicating written materials should be available, and modern audiovisual equipment, should be readily
accessible.1

A materials laboratory or center should be maintained either as a part of the library or as a separate unit. In any
case, it should be open to students as a laboratory of materials of instruction and should be directed by a faculty member
vvell informed in the various instructional media and materials at different grade levels. This laboratory should include a
Wide array of books commonly used in elementary and secondary schools; various types of audiovisual aids such 21s maps,
Charts, pictures, filmstrips, and recordings; various types of materials used in evaluating learning; and curricular patterns,
courses of study, and teaching units that are available.

The basic books and periodicals in professional education should be included in all libraries of institutions where
teachers are prepared. Such additional books and periodicals as are needed to support the program offered should be
Provided, The number of titles of books and magazines should be determined by the scope of the program, and the
hurnber of copies largely by the number of students to be served. Adequate materials under the boding of audiovisual
aids should be_provided somewhere within the institution.

1 Facilities necessary for professional laboratory experiences are indicated in Standard VI.



The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

What Is It?
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education is a national voluntary association of colleges and

universities organized to improve the quality of institutional programs of teacher education. All types of four-year

institutions for higher education are represented in the present membership. These include private and church-related
liberal arts colleges, state teachers colleges, state colleges, state universities, private and church-related universities, and
municipal universities. The teacher education programs offered by member institutions are varied, Only one uniform
theme dominates the AACTEthe dedication to ever-improving quality in the education of teachers.

How Is the Program Carried Out?
The AACTE carries out its program through the voluntary services of representatives from member institutions, a

full-time professional staff at the Headquarters Office, and continuing as well as special committees. Special projects and
activities are developed to implement Association objectives, The Annual Meeting, held in February, is planned to
consider current issues in t.wher education and Association business as well as the development of acquaintances within
ti,,e membership, Biennially, the AACTE sponsors a week-long School for Executives which provides an opportunity for
concentrated professional attention to specific problems concerned with institutional teacher education programs. An
important program of publications supplements the AACTE meetings and committee work. By means of the Bulletin,
the Association serves as a clearinghouse of information concerning the education of teachers. As a member of the
Associated Organizations for Teacher Education (AOTE), the AACTE works in a coordinated effort to improve the
education of teachers. Through the Advisory Council of the AOTE, the cooperating groups are represented on the
Executive Committee of the AACTE. Consultations are arranged upon request to assist member institutions in meeting
specific teacher education problems.

What Are the Values of Membership?
Through affiliation with the Association, an institution joins with other colleges and universities in planning and

carrying out a program to improve teacher education on local, national, and international levels. By means of the services
and resources of the AACTE, direct assistance can be given in the solution of problems facing all teacher education
programs. The preparation of teachers for the schools of America is a problem which transcends local and state boundaries.
Every institution committed to the education of teachers has much to gain by joining in this institutionally directed,
national voluntary effort.

The Association is a constituent member of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and as
Such provides valuable institutional backing for the Council's accrediting program. The AACTE provides important
fltiancial support for the NCATE. Member institutions which are accredited do not pay a separate yearly accrediting
fee, inasmuch as this is covered by the Association's yearly contribution to the NCATE.

How Does a College Become a Member?
Colleges and universities which offer a four-year degree program accredited by the appropriate regional accrediting

association and which have the education of teachers as an important function may apply for membership. The AACTE
is not an accrediting agency, Applications are acted upon once each year, at the time of the Annual Meeting in February.
Official forms may be obtained by qualified institutions from the Association's Headquarters Office. A statement from the

l'institution's catalogue or other official document, indicating that teacher education is recognized as one of the important
ii:urposes of the institution, should be submitted with the application. An additional statement should be provided by the
Ahief administrative officer of the institution, indicating that the college or university proposes to take an active part in
he work of the AACTE. After recommendation by the Executive Committee and approval by the Association, the

;;,,institution may, upon payment of its membership fee for the current year, become a member of the AACTE. This
,linembership shall continue contingent upon the payment of annual dues. Associate membership is available for eligible

stitutioins working toward full membership in the Association; details are available from the Headquarters Office. The
tifitMed increase in Association membership reflects increased services and vitality. For further information, write:

6

Executive Secretary

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036
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INTRODUCTION

This brochure reports the substance of the major revisions made in Standards and Evaluative
Criteria for the Accreditation of Teacher Education: A Draft of the Proposed New Standards
with Study Guide (December 1967) by AACTE 's Evaluative Criteria S tu d y Committee. These
revisions were formulated in April 1968 by the Committee after analyzing many reactions to
the proposed new standards. The revisions which follow are correlated with and presuppose
a reading of the December 1967 draft of the standards.

AA CT E is engaged in a three-year study to develop new accreditation standards for teacher
education which will more adequately meet the contemporary needs of teacher education in our
society. This summary of the revisions of the December 1967 draft of the proposed new
accreditation standards is another step in the developmental process.

A significant number of the changes reported in this summary are a direct result of the criti-
cisms and/or suggestions submitted by interested educators . By March 15, 1968, the
Committee had r e c e iv e d approximately 700 response c a r d s and 200 letters reacting to the
proposed new standards. The Committee also had available for study 85 summaries of the
group discussions held at the AACTE Annual Meeting in Chicago, February 1968. The cards,
letters, and discussion summaries reflect strong support for the general direction of the pro-
posed standards . They also include some criticisms and many helpful suggestions for
improving the standards, preambles, and questions.

The Committee invites readers to react to the proposed new standards as revised in April
1968. These rev ised standards are being tested in eight pilot institutions during 1968-69.
Further revision of the proposed standards is subj e c t to the results of the tests which will
be completed in May 1969, and to the reactions which will have been submitted to the Committee
by that time.

Final recommendations for new accreditation standards for teacher education will be formu-
lated by the Evaluative Criteria S tu d y Committee in late 1969. These recommendations will
be submitted to the AACTE Executive Committee for approval and transmission to the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) for action and implementation.

KARL MASSANARI
Associate Secretary, AACTE

The following three A A CTE publications are products of the Evaluative Criteria Study and
are available for purchase.

1. "A Summary of Revisions of Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education: April 1968 Revisions of the December 1967 Draft of Proposed New
Standards" (May 1968) - 150 per copy.

1 Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of Teacher Education: A Draft
of the Proposed New Standards, with Study Guide (December 1967) - 500 each for 1-25
copies, 250 each for 26 or more copies. Persons who have not previously received the
December 1967 draft are strongly urged to secur e both this pub lic a ti on and the
"Summary of Revisions" (#1).

3. Evaluative Criteria for Accrediting Teacher Education: A Source Book on Selected
Issues (1967), 130 pp. - $2.50 per copy.

Orders should be mailed to:
Department 8
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036



THE REVISIONS

1. The proposed new standards are now titled STANDARDS FOR THE ACCREDITATION OF
TEACHER EDUCATION. The term evaluative criteria" has s been deleted from the
December 1967 draft. The questions following each standard, wh i c h were identified as
"evaluative criteria" in the draft, are now considered simply questions designed to elicit
evidence that will show the extent to which a standard is met. (See paragraph 1, page
11.) 1/

2. degree programs for teachers, with the exception of MAT programs for initial
Preparation, now are classified as advanced rather than as basic programs. (See section
on applicability of standards, page 11; and the headings on pages 12 and 24. )

3. The "all or none" principle has been modified. Formal accreditation now will be extended
for the following categories in the Part I Basic Programs: program for the preparation of
elementary teachers, and progi.am for the preparation of secondary teachers. Programs
for the preparation of kindergarten through twelfth grade teachers will be considered as a
separate category. Formal accreditation now will be extended for separate programs by
school position in the Part II Advanced Programs. There is no change in the requirement
that an institution must pr e s e n t for r e vie w all basic pr o g r am s and/or all,advanced
programs. (See section on eligibility for national accreditation, page 11.)

4. Standard 1. 1, page 12 - The word "natural " has been substituted for "basic physical"
in the standard. The preamble and questions have been clarified but not changed
substantively.

5. Standard 1.3, page 13 - The preamble has been amplified to include a rationale for
including "content for the teaCliing specialty" as part of the professional s t u d i e s com-
ponent. Question 1.32 has been revised to read: "What cooperative arrangements exist
for the identification and selection of courses and other learning experiences required for
the teaching specialties?" Question 1. 33 now reads: "What e v i de nc e indicates that the
identification and selection of courses and other le a r ning experiences required for the
teaching specialties embody the judgment of appropriate member s of the staff in the
teaching specialties concerned and the appropriate members of the faculty of education?"

6. Standard 1. 7, page 15 - The term used in the revision is "pr a c tic um " in place of
"internship. " Practicum in most situations will be student teaching; in some situations it
may be internship. The pr e amble explains more fully the na t u r e of a pr a c tic um
experience. The phrase "from the institution and the cooperating school" has been added
to the standard. Questions have been added r e g a r ding the na tur e of the cooperative
arrangements be t we en the institution and the cooperating s c h o o l s and the quality of
supervision provided for students.

7. Standard 1.8, page 16 - Question 1.84 has been added. It calls for evidence that the
institution's program reflects an awareness of recent developments and pressing needs
in teacher education (such as the preparation of teachers for the disadvantaged and an
international viewpoint in the program).

1/ This page reference and those which f o 11 o w refer to the December 19 6 7 draft of the
proposed new standards : Standards and Evaluative Criteria for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education.



8. Standard 1.9, page 16 - The s tandar d has been expanded with the addition of the
following sentence: "A majority of the membership of this body or unit is composed of
staff members who are significantly involved in the education of teachers, and who have
an understanding of and concern for school needs and problems, " Several of the ques-
tions which follow the standard have been clarified.

Standard 2. 1, pages 16 and 17 The revised preamble defines "faculty for teacher
education" as those faculty members responsible for the instruction in the humanistic
and behavioral studies, in educational theory with laboratory and clinical experience,
and in practicurn.. The preamble has s been augmented with the following sentence: "The
standard does not preclude the offering of an adequate program in teacher education with
a small faculty, but it does prohibit the over-extension of faculty and the use of faculty
in areas in which they are not competent. "

10. Standard 2. 2, page 17 Experience and teaching c ompete nc e have been added to the
preamble as fact or s to be considered in determining quality of faculty. The following
question has been added as 2. 23: "On what basis are faculty members promoted and/or
placed on tenure?"

11. Standard 2.3, pa e 17 Question 2.34 concerning a twelve-hour faculty load has been
deleted.

12. Standard 3. 2, page 19 - Question 3. 24 now reads: "What justification does the institu-
tion offer if it admits s t u dent s who score in the lower r ange s of the distribution on
nationally normed tests?"

13. Standard 3.3, page 19 - Question 3. 34 now reads: "What justification is given for con-la.P.011.MMION.

tinuing students in the teacher e du c a t i on program who score in the lower r a n g e s on
nationally normed tests, or who are in the lower ranges of the distribution of grade
point averages?"

14. Standard 4. 1222E, e 20 - Question 4. 14 has been revised to read: "What evidence shows
that serious consideration has been given to the recommendations of professional organi-
zations and learned societies for library holdings, personnel, and services?" Question
4. 18 has been a d de d: "What evidence confirms that the library is directed by qualified
personnel?"

15. Standard 4. 2, pag.2. 21 - The standard has been expanded with the addition of "and is
adequate to support the teacher e d u c a t i on program." Questions 4. 22(a) and 4. 23 have
been expanded with the addition of "and in higher education.

16. Standard 4. 3, page 21 - Question 4. 34 has been revised to read: "What disposition has
been made of requests from faculty members during the past two years for improvements
in physical facilities?"

17. LaaclarigL-2.,sLpa22§ - The standard has been expanded to include a requirement for
"some period of full-time residence study for candidates pursuing a dv anc e d degrees
other than the doctorate. "

18. Standard G-2. 5, page 28 - Question 0-2. 57 concerning a nine-hour faculty load has
been deleted.

19. Added standard: 0-3. 5, page 30 A new standard on student involvement in the graduate
programs in education has been added. It is comparable to 3. 6, page 20.
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The first draft of the proposed new accreditation standards for

teacher education was released in December 1967. By March 15 the

Evaluative Criteria Study Committee had received approximately

700 response cards, 200 letters, and 85 summaries of group dis-

cussions reacting to the proposals in the first draft. The pre-

liminary draft was revised by the Committee after studying the

many reactions which were submitted.

This draft, the second, includes the Introduction and the Part I;

Basic Programs section in their entirety. Since fewer changes

were made in the Part II Advanced Programs section, only the

revisions are included.

ALL REVISIONS ARE NOTED IN ITALIC PRINT.

The proposed new standards as revised in this draft will be

tested in eight pilot institutions during 1968-69. Further

revisions in these standards may be made, depending on the

results of the tests.

KARL nASSANARI
Associate Secretary
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STANMDS ma THE ACCIOIPITATION OP TEACHER EDUCATION

Introductory State-neat
Mew mae,, vt. 1%. e.r .0 Iv RPV

National accreditation of institutIonal progiams for preparing teachers

for all grades and subjects and school service personnel at the e3omontary

and secondary school levels is the exclusive responsibility of the Nationa1

Council for Accreditation of Teacher 5ucation (cATE). The NCATE has been

authorized by the National Com-aission on Accrediting to adopt standards and

to continue the development of policies and procedures for accreditation.

The. NCATE is also responsible for implementing accreditation procedures and

determining the accreditation status of teacher education programs.

The standards presented herein state conditions of acceptability for

accreditation. They are the means through which the purposes of national

accreditation can be achieved.

Purposes of National Accreditation of Teacher Education
trmnf 0.1400 VP*.

National accreditation of teacher education serves three major purposes:

1. It helps to protect children and youth from ill-prepared school personnel.

2. It assures the public that: particular institutions - those named in the

Annual List - offer programs of teacher education which meet national

standards.
3. It provides a practical basis for reciprocity among the states in certi-

fying professional personnel.

While these are the main purposes for the accreditation of teacher edu-

cation, it is assumed that: an indirect outcome of the accreditation process

will be the improvement of the teaching profession through the improvement

of preparation programs.

Institutional Self-Governance and Oat-tonal Accreditation
.40* *ow *NW wow 0* orme er. 4n.l. O.., 0.

Both public and private institutions of higher learning in the United

States have a long heritage, of self-governance. The right of colleges and

universities to set their own goals and to shape their own destinies has

accounted for a large measure of the excellence - and perhaps inadequacy as

well - which is found among institutions of higher learning today. The free-

dom of institutions to move toward higher levels of excellence should be

encouraged and supported by national accreditation. When accreditation dis-

tracts an institution from this mission or encroaches upon its freedom to

accomplish it, the accreditation process has become inconsistent with its

own purposes.
It is equally true, however, that national accreditation can exert a

countervailing force wl,en institutions aspire to expand programs beyond the

capacity of available resources, and when they offer marginal or poor pro-

grams. National accreditation represents a common floor of acceptability.

However, each institution of higher learning is free to seek or not seek

national accreditation.



Institntiorri. Experimentation and Innovation

The NCATE encourages responsilje experiventation and innovation as a
rational and systematic basis for long-rave imErovement of teacher education,
If the autonomy of institutions of higher education in the United States
is to be real, each college and univery should have freedom to engage in
experimentation and innovation, :lational accreditation should neither encroach
upon an institution's self- governance nor encroach upon the institution's
right to be inventive, In order to ennournge experimentation and innovation,
the standards parmit a great deal of latitude in designing; and conducting pre-
paration programs. However, the institution must assume full responsibility
for the quality of experimental programs.

NationalStandards_

Accreditation by the National Council for accreditation of Teacher
Education certifies that the institution's programs for preparing teachers

and other professional school personnel meet its standards. This certifica-
tion validates the quality of an instructionnl program, and signifies that
persons recommended by the institution can, be expected to perform satisfac-
torily in typical teaching and service positions throughout the United. Statea).
The standards which are applied to programs are "minimum standards" for
acceptability. They are designed as guides for estimating the adequacy of
institutional programs. Any type of regionally accredited institution can
fulfill the standards if the institution has a clear understanding of the
teaching function and a serious commitment to teacher education, and if it
allocates its resources appropriately.

The standards set forth in this document are "minimum standards," and
therefore the NCATE urges institutions to set higher standards for themselves,
and through experimentation and research, to strive for better ways to pre-
pare teachers and school service personnel.

Each standard is preceded by a preamble which gives its rationale, states
the underlying assumptions, interprets its meaning, and defines unfamiliar
terms. Following each standard arc questions designed to elicit evidence
that will show the extent to which the standard is met. It is expected

that all of these questions will he answered in the institution's report,
It is not assumed., however, that the questions included for each standard
are exhaustive: an institution may provide other information to show how

it is meeting a standard.

The Continuous Review of Standards

The revised (1965) Constitution of the NCATE (Article VII, Section B)

states:

Responsibility for carrying on a systematic program of evaluation of
standards and development of new and revised standards shall be allocated

to the AACTE. The AACTE shall insure the participation of representa-
tives of institutions, organizations and fields of study concerned with

teacher education, and the Council. The AACTE shall receive and consider

recommendations about existing or revised standards from institutions
which prepare teachers and from individuals and organizations concerned

with teacher education.
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This provision eplicitly calls for the continuous review and develop-

ment of standards. It also calls for the systematic involvement of profes-

sional groups, lear.ted societies, ind!.viduals, ini)titutional representatives,

and members of the Council in this process. Thus, the revised constitution

provides for continuous review, dovelopmont, and testin8 of standards with

maximum involvement of those persons awl organizations most directly con-

cerned with their application and impact.

If accreditation standards are to reflect changing conditions in higher

education generally and in teacher education particularly, they will not

remain static or be pegged to any level of excellence. It is expected that

from time to time the floor of acceptability will be raised. This means

that as standards evolve and are improved, institutions can expect to meet

new and different standards on roaccreditation, If subsequent to their

reaccreditation they choose to expand or to establish new programs of special-

ized study, the adequacy of these changes must be examined. The reaccredi-

tation of institutional programs therefore can be as' c:tallenging as iaitial

accreditation.

Apalicabilit, of the Standards

Separate sets of standards are to be applied to basic and to advanced

programs of teacher education. Bari° refers to all programs for the initial

preparation of teachers whether they arc four- or five-year programs. blaster

of Arts in Teaching (m1.A. T.) programs are considered as basic programs.

Advanced refers to all programs beyond the baccalaureate level for the

advanced (in addition to the basic) preparation of teachers and specialized

school personnel.
The standards in Part I are to be applied to all basic programs: pro-

grams for the initial preparaion of teachers (kindergarten through the

twelfth grade) through the fifth-year, including 11.A. T. programs, They are

not applicable to programs for the preparation of teacher aides or other

paraprofessionals.
The standards in Part II are to be applied to all advanced programs:

programs beyond the baccalaureate level for the advanced preparation of

teachers and specialized school. personnel. They are not applicable to pro-

grams for the preparation of college teachers OP non-school personnel.

Eligibility for National Accreditation

Institutions -which meet the following two conditions qualify for evalua-

tion by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Ilducation:

1. Institutions offering basic degree programs for preparing teachers and/or

school service personnel.
2. Institutions c.-:credited by the appropriate regional accrediting associa-

tion and statL departments of education at the levels and in the cate-

gories for which NCATE accreditation is sought.

The Council regards accreditation hi, a regional accrediting association

as reasonable assuranbe as to the overall quality of an institution, including

its general financial stability, the effectiveness of its administration,

the adequacy of its general facilities, the quality of its student personnel

program, the appropriateness of its ovv!.rall program of study, the strength

of its faculty, the adequacy of its faculty personnel policies, and the

quality of instruction.
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Advanced Progroms,

All programs for I:72e preparation of kindergarten through -twelfth grade

teachers offered by the institution will be considered as a separate

category.
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PA1:1 I: DASTC POC;n'IS

Prograr: for the L'e!A!:iai Preparation of Teachers Through the

Fifth-Year Li!vei, Prcfrails

1. THE PROGRAN OF ISTrWCTI0 FOP. TI:e",.CHER EDUCATIO

1,1 The General Studies Component

Teachers ought to have as much general education as it is
possible for them to have not only because they require it as

cultivated human beings, but also because subjects studied in
general education may support their teachiag field. Norcover,

only a well-informed ,
cultivated person presents an adequate model

for children and youth in the school environment.
Institutional programs of general or liberal education vary

widely, although certain elcments are usually to be found in all

of them, This precludes prescribing general education in terms
of subjects and credit hours in the tgandarg. The vieu reflected

in the standard is that general education should include the studies

most widely generalizable to life and further learning. The areas

of studies designated below satisfy this requirement and encompass

the contents of most of the standard patterns of general education.

Far more important than the specific content of general education

is that it be taught with generalizability rather than with aca-

demic specialization as a primary objective.
It should be noted that no optimum or maximum amount of time

for general educaton has been designated. In addition, the general

education requirement is not regarded as meeting, in full, the pros-

pective teacher's need for the study of academic subject matter

(see standard 1.3).
As used in the standard, l'symbolics of information" is that

part of general education which deals with communication through

symbols, including studies in such areas as linguistics, languages,

communication skills, mathematics, logic, and information theory.

The figures suggested in the standard refer to a four-year

program.

THE STANDARD

1.1 The general studies component of the plagram for prospective teachers

requires that from one-third to one-half time be devoted tostudies

in the eymbolics of information, natural and behavioral sciences__L

and humanities,

1.11 What courses, seminars, and readings are offered in each

area of general studies identified in the standard?

1.12 What are the arrangements for insuring that a distribution,

or series, of courses, seminars, and readings are taken in

each area of general studies?

1.13 What evidence shows that the programs of all prospective

teachers meet the institution's standard requirements in

general studies?
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1,14 What ovi&mcc (uch as shAte and rogional accreditation

rerrts, student achievent data, and/or scholarship awards)
rc,f[c.3 th,:i quality of the vneral studies component, of

thn ter,cher education proram?

1.15 What ratio between the general studi3s component and the pro-

fessional studies co2oncnt is thl institution seeking to

maintain?

1.16 What evidence is there that some i2tici assessment is made

of the level and quality of each student's general education

background and that appropriate individualization of his

program is made?

1.17 What evidence shows that the selection of content for the

general studies component of the teacher education program
embodies the judgment of both the academic staff and the

teacher education faculty?

1.18 What: is done to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction

in the general studies component of the teacher education

program?

1.2 The Professional Studies Component

The professional part of the curriculum designed to prepare

teachers is to be distinguished from the general studies com-

ponent: the latter includes whatever instruction is deemed desirable

for all educated human beings, regardless of their prospective

vocation; the former -- professional component - covers all require-

ments that are justified by the work of the specific vocation of

teaching. In the standards that follow (1.2 to 1.7) it is assumed,

therefore, that whether a study is to be classified as general or

professional does not depend on the name of the study or the depart-

ment in which the instruction is offered; it depends rather on

the function the study is to perform, viz. , whether it is to be

part of general education or of specialized vocational preparation.

The ingredients (not courses necessarily) of the professional

studies component may be classified as follows:

The krofessional studies comEonent Standard 1.2

Content for the teaching specialty Standard 1.3

Content to be taught to pupils
Supplementary knowledge from the subject

field(s) to be taught and from allied'
fields that are needed by the teacher
for perspective and fldxibility in teaching

Theory and Practice
Humanistic and behavioral studies Standard 1.4

Educational theory with:, laboratory and

clinical experience Standards 1.s and 1.6

Practicum Standard 1.7

The nature and function of these ingredients will be specified in

separate sections (standards 1.3 through 1.7).
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1.2 prr,festdonal stud. o:: cu;Twlent of th.:2 curriculum inclucls tho* . i,1(-rcklj
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1.21 In the curriculum and in the teaching-learning experiences
afforded the student - can the different elements in the
professional studies component be clearly identified? How
are they specified?

1.22 What e7idenee indicates that the professional studies com-
ponent has been systematically constructed? What is the
organizing principle of the design?

1.23 On what principle is the ratio among different elements in
the professional studies component determined?

1.3 The Professional. Studios Component; Content for the Teaching
Specialty

The inclusion of "Content for the Teaching Specialty" in the
professional studies component is to recognize the central impor-
tance of appropriate subject matter in a teaching specialty as
a vital element in the professional preparation of the teacher.
It does not imply that instruction in such subject matter should
be carried on in any specific school or department or in any speci-
fic format, such as 'courses." The instruction in the subject
matter for the teaching specialties is the basic responsibility
of the respective academic departments, the identification and
selection of courses and other learning experiences required for
a teaching specialty, however, is the joint responsibility of
appropriate members of the staff in the teaching specialty 3oncerned
and the appropriate member or the fac,tity of-education,

The standard draws attention to the fact that teaching requires
two types of knowledge which may be over and beyond that which is
required in general education. One is the knowledge that is to
be taught to the pupil, e.g., the mathematics one plans to teach,
the art one is expected to teach, the literature for children one
plans to teach, or the science that one is to teach in the science
class. The other type of knowledge will not be taught directly
to the pupil, but may be needed by the teacher as a background for
the teaching of a particular subject at either the elementary or
secondary level,e.g., history or Anglo-Saxo:-.. for the teacher of
English, American history or literary criticism for the teacher
of American literature, political science or anthropology for the
history teacher, mathematical logic for the teacher of thathcmatics,
or abnormal psychology for the teacher of sex education. It is

"k4$1 kind' of knovdedge are a required
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3.3 ThL 1 iu copl)c,nc.nL of thc cin:riculum includes the

pupils, and
(h) ti z snpplr:p.,-1,1 :rry in LIIc ! subject rot ter of the tcaching
spcialty frc:a alllo- GS Lxft: aro ne cec, oy t ueacerr

for prsort-tve dill fle..:Oilicv In teachinf).

1.31 What evidence is thccre that the requirements for the teaching
speciltics have been developed specifically to meet the need
for:

a. content to be taught: to pupils?
b. supplementary knowledge from the subject matter of the

teaching specialty to be taught and from allied fields
that are needed by the teacher for perspective and
flexibility in teaching?

1.32 What cooperative arrangements exiet for the identification
and selection of courses and other learning experiences
required for the teacing specialties?

1.33 What evidence indicates that the identification and selection
of courses and other learning experiences required for the
teaching specialties embody the judgment of appropriate mem-
bers of the et.aff in the teaching specialty concerned and
the appropriate mcmbers of the faculty of education?

1.34 What information indicates that a systematic effort is being
made to keep the content of the respective teaching specialties
current with developments in the appropriate disciplines?

1.35 What evidence confirms that: serious consideration has been
given to the recommendations for the preparation of teachers
made by national professional organizations and learned
societies? 11

1.36 What evidence shows that the programs of all prospective
teachers include the appropriate content for their respective
teaching specialties?

1.37 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction in
this part of the professional studies component?

A number of professional associations and learned societies have as one
of their major interests the improvement of teacho.r education. Some of
these organizations have developed guidelines for the preparation of
teachers and other school service personnel in their respective specializa-
tion fields. .It is assumed that each inst:Ltution will develop the rational
for its various programs in teacbor education wita due consideration for
the recommendations in these guidelines.

During 1963-69 a number of pilot institutions will be engaged in testing
the proposed standards, AACTE will provide a list of the most useful
3uidelines for these institutions a.3 they study neir programs in pre-
?aration for an liC.,\TE evaluation,

iACTY, ma7 ps1;u:r 14. the re-31y,nsPlility of publishing such a list
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1,4 The Professionel Studies Ctelpensnt: Humsnistic and Behavioral

Studies

;Islay discipJines ere ii,02ssnt in tke pmparation cf teachers.
However, not all disciplines are equaliy rejevent, and their rele-
vance is not ajsays obv[ous. In the following standard it is
assumed that problems ccntcerning nature and aims of education,
the curriculum, organisation and administration of a school system,
and the process of teaching-learning can be studied with respect
to their historical develoiment and the philosophical issues to
which they are related. These studies are referred to hereafter
as the hemenistio studies. The prehlems of education can also be
studied with respect to the findings and methods of sociology,
economics, political science, anthropology, and psychology. Such
studies will be referred to as behavioral studies. These behavioral
and humanistic studies differ from the usual study of sociology,
economics, philosophy, and history in that they have as their central
concern problems in education. Some of the behavioral studies may
provide empirical, generalizations that can be applied to educa-
tional practice; when they do, they become part: of the educational
theory and its applications that one studies in relation to one's
field of specialization. However, humanistic and behavioral studies
have as their primary purpose to provide the student with a set
of contexts in which educational problems can be understood or inter-
preted.

The humanistic and behavioral studies in the professional com-
ponent of the curriculum require as a prerequisite a familiarity
with the parent disciplines on which they are based. This familiarity
may he acquired as part of the general studies and/or as part of
the content for the teaching specialty. The staticg of the desirability
of these prerequisites does not presuppose or prescribe any specific
set or sequence of courses for meeting them.

THE STANDARD

1.4 The professional studies comaonent includes instruction in the
humanistic studies, e. ,the history and philosophy of education;
and the behavioral studies, e.g.? socioloueconomics, political

and.psycholog_pf education.

1.4] in what way are the humanistic and behavioral studies identi-
fied in the professional component of the program?

1.42 What evidence exists that the hsimanistic and behavioral studies
identified in 1.41 are oriented toward the problems of educa-
tional policy and aims, curriculum, organization and adminis-
tration, teaching and learning?

1.43 What evidence is taere that the recommendations of professional
organizations and learned societies for the preparation of
teachers have been considered seriously in establishing the
requirements for the humanistic had behavioral studies?2J

44 What data show that the programs of all prospective teachers
include the humanistic and behavioral studies prescribed by
the institution?

1.45 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction in
this pert of the professionsl studies componsnt?
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1.5 The P. fossional Studies Cot,popent: Educational Theory with Leboraeory
and Clinical Eeperience

1.6

As dlstinguished 1'r,m1 the huetenistic and behavioral studies
nnd content for the v3ar":-47 speee:aiL,;,, there is a body of know-
ledge about teaching and learning that con be the basis fore festive
performaneJc. If teachine Js to be more than a craft, teachers need
to understand the theoretical peieciplee which justify what they do.
For this 'Cason, the study of teacieg-leerning theory is included
as part of the professional studies component in the preparation
of teachers. However, like the study of other empirical theory,
the study of the theories of teaching learning requires laboratory
exercises to mice abstract principles more concrete and more intel-
ligible. Much of what lies been relied both "general" and "special
methods" can therefore be taught as the application of educational
theory.

Whereas the study of teac!eing-learnin3 theory provides the pros-
pective teacher with principles of practice, and the laboratory
exercises illumin4te and demonstrate these principles, clinical
experience in teacher education confronts the student with individ-
ual cases or problems -. the diagnosis and solution of which involve
principles and theory - but also familiarizes him with the class of
cases to which they belong. Certain kinds of problems in dis
cipline, motivation, testing, lesson planning, and presentation
represent recurring types of classroom situations. Clinical teaching
involves the student in the diagnosis and "treatment" of the indi-
vidual case, but under the guidance of an experienced teacher.
Because it is now possible to simulate many of these situations,
or to display a selection of real cases electronically - and because
the prospective teacher's efforts can be recorded, viewed, and
reviewed - it is now feasible to give much effective clinical
experience outside the classroom at a lower cost of time and personnel.

THE STANDARD

1.5 The professional studies component includes the stud; of teachinE,
and learning theory with appropriate laboratory experience.

1.51 What specific provisions have been made for .the study of
theory relevant to teaching (such as curriculum, evaluation,
motivation, classroom management, grouping, and/or individuali-
zation of instruction)?

1.52 What: practice3 and procedures show that the study of teaching
theory requires and emphasizes laboratory experiences (obser-
vations, demonstrations, problem-Solving projects, tutoring,
micro-teaching, and/or other direct experiential activities)?

1.53 What evidence exists that serious consideration has been given
to the recommendations outlined by professional organizations
and learned societies for the preparation of teachers?3/

1.54 What data confirm that the programs of all prospective teach
include this aspect of the professional studios component?

1.55 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of the instruc-
tion in this aspect of the professional studies component?

See footnote, page 9
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1.6 The professional sv(f,:,:.; In?.ludes the study of teachin-

loarniv th:!ory rAth 4:-,peri,I:nce 4n cneric toaciLin
,

situaLion.

1.61 Who.t are the provtsions for including clinical c%pericnce

in the profes-lonal studic..s component?

1,62 What data dt!mon:Arate that all prospective teachers system-

atically study typica teaching situations, actual or simu-

lated, under the supervision of an experienced staff member?

1.63 What evidence indicates that consideration has been given to

the recommendations on this aspect of teacher education made

by national professional organizations anq learned societies?2!

1.64 What is clone to evaluate the effectiveness of this aspect

of the professional studies component?

1.7 The Professional Studies Component: Practicum

Practicum is the capstone of the preparation program of the

prospective teacher. It is a period during which the student tests

and reconstructs the theory which he has been taught, and during

which he develops his tearAing style. Practicum provides the oppor-

tunity for the student to assume substantial responsibility for the

full range of teaching duties in a real school situation under the

supervision of qualified personnel from t:le institution and from

the cooperatin elementary or secondary sc:tool. It presupposes

the learnir7 experiences of all :he other professional studies:

it is not a sul?stitute for them. It is a more concrete and caTlete

learning activity than observation, laboratory or clinical experience.

Practicum in most situations oili be student teaching,' in

some situaticY:s it ma:I be internship.

THE STANDARD

1.7 TheAro.sseional studiescorTonent includes direct substantial

participation in toachinrr over an extendeLperiod22f time under

the supervision of qualified personnel from the institution and

the coot selool,

1.71 What evidence is there that every prospective teacher has

an opportunity to assume substantial responsibility for the

full range of beaching duties over an extended period of

time?

1.72 What systematic method of recording or describing the teaching

performance of the student is used which enables students

and supervisors to analyze tie extant to which teaching

behavior is consistemt with the theory that has been taught?

Sec foottote, pe 9
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1.73 What elfir.:6cc: t.:%?h,7 1,n the
cocpctinij (i()') / S tr in
el=rvczion, co:, ape c(714ittc. to 7::? tos of ,uating
teac;lers?

1.74 What (?.oi.5(,;70 t'at coop '-'- :rrangemts exist
between the i;:atittim c t;!e corating e::::ools for t7,:(
operation ofippacItice? W7?a,; e7)idnce is thpe 7nat these
arrangements pr()'.) t.s tic effective oeration of p2acticu74s?

1.75 What evidence chows that the ri-..7atiochip bet!een professional
personnel in the i'titution a;(1 In thR COp2:tin5 80%1001$
contributes positivel:/ to t7eeln2ctive operoon of practi-
cum?

1.76 What evidence; confirmo that the supervision of students in
the procticums is carried on by qualified personnel from
the institution?

1.77 Now is the supervision of students in practicu-is translated
into an index of faculty load? For how many students in
practicurw does each teacher education facul* member have
responsibility?

1.78 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of thetsupervision
provided for students in practicums?

1.79 What evidence indicates that serious consideration has been
given to the recommendations made by professional organiza-
tions and learned societies for this part of the professional
studies component? A/

1.8 Role of Research in the Program

Research was not included as a separate element in the pro-
fessional studies component for several reasons. First, there
seems to be sow_ doubt as to how much research a student in a basic
program could do or ought: to be asked to do. Second, many of the
recommendations for the various components of the program assume
that the results of research will figure prominent1;. in the experi-
ence of the student. e.g., instruction in various aspects of
educational theory. Nonetheless, there should be provisions fo,
making sure that the prospective teacher will be made aware of the
basic nature of educational research and will learn how to read and
interpret the results of such research within the field of speciali-
zation.

In addition, the institution periodically will engage in
research on its own program to ascertain whether its present prac-
tices are the most effective means for accomplishing its purposes.

THE STANDARD

1.8 The progpm reflects an aoare.ness of research and deve.lopment in
teacher education.
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1.81 In 0:1t tt.ys do tit p.,:esetibod stud.ies, procedures, and
dt:!lign of th. eher Qducation program give evideuce

of c.:hodying rt:earch fin,dinzs?
1,82 What man are ut:ed to test the student's ability to locate,interpret, and u:3(1 rcsearch literature?
1.83 What activitioq inicate that the institution has or iscn1;aged in resorktch ca its own program? Wheat evidence shopsthat the rese,firch is more than 'trying out something new"?2.84 What evig.cnce shows that the institution's program reflectsan vareneas of recent d,melopments and pressing needs inteacher education (such as the preparation of teachers forthe disadvantaged and an international viewpoint in the pro-(1ram)?

1,9 Control of the Program

Administrative structure exists primarily as a practical
arvIngement for fixing responsibility, utilizing resources, andachieving goals; this is also true of administrative units responsiblefor the preparation of teachers. It is expected that the particularunit within the institution, officially designated as responsiblefor toacher education, has appropriate experience, preparation, andcommitment to teacher education to accept and discharge this respon-sibility. Such a unit or body as referred to in the standard belowmeans a council, eomnission, comllittee, department, school, college,or othe: recognizable

organizational entity.

THE STANDARD

1.9 The Himarl responsik.ility for the dqsjI/21, approval, and continuouseveuccaan f the insi;liuct6onal pro mjaf teaoher educatior 1/es571 a , ,
with an ofn,cially dengnated hoc' or unit wn :Ehe institutio(2.

malgrity of the memilershia of this body or unit is composed ostsff members who are significantilinvolved in the education oteacher6, and who have an undrstandina of and concern for school
needs and_pxoblems.

1.91 What evidence s;xws.that the majority of the membership ofthe official body is made up of staff members significantly
involved in the education of teachers?

1.92 What evidence exists that the members of thefl official bodyhave m understanding of and conccrr for school needs and
problems?

1.93 What activities of the official body during the past two
years demonstrate that it has assumed responsibility for
the de3iga, approval, and continuous evaluation of the instruc-
tional program of teacher education?

1.94 What evidence shol,)s that all teacher education programs
or e,?: by the institution ar e approved kt the officially
designcte bock,?
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2,2 49i c4nd Pe.)af.Ltion Falty fOr f."cx:cheP T eaic2tion

The sille av;d p21,-.17,-zmt(,on of t".0 favu"tu in relation to the

programs offea-cd are Lai f':zc tm,s in te2goher c'7/1c,ation not

only ftr in,3:,ructio pr,..)-1 as ow:I:, bfit aliio for the total

atmosphere in which pror? is carried out. Above an, the

quality of tlle progml and the do5Tee to urzch it is maintained

depends largely on the faculty. In the s tandardo that follow

emphasis is placed on t'2(.3 experience, formal preparation, scholarly

activity, teaching copeten:?e , and specialized competence of staff.

mc'. Rtandard (2,1) assumes that advanced graduate work in

a well define4 field of specializ,ation is the minimal requirement

that can safely be made for work in a collegiate institution. The

sta457.ard does not preclucl,e the offering of an adequate program in

teacher education with a small faculty, but it does prohibit the

overextension of faculty and the use of faculty in areas in which

they are not competent.
The distribution of faculty specialization called for by the

standard is related to the several eements within the professional

studies component of the program as cutlincd in standards 2.2 through

1.7. 'Faculty for teacher education' as used in standards 2.1 through

2.5 includes those factaty members responsible for the instruction

in the humanistic and behavioral st4dies, in educational theory with

laboratory and clinical experience, and in practicum.

THE STKJAARL

2.1 E7.)ery institution has a full-time f2culty in teacher education pre-

122yect- at the jradua550-7aTc?
7egree ) ap-

prirateipedialii-atTon77 -Sliiiiiazeci5111-7-ation8 01-mad mal.:qposeihle
competent Cr.struction atv,TicTir 7,1;1

teaching-,c t:heo2ii .and in tolo,21.7.,14 eac., of oleis,F2eci-a44,t7,es

for which the institutzion prceareo ';each/..3re. 171vresTozacTrix.ewiee
appropriate s .)ecia72zations to e-i:sure corrjpeten-F-iiipervidaion of

art LaIordto7v c .inicaT, and practl;'cum

2,11 What data indicate that there is a faculty for teacher edu-

cation with qualifications sufficient to cover the instruc-

tion in the specified area of the professional studies

component?
2,12 What evidence is there that all courses and other learning

experiences in the specified areas of the professional studies

component are actually conducted. by teachers appropriately

prepared to do so?
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(2/i f,tzi of Faculty

Quality of faculty may bo estblieh-d on the basis of tcong
com17cte,ice, ci, a1Lc prep4..retion, and aelolarly peefor-

mance. Scholarly ceeeteeco is jud'eed by publication, rodearch,
and/or recognition by the peofe.seioeal or Ion of t..he faculty

member's field of alpecirJizetions
An institution will capitalize en tha acadcmic end professional

strength of faculty by eesients which permit manimum use of pre-
paration and experience. An institution ney also relate its criteria
for faculty selection and assignment tr faculty performance and

satisfaction.

THE STAnARD

2.2 Each teaeher education faculty merner teaches rnly in the field in

which he has haLgraduate stude at a rezionall7 aecrediter! or reco.-
.

-
nixed koreipu institution or in which he ha e demonstrated a scholarly,

competence.

2.21 What data are available to show the reationship, over the

last two years, of the teaching assignnents of each faculty

member in teacher education to his firld of advaaced pre-
paration and his scholarly competence?

2.22 If any faculty members have been teahing outsiJe their fields

of scholarly competence, for how lorg and for what specAal

reasons has this been permitted?
2.23 On Wtat basis ore faculty members promoted anoCov placed on

tenure?

40..m.......04.1.0.... 4.1. *a.

2.3 Faculty Load

Because the faculty is a majcr determinant il the quality of

a teacher education program, the institution has a plan for the

efficient use of faculty competeace, time, and entrgy. There are

maximum limits for teaching loads. Adjustments ate made in

teaching loadl, when nontenchin; duties are assigned. Time is

allotted to permit the faculty member to do the planning involved

in carrying out his assigned responsibilities. Tine is made

available so that he can ccotinue his scholarly delelopment.

TM STANDARD

2,3 The load (ll services rendered)if each teacher education faculty.

member is_such that he can stud) plan/. and. othert.pare_for
his_assigped reslposibilities and continue his schelarly development,

2.31 That is the plan for equating all professional duties and

activities of the staff into an index of faculty load?



2.32 What is the assipd profeasional load (all services rendered)
of each faculty member?

2,33 To what extent and for what reason s do the loads of any
faculty memhers tile established institutional policy

for faculty load?
2,3d What evidence ia there that the teaching load is reduced to

the extent that other nonteachin responsibilities are

assigned?
2.05 To what extent hay& faculty mer:.bers, during the last two

years, engaged in professional and scholarly activities
beyond their assigned duties?

,:336 What program does the institution have for long-range faculty
development (such as sabbatical leaves, travel. 8upportj
summer leaves, and/or fellowships), and to what extent is it

operative?

2.4 Part-Time Vacuity
r

Two kinds of situations seem to justify the employment of

faculty on a part-time basis. One is the need of the institution

for a special competence not represented on the full-time staff.

The other is the need for additional service in areas of competence

already represented on the full-time staff. For this reason the

standard does not stipulate that part-time appointments be made

only as a last resort. However, the hazards possible in part-time

appointments should be guarded against. For example, a part-time

assignment may be added to an already full work load carried on

by the appointee outside of the institution: the involvement of the

part-time staff in the life and governance of the institution

may be minimal; the involvement with students may also be limited.

THE STANDARD

2.4 Part-time faculty meet minimum requirements for appointment te

the full-time faculty and are emoloyed when they can nakCs a special

contribution to the teacher education prooram.

2.41 What proportion of the teacher education progaam has been

assigned to part-time faculty?
2.42 What are the qualifications of the part-time faculty members

in teacher education?

2.43 What are the loads, within and outside th c. institution,

for all part-time faculty members in teacaer education?

2.44 What reasons support the utilization of each part-time faculty

member in teacher education?
2.45 What evidence shoats that part-time fg_lulty are used in those

segments of the teacher education p:ogtam that need them

especially?

2.46 How are part-time faculty members oriented to the basic pur-

poses of the teacher education program?



2.5 FacuJti lnvolvenL with

Faculty mv,11.)ers who ar:: instruting pro,3pectiv,! toochers

need to have continuinz? invo]vumnt yith school envireclo.nts so

that their teaching and'resech ,::j.11 be curreta and relevant to

the problems of the school.
Furthermore, the coitnt of a te.aehr education faculty

is to the needs of the profe::.sion.a well os to institutional pro-

grams. Flementary- and secondary-school pc.rsoanel assume that they

share with faculty members in collecs and univrsities a common

purpose and interest, and vieTq with respect the specialized talent

of the college staff. An instqution cor.Imittcd to teacher education

in its entirety will therefore, within its resources, provide

in-service assistance to the schools in the area which it serves.

THE STANDARD

2.5 limbers of the teacher education faculty should have continuing,

involvement with elementary and secondary_schools._

2.51 In what ways have members of the faculty for teacher education

been associated with, and invo]ved in, activities of elemen-

tary and secondary schools?

2.52 Phat evidence shows that such association and involvement is

reflected in the institution's program?

2.53 What evidence is there to indicate that the special strengths

of the teacher education faculty are reflected in the services

offered to the schools?

STUDEOTS Ir. TEACHER EDUCATION

J* Admission to Teacher Education Programs,)

Students seeking admission to a program of teacher educa-

tion may have to meat requirements in addition to those needed

to enroll in the int;titution, because there are skills, under-

standings, and personal characteristics which are unique to teaching.

It is assumed in the standard that not every college student can

or should hecome.a teacher.

THE STANDARD

3.1 Students admitted to a proorem of teacher education meet specific
-

revirements for 1)artitipation in the proc.ram.

3.11 What are the requirements for admission to the teacher educa-

tion program in addition to those required for admission

to the institution?
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3.12 Mat rationale supports chase raquiramanta?
3.13 U;zat cviOance shows that tho ada!ission requironents arc: being

applied?
3.14 How many studeats applied for admissioa to teacher education

during each of this last two years? How many students were

adinttc? Holl many stca!ents were denied admission?

3.15 Now many students who were rejected during the past two years
have subsequently been admitted, and for what reasons?

3.2 Use of National r,orms

It is recognized that no single criterion for the admission
of students can predict success or failure infallibly, and this
applies to scores on objective tests as well as to more subjec-
tive criteria. Nevertheless, scores on standardized tests ara
useful is predicting the probability of success in the program
of studies prescribed for teacher education, and there is reason
to believe that institutions ought not to rely solely on subjec-
tive criteria. The standard that follows assumes that institutions
will use a number of criteria for admission and therefore mentions
only standardized test scores.

TUE STNIDAP.D

3.2 Defined or established national norms of tests are used in deter-

mining_eliaibility for admission to teacher education.

3.21 What data, tests, and norms are being used as a basis of

selection for admissiaa to the teacher education program?

3.22 What formula is used to weigh the various criteria for

admission?
3.23 What is the rationale for the formula used?
3.24 What justification does the institution offer if it admits

students who score in the lower ranges of the distribution
on nationally nonmed tests?

3.3 Screening on the Basis of Academic Achievement

The. nature of the professional studies component of the teacher

education program calls for a high order of academic achievement
and growth in technical competence. Grades in course work pro-

vide the usual measures of achievement in theoretical work; reports

and other modes of evaluation furnish measures of more direct

experiences with the various phases of the program. The institution

owes it to the student to determine as objectively and systematically

as possible specific strengths and weaknesses as they affect his

continuing in the program.
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THE ST. )AD

3.3 The instiUatjen tc!!:es into accol.s.:t st rolulr intervals the cxhieve-.
ment of ti s. prospective trachor in csnen area of Cse professional

*410 ng...studies component r-F4 a bs.sls for 4is continuinq, in the pros,ram.

3.31 Mint objective mcsns are ud to evaluate achievement in
each area of the professional studies component of the
proram?

3.32 What data other than course grades are used to measure
achievement?

3,33 What grade point average in each area of the professional
studies component is requirsd for students to continue in
the program?

3.34 What justification is given for continuing students in the
teacher education program who score in the lower ranges of
the distribution on nationally normed tests, or who are in
the lower ranges of the distribution of grade point averages?

3.4 Screening on the Basis of Personal, Characteristics

While the academic competence of the teacher is a major
determinant in effective teaching, it is not the only determinant.
Prospective teachers should demonstrate personal characteristics
which will contribute to rather than detract from their performance
in the classroom. It is assumed in the standard that the institution
has the right and the obligation to consider factors other than
academic achievement as a basis for permitting a student to con-
tinue in a teacher education program.

THE STANDARD

3.4 The institution engcl.ges in a arocess of continuous selection
whereby only those candidates who demonstrate personal charac-
teristics appropriate to the requirements of teaching will be
permitted to continue in_theprop,ram.

3.41 On the basis of what personal characteristics does the insti-
tution screen students out of the program?

3.42 For what reasons hazse students been removed from the teacher
education program during the past two years?

3.43 What evidence exists that students are aware of the various
reasons for which they may be dropped from the program?
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3.5 Stud.-et Perseenel Set:vicee

Stud hits plvenio to h teechore need qualified couneelorsand advieors to help them eseees their strengths and weeknessesand to assly,t them in pla:leing their provrael c studiee a.:dactivities in lie;ht ef such aeeeeew.cet. They need to be inforredabout professioeal ori;anieatione aed azencies no well as currentschool problems, They also need to know bout the wide varietyof options available to the in teaching. Ic is therefore the obli-gation of an institution to have a syste;eatic means for providingsuch aid and inforratioe to prospective teechers.

THE STANDARD

3.5 The institution has a well-defined plan of counseling and advisinia.2yospective teachers.

3.51 What evidence indicates that counseling services are readilyavailable to every prospective teacher?
3.52 What information shove that counselors and advisors arecompetent persons - that is, persons who know the nature andscope of the teaching profession, the problems tf the schools,and the institutional

resources available to students?3.53 How many prospective teachers have been referred by counselorsor advisors to other speealized personnel within the insti-tution during the past two years, and for what: reasons?3.54 For how many advisees is each advisor responsible?3.55 To what extent does the institution maintain a comprehensivesystem of records for all prospective teachers which isreadily and easily aveilable to faculty members and placement
officers for professional purposes?

3.6 Student Involvement in the Teacher Education Program

As constituents of the college community, prospective teachersshould feel free, individually and collectively, to express theirviews on the teacher education program. They should, through theirown organizations, through joint student-faculty groups, or as repre-sentatives to faculty Committees, have clear channels and fre-
quent opportunities to communicate their views on the adequacyand development of the teacher education program.

THE STANDARD

3.t The institution makes provision for the exinssion of views of
proslective_ teachers on_the_teacher_education program,
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3.61 u:,at evideace elowa aet etuderto arc coneolteA by the faculty
sn,?. adiatnietration on etere relatin to the Leacher educa-
tion proi:eetaA?

3,62 W:let evidace ie Clere Ctet t collcc protects the risl,ht
of th telee to tee r:.-d exception to the vicam pre-
sente0 in any couree in ne tencher e.Jucatioa program?

3.0 What are the major coaeerns which staJents in teacher echica-
tion have ea:pressed about the progrreq during the pa;t two
years?

4. nEsounclz A.;41) raILITI:s ma TucT7a EDUCATIO

The Library

The quality of both the general and professional components
of the program For teacher education is reflected in the scope and
depth of the librory holdings. As a principal instructional resource,
the library holdings in teacAer education MU31. be adequae for the
number of students to be served and pertinent to the kind and level
of Drograms offered, The acceeeion rate must be sufficient to assure
that the quality of the collection is maintained. In addition to
providing a collection of materials, library eervice must assure
both students and faculty access to the materials.

TI E STAMAaD

4.1 The librag, as the_principal materials resource center of the
ins titution, is adequete for the instructional.; ...researchz and
other services pertinent to itsteacherUcation_pre9esm.

4.11 To what extent are standard and contemporary holdings in
education - books, microfilms, Microfiche copies - included
in the collection?

4.12 To what extent are standard periodicals in education available
to prospective teachers?

4,13 To what extent are such additional books and periodicals as
needed to support the total teacher education program provided?

4.14 What evidence shows that serious consideration has been
given to the reconmendations of professional organizations
and learne4societies for library holdings, personnel, and
services? Ei

4.15 What evidence demonstrates that the recomrendatIons of faculty
members for tha acquisition of books, periodicals, and other
materials have been met?

4.16 That is the annual record of library expenditures for the
total library and for teacher education durin5; the past five
years?

4,17 To what extent do both students and faculty have access to
and use the library holdings?

See footn- te page 9
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4.18 Wh:::,,t; t] .!; 111e is d4,r3c

que-flifi(d

4.2 The ;12teriale aAd Tnstructiorill ::edia Center

Equipnent 4,,nd reeource materials in support of teaching have
been developed e%tensivoly an0 inproved r:;.1-iedly. A program for
preparing teachers should maLe 1.-:a of such equipment and materials
in two important ways: prospective teachers should know how to
make use of modern technologies in teaching, and modern technologies
should be utilized in the teacher eOueation program.

THE STANDARD

4.2 A mnteTials and inetructional media center for teacher educe ;:ion is
maint4redeither as .LRart_of the librarlwor as one or more se prate
unit:s and is adNuate to ezp.koz_t the teacher education pro am,

4.21 Wha evidence shows that serious consideration has been given
to Vie recormendationo of professional, organizations and

for cent:er holdings,
:.e:lectr.:,:/, and services? 1

4.22 Does center contain equipment and materials which
a. can be utilized at different grade levels and in higher

education?
b. are representative of all areas in the curriculum?
c. reflect recent developments in the teaching of the various

sthject fields?
d, ilaustrate the wide array of available instructional

media (such as films, filmstrips, realia, audio-video
tales, transparencies, teaching machines, and closed-circuit
TV

4.23 What evialnce shows that the center is directed by personnel
who are well informed about the ve'xious instructional media
and materiels for different grade levels and for higher

4.24 v:sat exte7'it is the center available to and used by students
:1 faculty?

4.25 W,.ot evideTlec: slnw.7, that the available instructional media
are being veri is rhrl teacher education program itself?

4.26 What evidence sho%,-3 that the recommendations from faculty

membera for tfle ax4eisitAon df materials for the center have
b(een met?

See footnote ge 9
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4.3 Fhyaical Ian-afAitte.a

Althoah phyaical faleilitlaa are nac tho datea7:ifnrats

of the quality of: a paa:,raal of ifil inatItution, each componant of

the proarl%; doer., entall t uae of ba..11.6inaa r.1 equivant, and
swat', of 1. c- profeealanal ca.npaaoats ,aaa special doriauda en space
and equipTent, Ncreover, tha yaquiraaeats of students and faculty
for appropriate study, rc.:.carch, and living space cannot be reduced
to the point lalice the activiffes lose their effcctiveneas.
Because of the great variatioa in inati.utions the standard does
not attept to quantify its rzlcolen:lation oti physical facilities.
It does not however, counsel that each institution's facilities
be adequate to its own progrPaa, because the program may not be
adequate. The standard ate: that given nn acceptable program,
the adequacy of the physical facilities can be judged in terms of
the operational, requirements of that program.

THE FTANDAaD

4.3 The institution provides theyllysical facilities essential to the0441 0./.0. wm n**instructional and.._professioaal activities of the teacher education'.
proram.

4.31 What facts indicate that faculty have office space and other
spaces qhich ac neceasary-to carry out their responsibilities?

4.32 To what extent are the available spaces and equipment adequate
to accmodate each student in the teacher education program?

4.33 In what ways does the availability and allotment of space and
equipment facilitate or hinder the carryin*g out of faealty
and administrative responsibility?

4.34 What dispos-!:tion has &;en made of the requests from faculty
members during the past two years for improvements in physical
facilities?

4.4 Utilization of Diverse Institutional Resources

Institutions of higher education, especially multi-purpose insti
tutions, have human, instructional, physical, and financial resources
that can be used by many units within the institution. For example,
a university may support psychological clinics, speech clinics,
language laboratories, specialized libraries, child development
centers, computer centers, and similar facilities that could be of
use in the teacher education program. An institution thoroughly
committed to teacher education will make such resources available
to it However, the faculty for teacher eduention will need to
discern the potential of such resources and to devise means for
actualizing this potential.



2.5

SIX.IDAitD

4.4 Thc, dIverso rae,ourcce

.ft.

the ieetitution are available and used
support of tenehee edueeioe..

4.41 What poteqtial resourees in Cie Institution (such es psycho-
logeicel clinic3, speeeh lance laborator.3.es,
specialized liLraries, child develop:lent centers, and/or
computer centers), ccco coca:17/: fcv

uz.:16 to support the teacher
education peograla

4.42 What potential resources for teacher education in the insti-
tution are avaiial)le. for u3e but are not being used?

4.5 Clerical and Supporting Services

The major asset of an institution for preparing teachers is
its faculty - their experience, their preparation, their commit-
ment to teacher education, and their performance. If faculty are
dissipating their professional energies on subprofessional tasks,
the quality of the it struceional program is being compromised, and
the institution is not receiving a good return for its investments
in faculty. Clerical and supporting services are therefore essen-
tial to permit the fa :uity to fulfill their instructional and other
professional responsibilities.

THE STANDARD

4.5 The faculty for teaeOcr education is provided with essential clerical_ . . . . _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ . _
and other supportinj services,

4.51 What is the plan and the rationale for allocating clerical
and supporting services to the staff?

4.52 What provisiots are made for supplying and reproducing instruc-
tional materials (such as transparencies, films, filmst.eips,
audiotapes, and/or videotapes)?

4.53 To what extent have requests from the teacher education faculty
for clerical aml other supporting services boon honored?

EVALUATION

5.1 Evaluation of Graduates

No institution takes its commitment to prepare teachers seriously
un ess it tries to arrive at an honest evaluation of the quality
of its graduates end those persons bcing recommended for professional
certification.
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The phreee iteecher i L ne peeeered' in die et-end:2rd mey

refer to $ tu:lente e'eo heve jeet coepi,e:ed tee pro2,e or to teechrs
who ccmplor th prcTra.;71 At verieue tiees le the peet, It is

to be noted tie-tt the tee,es of ceelvetie the.ee teo groups of

"teachers it hee prep,erod' ere Not: iclentical,
Ir is reee7,aezed thet tle present eene for :akin g such evalue-

eioes ara ineelequete, ad theft there is an ceeq,in inerese on
the part of Institueione in the developenc. of more adequate mans.
It is essumed in the standard uot only that institutions should be
evaluaLing the teachers it hee prepaeoJ with the beet means now
available, but also that they should be developing improved means

to make such evalusetons,

THE STANDARD

5.1 The institution has evidence of the quality of the teachers it

ha!_pronard,

5.11 What means are now being used by the institution tp evaluate

the teachers it has prepared?

5.12 What procedures arc being used to determine that prosp ctive
teachers at the time of graduation are competent in both
components of the teacher education program (general studies

and professional studies)?
5.13 What evidence indicates that the institution is keeping abreast

of new developments in the evaluation of the teachers it has

prepared?

5.2 Use of Evaluation Results to Improve Programs

Good evaluations of the teachers not only provide assessments,

but also suggest new directions and areas in the program which

need strengthening. It is assumed in the standard that the results

from such evaluations will be reflected in appropriate modifications

of the preparation program.

THE STANDARD

5.2 The institution uses the results obtained from aluating the

teachers it has prepared In the stuqy develo2ment and iTprovement

of its teacher educationprofram.

5.21 What have ehe results of an evaluation of the teachers pre-

pared by the institution revealed about the program?

5,22 What changes, if any, have been made in the teacher education

program resulting from such evidence?
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5.3 Lon3-Ranp.-! Plana..!.%g

It: is cu:;toary for an institution to project pions for its
future devalopnte 1,c1;72-rin:-; plans provide a basis for mahing
decisions in such ratter s as inctng or limitinc enrollment,
introducing nevi prozrlm:', expan:Ing pvcsent programs, or entering
the field of ;tinte edution. It is expectcd t*tit the insti-
tution's projected plan will t:!ke into account the development
of its teacher education program.

THE STANDARD

5.3 The institution has a lory-renge 'plan for its development and incor-
err.... "V...

porates tillzein a Ilan for the cievelopment of its teacher education*40 em...4
1) roil:ram.

5.31 What significant changes in teacher education, if any, are
projected in the institution's ions-ranse plans?'

3.32 What evidence shows that; the faculty for teacher education
has participated in the formulation of the institution's
long-range plans?



P, P, V I S I O l i S I P A R T I A D \' w L 1: GED P ROGRAMS

This supplannt to :ftecer 1937 draft of the
the propo::;c7d new accruditatin stAnidar&; for teacher

education iac140et3 the revisiow tad by the Evaluat:xe
Criteria Study Cov,:mitte, April. 3-4, 1968, These
revisions have been incorporctO in the proposed
new stnnOards for thL Feasibility Project during
which the standards will be tested in eight pilot
institution

Page 24 -- Change the heading for. Part 11 to -

Programs Beyond the Baccalaureate Level for the Advanced
Preparation of Teachers and Specialized School Personnel

Page 24 -- Under 'the standard, 0-1.1, change the numbers, of the questions
to G-1.11 and G-1.12 respectively.

Page 25 -- In the standard, C-1.3, delete the word -schooi."

Page 26 -- Change standard 0-1.8 and the questions which follow the standard

to read (the preamble remains the some) -

THE STANDARD

G-1.8 Some period prfull-time residanc stud?) is required for'

ca723ikEleE.1-6-*uro /171,7 .2tvano..?/. ae6rceroljherEian
i,6 r ) Y i T, M.7 , 8 6 one a c77. : ( 7 ; ; T c oau Z771576, residence

stv2i2jiL'eyaird2-73F cal%173atos arsui.lejlteorate.-

G-1.81 What arc the institution's regulations concerning
full-time residence stv.dy for the advanced degrees?

G 1.82 What infopmation shows that candidates who have
earned advanced degrees ot1u than the doctorate
during the past two yqars have completed a period

of All-time residence st.udy?
G-1.83 What information shows that candidates who have

earned the doctorate during the past two years
have con:pleted at least one academic year of fun-
time resi,denoe study?

G-1.84 What evidence shows that each graduate assistant-

ship enhances the program of study of the student

holding the assistantship?



Pace 27 Pof tom UndgIr G-2.3, Qynlity anj Sze of Y:lc,Aty in !'chtc,;.1tin, add the

following 6(itnteTicc a3 .)..0 the prwlYic:

it is not aor:t.,:d In ,t; :;!c! ::;!1.5.03 mst bt7. a ei^Prnt

group of 1.fi.) (7.;-:!t:-,ra;,?e 4-!..:7,ntrtry fields"
for ea,..;71

ovcz-kppiiv Ao iesp:7c:tve fiads.

Page 28 -- Uader G-2,5, Faculty Load, dPlte que.stion 0-2.57.

Page 30 -- insert a new standard, G-3,5, as follows:

0-3.5 Student involvement in the Graduate Programs in Education

As constituents of the higher education coramolity graduate
students should feel free, individually and collectively, to
express their viers on the prograqso offered, They ezould, through
their awn organizations, throgh joint student-faculty vroups,
or as epreeentativ-.38 to faculty committees, have clear channels
and frequent opportunities to communicate their viers on the
adequacy and development of the graduate programs in education.

THN STANDARD

0-3.5 The institution makes provision for the expresrion of me w. of
gra hate students on the Graduate Dm:21,am in education.

0-3.52 What evidence shaos that students are consulted by the
faculty and a;:ministratZon on matters relating to the
graduate programs in education?

G-3.52 What evidence i there that the college or university pro-
tects the right of the student to take reasoned exception
to the views presented in any course in the graduate
programs in edu:ation?

0-3.53 What are the major concerns which the students have
expressed about the graduate programs in education during
the past two years?
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Chart #1 - BASIC PR00RI.NS

Standard No.

Data

Clarky

1 2

General Studies

Prof. Studies

Teaching Specialty

H&D Studies

Theory '& Lab.

7

1.5

Theory & Clinical 1.6

Practium 1.7

1.as41.4.rg11, & OPV.,, 1.8

Control 1.9

Faculty 2.1

Quality 2.2

Load 2.3

Assignment 2.4

Prof' Xnvolveme t 2.5.

Stud. Admissions 3.1

Norms 3.2

Acad. Screening 3.3

FetsOual Traits 3.4

Advisement 3.5

Stud. Involvement 3.6

Library 4.1

Instruct. Media 4.2

Facilities

Support

4.3

4.4

Aux. Services 4.5

Quality Qf Pre,d. 5.1

Flexi,b1J4t

9 10 11

Eval. & Follow-up 5 . 2

Lona Plans . 3
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Chart #2 - ADVANM PROGRAMS

Standard No.
Data

Clarity availability

m
0

0/ 0
H
. 91 p0

cu v)
o H

O 1-4 0
O 0 H 0 H
0.

o 4.4 0
O 0 H ai H

Z P., A ra

I- 1 2

Purpose12.m, G 1.1

Content of Prog. G 1.2

:G 1.3[ Practicum
-

[ Research G 1.4

Prog. Individualization G 1.5

[ Credit G 1.6

[

Courses G 1.7

Residency G 1.8

Control 01.9

Faculty G 2.1

QualitY- G 2.2.

Size G 2.3

Assignment G 2.4

Load 2.5

1 Research Invol. G 2.6

Grad. Admissions 3.1

Screening G 4.2

G 3:3Supervision

Quality

_ Student Involvement

ILibrary

Facilities

[ Resources

1121m291t___

.G.3.5

6 7

(1.1

G 4.1

G 4.2

G 4.3

G 4.4

4.5

FlextbilitY

"Pay-off"
value

11 12 13

Evaluation

Improvement

Lon Range Plans

G 5.1

G 5. 2

5.3



QUESTIONS

1 To what extent do the 28 standards as grouped in the five sections of Part I
(program, faculty, students, resources and evaluation) enable institutional
personnel to conceptualize what constitutes acceptable quality with respect
to basic programs? Point out those sections or areas where you feel there
are def4-ciences or omissions.

2. To what extent do the 28 standards as grouped in the five sections of Part II
enable institutional personnel to conceptualize what constitut2s acceptable
quality with respect to advanced 2/2E,rams? Point out those sections or areas
where you feel there are deficiencies or omissions.
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3. Concerning the format of the document, you have noted that there are preambles,
standards and questions. Has there been any confusion with respect to knowing
what is the function of each and how they relate to the evaluation? Explain
any indecision or confusion. Comment otherwise on the format.

4. With respect to the preparation of an institutional report for NCATE, do the
preambles, standards and questions with the introductory statement contained
in the document provide sufficient direction for developing an adequate
description of your institution's teacher education programs? Is there a
need for some kind of guide in a more formal sense? If so, what should such
a guide contain?



5. To what extent do the new standards afford an opportunity to provide a
comprehensive picture of those programs that may be described as experimental
or innovative? Do the new standards promote or restrict institutional activity
with respect to such programs?

6. It is expected that some of the new standards will be more stimulative to
institutions than others. Identify and comment on those standards which
you found to be most stimulative.



7. To what extent do the new standards ask for data and evidence which are not

available at your institution? Are such data and evidence of a type that

should be available? List the standards or questions that apply.

8. Do any of the standards require a degree of institutional effort that is not
justified by the amount of usable data and evidence produced? If so, list

those standards by number and explain your reasons for selecting them.



9. To what extent were the guidelines of the ave,"al professional organizations

useful in studying and evaluating your institution's teacher education programs?

In what ways might the usefulness of these guidelines be increased? What

recommendations would you make to professional organizations relative to the

development of more effective guidelines?

la. The new standards go much farther than the present ones in seeking to evaluate

the quality of the product. What problems were encountered in providing

evidence about the quality of your institution's graduates?



11. For the Feasibility Project, the usual visiting team role has been modified

to include a preliminary visit by the teem chairman and the reporting of

judgments by the team. What are your reactions to this changed role?

12. To what extent were students involved in the self-study and the preparation

of the institutional report?

January 13, 1969
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EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT FOR THE AACTE/NCATE FEASIBILITY PROJECT
January 1969

Name of team memDer

Institution visited

Team Assignment
GO, 1.1MY.

To assist AACTE's Evaluative Criteria Study Committee in assessing the workability
of the proposed new accreditation standards for teacher education, please complete
as much of this instrument as you can in accord with your assignment in the
Project.

FOR CHARTS #1 AND #2

Clarity

Directions

Check the appropriate cell in columns 3, 4, or 5 which
indicates the degree of clarity in the preambles, standards,
and/or questions.

Data Indicate, with a check in column 6, 7, or 8 the extent of
Availability problems faced in collecting appropriate data for the

institutional report.

Flexibility

"Pay-off"

It is hoped that the proposed standards are appropriately
flexible, that is, they allow for several acceptable ways
to meet a standard, without being so flexible that any
solution can satisfy it. Indicate with a check in column
9, 10, or 11 the degree of flexibility of each standard.

In column 12 or 13, indicate with a check which standards
have the highest and lowest "pay-off" value. A blank cell
means that the standard is not particularly high or low.
By"pay-off" we mean the extent to which a standard elicits.
evidence that is most useful in determining accreditability.

Overlap In column 10, indicate the number of the standards with
which there is unnecessary overlap.

Provideadditioaal details or explanations for art- of the items a4 desired
on thebianit pages fol1owin the charts.

15PA_TWOWTONS.

The questions deal with specific areas that relate to the workability of the
proposed standards. Please consider each question and answer as many as you can
in accord with your assignment in the Project.

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
1201 16th St., N.W. Washington, D. C. 20036

The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
1750 Pennsylania Ave. N.We, Washington, n. C. 20006
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QUESTIONS FOR VISITING TEAM MEMBERS

1. To what extent do the 28 standards as grouped in the five sections of Part I

(program, faculty, students, resources and evaluation) enable you to con-

ceptualize what constitutes acceptable quality with respect to basic programs?

Point out those sections or areas where you feel there are deficiencies or

omissions.

2. To what extent do the 28 standards as grouped in the five sections of Part II

enable you to conceptualize what constitutes acceptable quality with respect

to advanced programs? Point out those sections or areas where. you feel there

are deficiencies or omissions.



3. Concerning the format of the document, you have noted that there are preambles,
standards and questions. Has there been any confusion with respect to knowing
what is the function of each and how they relate to the evaluation? Explain
any indecision of confusion. Comment otherwise on the format.

N

4. It is expected that some of the standards will be more stimulative than others.
Identify and comment on those standards hich you:foutid.to'betost stimulative
to the institution visited.



5. To what extent wore the guidelines of the several professional organizations
useful in evaluating the institution's teacher education programs? What
recommendations would you make to professional organizations relative to the
development of more useful and effective guidelines for preparing teachers?

6. Within each section of Part I and Part II (program, faculty, students,
resources, evaluation), are any of the standards more discriminating than
others in identifying strengths and weaknesses of the respective elements
in the institution's teacher education program? If so, identify those
standards and briefly discuss your reasons for selecting them.

(



7. What is your assessment of the role of the visiting team as set forth in the

Feasibility Project? On the basis of your experience, what changes would

you suggest?

8. Based on your experience with the temporary document, what suggestions do you

have for the development of a permanent manual for visiting teams using the

proposed standards?



9. What were the major problems encountered by the team in validating the
institution's report? To what extent are these problems related to the nature
of the standards? To the adequacy of the institutional 'report?

10. What were the major problems encounterd by the team in arriving at its
judgments? To what extent are these problems related to the nature of the
standards?



11. What judgments about the institution's teacher education programs are best
made after an on-site visit?

12. To what extent does the nature and scope of the standards produce interaction
between members of the visiting team and key institutional personnel? To what
extent does the role of the team produce such interaction?

(JJ
January 15, 1969
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Foreword

11111*

These recommended standards for teacher education
are the culmination of an intensive three-year study
sponsored by the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education under the leadership of its Evalua-
tive Criteria Study Committee. They represent another
step in the unending process to improve the accredita-
tion of teacher education. While developed primarily
for accreditation purposes, they may also be viewed
as general guidelines for the improvement of prepara-
tion programs for professional school personnel.

These standards were recommended by the AACTE
Executive Committee to the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education for adoption and
were unanimously approved by the Council at its
January 1970 meeting in New Orleans. They become
effective for all institutions seeking accreditation or
reaccreclitation by NCATE during the 1971-1972
school year. Prior to that time, institutions may elect
to be evaluated on the basis of either the former or
the new standards. Information regarding preparation
for an accreditation visit may be obtained from the
Director of NCATE, 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

The AACTE developed these standards in response
to its mandate from the National Commission on
Accrediting as put forth in the NCATE constitution
to continuously evaluate and revise the accreditation
standards. The Association acknowledges that they
are not, and should not be, the final word in standards
for accrediting teacher education. It recognizes that
standards must be systematically reviewed and revised
in terms of experience in using them, in light of
societal changes, and in relation to advances in the
state of the art of educating professional school per-
sonnel. The AACTE takes seriously its assigned
responsibility and is committed to provide leadership
for the continuous evaluation and revision of these
standards.

The pattern of involvement which has characterized
the development of these new standards is envisioned
as a guide for evaluating and revising them in the future.
Representatives of colleges and universities engaged in

°teacher education, learned societies and professional
associations, state departments of education, the

teaching profession, and teacher education students
participated in the development of these recommenda-
tions. The Committee conducted an opinion survey
of the former NCATE standards, prepared and dis-
tributed resource materials, and sponsored regional
conferences to discuss relevant issues and to collect
ideas for improving standards. It wrote preliminary
drafts, submitted them to the field for reaction, and
revised them accordingly. In cooperation with
NCATE and under a contract with the Bureau of
Research of the United States Office of Education, the
Committee then tested the feasibility of the proposed
new standards in eight colleges and universities, and
it further revised its proposals in light of the test
results. Through intense and protracted effort, the
Committee has endeavored to maintain a unified
rationale for standards while reconciling many and
different points of view submitted by participants in
the study.

The AACTE wishes to express its appreciation to
the many persons, institutions, and agencies for their
many contributions of time and resources without which
these standards could not have been developed. In the
final analysis, the indirect results of the process utilized
in this study may be as significant as the standards
themselves. In support of this process, the financial
assistance of the ESSO Education Foundalion and the
U. S. Steel Foundation supplemented in a significant
way the funding provided by the Association and its
member institutions.

The quality of these recommended standards has
been made possible by the insightful views concerning
teacher education contributed by members of the
Evaluative Criteria Study Committee. Special words
of commendation are presented to the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education and its director,
Rolf Larson, for their cooperation and assistance during
the Feasibility Project; to Edwin P. Adkins and
Paul F. Sharp, Chairman and Vice Chairman of the
Committee, for their untiring leadership; and to
Karl Massanari for the total commitment of his many
talents to the success of this venture. Members of the
Committee and staff are identified on the following
page.

March, 1970

EDWARD C. POMEROY
Executive Director, AACTE
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Introduction

National accreditation of college and university pro-
grams for the preparation of all teachers and other
professional school personnel at the elementary and
secondary levels is the exclusive responsibility of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion (NCATE). The NCATE has been authorized by
the National Commission on Accrediting to adopt
standards and procedures for accreditation and to de-
termine the accreditation status of institutional pro-
grams for preparing teachers and other professional
school personnel.

Purposes of National Accreditation
of Teacher Education

National accreditation of teacher education serves
four major purposes:

1. To assure the public that particular institutions
those named in the Annual Listoffer programs
for the preparation of teachers and other profes-
sional school personnel that meet national stand-
ards of quality

2. To ensure that children and youth are served by
well-prepared school personnel

3. To advance the teaching profession through the
improvement of preparation programs

4. To provide a practical basis for reciprocity among
the states in certifying professional school per-
sonnel.

Institutional Self-Governance
and National Accreditation

Both public and private institutions of higher learn-
ing in the United States have a long heritage of self-
governance. The right of colleges and universities to
set their own goals and to shape their own destinies has
accounted for a large measure of the excellenceper-
haps inadequacy as wellwhich is found among insti-
tutions of higher learning today. The freedom of in-
stitutions to move toward higher levels of excellence
should be encouraged and supported by national ac-
creditation. When accreditation distracts an institution

)from this mission, or encroaches upon its freedom to
accomplish it, the accreditation process becomes in-
compatible with its wn purposes.

It is equally true, however, that national accreditation
can exert a countervailing force when institutions aspire
to expand programs beyond the capacity of available
resources and when they offer marginal or poor pro -
grams. National accreditation represents a common
floor of acceptability. Each institution of higher learn-
ing is free to seek or not to seek national accreditation.

National Standards for Accreditation
of Teacher Education

Accreditation by the National Council for Accredita-
tion of Teacher Education certifies that the institution's
programs for preparing teachers and other professional
school personnel meet the standards. The institution is
expected to meet the standards at a level judged ac-
ceptable at the time of its evaluation. However, in a
profession where the state of the art is constantly im-
proving, the level should be expected to rise. NCATE
accreditation validates the quality of preparation pro-
grams and signifies that persons recommended by the
institution can be expected to perform satisfactorily in
typical teaching and other professional school positions
throughout the United States. While the standards
which are applied to programs are "minimum stand-
ards" for acceptability, the NCATE urges institutions
to set higher standards for themselves and to strive for
better ways to prepare teachers and other professional
school personnel.

Continuous Review of NCATE Standards

The Constitution of the National Council for Accred-
itation of Teacher Education (Article VII, Section B)
states:

Responsibility for carrying on a systematic program
of evaluation of standards and development of new
and revised standards shall be allocated to the
AACTE. The AACTE shall ensure the participa-
tion of representatives of institutions, organizations
and fields of study concerned with teacher education,
and the Council. The AACTE shall receive and con-
sider recommendations about existing or revised
standards from institutions which prepare teachers
and from individuals and organizations concerned
with teacher education.



The AACTE is carrying out this responsibility with
maximum participation of those persons and organiza-
tions most directly concerned with accreditation stand-
ards.

The NCATE is committed to the proposition that its
standards should reflect changing conditions in higher
education generally and in teacher education in par-
ticular. This means that the standards will not remain
static nor be pegged to any level of excellence, and that,
from time to time, the floor of acceptability will be
raised.

Applicability of NCATE Standards

The NCATE standards are divided into two parts:
Part I, Basic Programs and Part II, Advanced Pro-
grams. The standards in Part I are to be applied to all
basic programs: programs for the initial preparation of
teachers (nursery school through secondary school)
including five-year and M.A.T. programs. They are
not applicable to programs for the preparation of
teacher aides or other paraprofessionals.

The standards in Part II are to be applied to all
advanced programs: programs beyond the baccalaure-
ate level and beyond the basic programs for the prepa-
ration of teachers and other professional school per-
sonnel. They are not applicable to programs for the
preparation of college teachers.

The standards in both Part I and Part II apply to all
institutional programs leading to degrees or certificates
regardless of the location and time at which the instruc-
tion takes place.

Eligibility for NCATE Accreditation

Degree-granting institutions are eligible for an eval-
uation by NCATE if they offer programs for the prepa-
ration of teachers and/or other professional school
personnel; are accredited by the appropriate regional
accredit* association, and are approved by the ap-
propriate state department of education at the levels
and in the categories for which NCATE accreditation
is sought. While an institution is expected to present
for review all of its programs for the preparation of
teachers and other professional school personnel, only
those programs from which some students have been
graduated are eligible for accreditation.

The Council regards accreditation by a regional ac-
crediting association as reasonable assurance of the
overall quality of an institution, including its general
financial stability, the effectiveness of its administration,
the adequacy of its general facilities, the quality of its
student personnel program, the strength of its faculty,
the adequacy of its faculty personnel policies, the con-
ditions of faculty service, and the quality of instruction.

An institution accepted for evaluation shall present
for review:

1. All basic programs: programs offered for the ini-
tial preparation of nursery-school through second-
ary-school teachers (programs resulting in thy
recommendation for professional certification),
whether they are four-year, five-year or M.A.T.
programs; and/or

2. All advanced programs: programs beyond the
baccalaureate level for the advanced preparation
of teachers and for the preparation of other pro-
fessional school personnel.

NCATE Standards and Institutional Reports

Each of the standards which follows has a preamble
which gives the rationale for the standard, interprets its
meaning, and defines terms. The preamble therefore
is to be interpreted as part of the standard which it
precedes. Following each standard are questions de-
signed to elicit information and evidence to show the
extent to which the institution possesses the character-
istics identified in the standard and its preamble.

Institutions of higher education seeking accreditation
or re-accreditation by NCATE are expected to prepare
a report based on the preambles, standards, and ques-
tions which follow the standards. It is expected that
all of the questions will be answered in the institution's
report. It is not assumed, however, that the questions
included for each standard are exhaustive; an institu-
tion may provide other information to show that it
possesses the characteristics described in a standard
and its preamble.

Institutional Experimentation and Innovation

Responsible experimentation and innovation are es-
sential to improvement of teacher education programs.
A deliberate attempt has been made in these standards
to encourage individuality, imagination, and innovation
in institutional planning. An institution must, of course,
assume responsibility for the quality of all its programs,
regular and experimental.

Colleges and universities are responding to pressing
social needs by developing programs to prepare teach-
ers with special competencies or to prepare new types
of teachers. These programs are subject to the same
scrutiny as are the other teacher education programs
offered by the institution. In some instances, the stand-
ards as organized may not provide the best vehicle for
assessing such programs. In these cases, the institution
is invited to present its experimental or special pro-
grams separately. Such presentations should include
the rationale for the design of the programs, for admit-
ting students who do not meet the usual criteria for
admission, for tsing faculty members who do not mee
the usual requirements for appointment to the full-timek
faculty, and should show that systematic efforts are be-
ing made to evaluate the graduates of these programs.



Part 1:
Basic Teacher
Education
Programs

Programs for the
Initial Preparation
of Teachers Through
the Fifth-Year Level,
Including M.A.T.
Programs

1. Curricula for Basic Programs
Curricula for teacher education are designed to

achieve explicitly stated objectives. These objectives
are determined in relation to both the professional roles
for which the preparation programs are designed and
the behavioral outcomes sought. It is assumed that the
design of each curriculum for the preparation of teach-
ers adopted by the institution reflects the judgment of
appropriate members of the faculty and staff, of stu-
dents, of graduates, and of the profession as a whole.
It is also assumed that these curricula reflect an aware-
ness of research and development in teacher education.

Colleges and universities are responding to current
pressing social needs by developing programs to pre-
pare teachers with special competencies such as teach-
ers for bilingual children, teachers .for "disadvantaged
children," teachers to work in teaching teams, teachers
to teach in ungraded schools, and teachers with an
international component as part of their training. These
programs, often special or experimental in nature, are
subject to the same scrutiny as are the other teacher
education programs offered by the institution. In some
instances, the standards, as organized, may not provide
the best vehicle for reviewing such programs. In these
cases, the institution is invited to present its experi-
mental or special programs separately as noted in the
Introduction.

As used in the following standards, a "teacher edu-
cation program" refers to the curriculum, the teaching,
the learning, and the supporting resources for the teach-
ing and learning process. "Curriculum" includes the
courses, seminars, readings, laboratory and clinical ex-
periences, and practicum as described under the general
studies component and the professional studies com-
ponent. A "program of study" refers to the sequence
of courses, seminars, readings, laboratory and clinical
experiences, and practicum selected for each student,

1.1 Design of Curricula

Curricula for the preparation of teachers are com-
posed of several components combined in patterns de-
signed to achieve the objectives sought. These patterns

) are based on assumptions which can be identified by
the institution and which reveal themselves in what is
done in classroom, laboratory, and field experiences.

Standard: Teacher education curricula are based on
objectives reflecting the institution's conception of the
teacher's role, and are organized to include general
studies, content for the teaching specialty, humanistic
and behavioral studies, teaching and learning theory
with laboratory and clinical experience, and practicum.

1.1.1 What information shows that each basic teach-
er education program is designed to achieve
objectives reflecting the institution's analysis of
the teacher's role?

1.1.2 What information shows that each curriculum
in teacher education includes the elements
identified in the standard?

1.2 The General Studies Component

Prospective teachers, like all other students, need a
sound general education. However, their need is ac-
centuated by the nature of the professional responsi-
bilities that they are expected to assume. As teachers,
they are destined to play an important role in providing
general education for the children and youth they teach,
and to serve as adequate models of educated persons to
their students. Furthermore, the subjects studied in
general education may be needed to support their teach-
ing specialties.

Institutional programs of general or liberal studies
vary widely although certain elements are usually pres-
ent in all of them. Such variation precludes prescribing
the general studies in terms of subject and credit hours.
The view reflected in the standard is that general edu-
cation should include the studies most widely general-
izable. Far more important than the specific content of
the general studies is that they be taught with emphasis
upon generalization rather than with academic special-
ization as a primary objective. It is assumed, moreover,
that programs of study in general education are indi-
vidualized according to the needs and interests of stu-
dents. It is further assumed that the selection of con-
tent for the general studies component is determined
jointly by faculty members in the academic areas and
those in teacher education.

As used in the standard, "symbolics of information"
is that part of the general studies which deals with

3



communication through symbols, including studies in
such areas as languages, communication skills, lin-
guistics, mathematics, logic, and information theory.
"Natural and behavioral sciences" and "humanities"
follow their common usage in higher education.

It is the intent of the standard to designate a minimum
limit for general studies and to encourage institutions
to exceed it "One-third," as specified in Cie standards,
is applicable to four-year curricula fc prospective
teachers.

Standard: There is a planned general studies component
requiring that at least one-third of each curriculum for
prospective teachers consist of studies in the symbolics
of information, natural and behavioral sciences, and
humanities.

1.2.1 What courses, seminars, and readings are
offered in each area of general studies
identified in the standard?

1.2.2 What are the arrangements for ensuring that
courses, seminars, and readings are distributed
among the areas of general studies as specified
in the standard?

1.2.3 What evidence shows thai: the program of
study of each student meets the institution's
requirements in general studies?

1.2.4 What evidence (such as state and regional
accreditation reports and/or student achieve-
ment data) reflects the quality of the general
studies component?

1.2.5 What information shows that some initial
assessment is made of the level and quality of
the general education background of each
student and that each program of study is
accordingly individualized?

1.2.6 How does the institution ensure that the
selection of content for the general studies
component embodies the judgment of bo the
academic staff and the teacher education
faculty?

1.3 The Professional Studies Component
The professional part of a curriculum designed to

prepare teachers should be distinguishable from the
general studies component: the latter includes whatever
instruction is deemed desirable for all students, regard-
less of their prospective occupation; the former
professionalcomponent covers all requirements that
are justified by the work of the specific profession of
teaching. In the standards that follow it is assumed,
therefore, that the classification of a study as general or
professional does not depend on the name of the study
or the department in which the instruction is offered;
it depends rather on the function the study is to perform.
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The designation of the elements in the professional
studies component (as delineated in standards 1.3.1
through 1.3.4) is not intended to prescribe a particular
design for teacher education. Rather, it is intended to',
provide a set of categories through which an institution
can describe and review the prigessional studies com-
ponent of the various teacher education curricula it
offers. It is assumed that these elements can be
identified in any acceptable design for teacher education.

1.3.1 Content for the Teaching Specialty. The "Content
for the Teaching Specialty" is included in the profes-
sional studies component of the curriculum to direct
attention to the central importance of appropriate
subject matter in a teaching specialty in the professional
preparation of the teacher. It does not imply that such
subject matter should be professional zed nor that the
instruction should be provided in any specific school
or department or in any particular format, such as
"courses." The instruction in the subject matter for
the teaching specialties is the basic responsibility of
the respective academic departments; the identification
and selection of courses and other learning experiences
required for a teaching specialty, however, are the joint
responsibility of appropriate members of the faculty
in the teaching specialty concerned and members of the
teacher education faculty. Joint responsibility for deter-
mining the content of a teaching specialty should result
in content that is peculiarly relevant to teaching.

The standard draws attention to the fact that teach-
ing requires two types of knowledge which may extend
beyond what is required in general. studies. One is the
knowledge that is to be taught to the pupil; the other
is the knowledge that may be needed by the teacher as
a background for the teaching of his particular specialty.
It is assumed in the standard that both kinds of knowl-
edge are a required part of the candidate's professional
training.

"Teaching specialty" as used in the standard includes
elementary education as a specialized field as well as
the various specializations offered in the secondary
school.

Standard: The professional studies component of each
curriculum for prospective teachers includes the study
of the content to be taught to pupils; and the supple-
mentary knowledge, from the subject matter of the
teaching specialty and from allied fields, that is needed
by the teacher for perspective and flexibility in teaching.

1.3.1 a What evidence shows that the program of
study of each prospective teacher includes
both types of content for the teaching
specialty identified in the standard?

1.3.1 b What information shows that the selection of(,
courses and other learning experiences re-
quired for the teaching specialty in each



curriculum embodies the judgment of mem-
bers of the faculty in the teaching specialty
concerned and members of the teacher
education faculty?

1.3.1 c What are the provisions for ensuring that a
systematic effort is made to keep the content
of the respective teaching specialties current
with developments in the appropriate disci-
plines as they relate to teaching?

1.3.2 Humanistic and Behavioral Studies. Many dis-
ciplines are important in the preparation of teachers.
However, not all disclipines are equally relevant, and
their relevance is not always obvious. In the following
standard it is assumed that problems concerning the
nature and aims of education, the curriculum, the
organization and administration of a school system, and
the process of teaching and learning can be studied with
respect to their historical development and the philo-
sophical issues to which they are related. These studies
are referred to hereafter as the humanistic studies. The
problems of education can also be studied with respect
to the findings and methods of psychology, sociology,
anthropology, economics, and political science. Such
studies are referred to as behavioral studies. These
humanistic and behavioral studies differ from the usual
study of history, philosophy, psychology, sociology,
anthropology, economics, and political science in that
they address themselves to the problems of education.
The major purpose of such studies is to provide the
student with a set of contexts in which educational
problems can be understood and interpreted.

The humanistic and behavioral studies require a
familiarity with the parent disciplines on which they are
based. This familiarity may be acquired as part of the
general studies and/or as part of the COMM for the
teaching specialty.

The standard does not imply that instruction in the
humanistic and behavioral studies should be organized
or structured in a particular way. Instruction in these
studies may be offered in such courses as history and/or
philosophy of education, educational sociology, psychol-
ogy of education; or as an integral part of such courses
as history, philosophy, psychology, sociology; or as
topics in foundation courses, problems in education
courses, or in professional block programs; or as
independent readings.

Standard: The professional studies component of each
curriculum for prospective teachers includes instruction
in the humanistic studies and the behavioral studies.

1.3.2 a What humanistic and behavioral studies are
part of the professional component of each
curriculum, and what is the supporting
rationale for including them?

1.3.2 b What information shows that these studies
are oriented toward the problems of educa-
tion, such as the nature and aims of edu-
cation, curriculum, organization and admin-
istration, teaching and learning?

1.3.2 c What information shows that the instruction
in the humanistic and behavioral studies
incorporates the findings of research and
scholarly writings, and provides experiences
for students in their interpretation and use?

1.3.2 d What data show that the programs of study of
all prospective teachers include the human-
istic and behavioral studies prescribed by
the institution?

1.3.3 Teaching and Learning Theory with Laboratory
and Clinical Experience. As distinguished from the
Content for the Teaching Specialty and the Humanistic
and Behavioral Studies, there is a body of knowledge
about teaching and learning that should be the basis
for effective performance. If teaching is to be more
than a craft, teachers need to understand the theoretical
principles which explain what they do. For this reason,
the study of teaching and learning theory is included
as part of the professional studies component. How-
ever, like the study of other empirical theory, the study
of teaching and learning theory requires laboratory
experiences through which the student may concep-
tualize principles and interpret their application to
practical problems. Much of what has been called
"general methods" and "special methods" can therefore
be taught as the application of teaching and learning
theory.

Whereas the study of teaching and learning theory
provides the prospective teacher with principles of
practice, and the laboratory exercises illuminate and
demonstrate these principles,--clinical experience con-
fronts the student with individual cases or problems,
the diagnosis and solution of which involve the applica-
tion of principles and theory. Certain kinds of problems
(such as planning, selection of learning resources,
motivation, presentation, diagnosis of learning diffi-
culties, individualization of instruction, classroom
management, and evaluation) represent recurring types
of classroom situations. Clinical teaching involves the
student in the diagnosis and "treatment" of the indi-
vidual problem, under the guidance of an experienced
teacher. Because it is now possible to simulate many
of these situations or to display a selection of real
problems electronicallyand because the prospective
teacher's efforts can be recorded, viewed, and reviewed
it is now feasible to give much effective clinical
experience outside the school classroom.

Standard: The professional studies component of each
curriculum includes the systematic study of teaching
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and learning theory with appropriate laboratory and
clinical experience.

1.3.3 a In what courses, seminars, and readings are
provisions made for the study of teaching and
learning theory?

1.3.3 b What practices or procedures show that the
study of teaching and learning theory requires
and is accompanied by laboratory experiences
(observation, demonstration, p r oblem-
solving, tutoring, microteaching, and/or other
direct experiential activities) ?

1.3.3 c What are the provisions for clinical ex-
perience (diagnosing and treating individual
typical cases, practices, or problems)?

1.3.3 d What information shows that the instruction
in the study of teaching and learning theory
incorporates the findings of research and
other scholarly writings, and provides ex-
periences for students in their interpretation
and use?

1.3.3 e What data indicate that all prospective
teachers have laboratory and clinical ex-
periences under the guidance of an
experienced teacher?

1.3.3 f What evidence shows that the programs of
st'.'dy of all prospective teachers include the
systematic study of teaching and learning
theory with appropriate laboratory and
clinical experience?

1.3.4 Practicum. "Practicum" refers to a period of ex-
perience in professional practice during which the
student tests and reconstructs the theory which he has
evolved and during which he further develops his own
teaching style. It provides an opportunity for the
student to assume major responsibility for the full range
of teaching duties in a real school situation under the
guidance of qualified personnel from the institution and
from the cooperating elementary or secondary school.
It presupposes the learning experiences included in all
other professional studies; it is not a substitute for them.
It is a more complete and concrete learning activity than
laboratory and clinical experience.

It is assumed that the institution carefully selects the
cooperating schools used for practicum and that it estab-
lishes effective working arrangements with these schools.

Practicum in most situations may be called student
teaching; in some situations it may be a type of intern-
ship.

Standard: The professional studies component of each
curriculum for prospective teachers includes direct sub-
stantial participation in teaching over an extended period
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of time under the supervision of qualified personnel
from the institution and the cooperating school.

1.3.4 a What evidence shows that every prospective
teacher assumes substantial responsibility
over an extended period of time for the range
of teaching duties in the professional role
for which he is being prepared?

1.3.4 b What information shows that relationships
between professional personnel in the insti-
tution and in the cooperating schools con-
tribute positively to students' experience in
practicum?

1.3.4 c What evidence confirms that the supervision
of students in practicum is organized and
executed under the direction of qualified
personnel from the institution?

1.3.4 d What information shows that en.,; supervising
teachers in the cooperating schools are
superior teachers, are trained in supervision,
and are committed to the task of educating
teachers?

1.3.4 e What systematic; methods are used to record
or describe the teaching performance of
students and how is the resulting data used
by students and supervisors to analyze
teaching behavior?

1.3.4 f How is the supervision of students in prac-
ticum translated into an index of faculty
load? For how many students in practicum
e.oes each teacher education faculty member
have responsibility?

1.4 Use of Guidelines Developed by National Learned
Societies and Professional Associations

National learned societies and professional associa-
tions with special interest in curricula for the prepara-
tion of teachers have significant contributions to make
to the improvement of teacher education programs.
On the basis of extensive study and research, some of
these organizations have developed guidelines for the
preparation of teachers. It is expected that an institu-
tion will work out the rationale for its various teacher
education curricula with due consideration given to
such guidelines appropriate to the elements in the pro-
fessional studies component. Due consideration means
that the institution is acquainted with these guidelines
and has critically examined them in relation to develop-
ing the teacher education curricula offered.

Standard: In planning and developing curricula for
teacher education, the institution gives due considera-
tion to guidelines for teacher preparation developed by
national learned societies and professional associations.



1.4.1 What guidelines has the institution considered
in developing the following elements of the
professional studies component:
a. The content for each teaching specialty

offered?
b. The humanistic and behavioral studies?
c. Teaching and learning theory with labora-

tory and clinical experience?
d. Pr acticum?

1.4.2 What information shows that the guidelines
identified in 1.4.1 have been critically examined
in relation to the planning and development
of the curricula offered?

1.5 Control of Basic Programs

Administrative structure exists primarily as a prac-
tical arrangement for formulating and achieving ge
fixing responsibility, utilizing resources, and facilitating
continuous development and improvement. The stand-
ard assumes that this principle is applicable to admin-
istrative units responsible for the preparation of
teachers. It is expected that the particular unit within
the institution officially designated as responsible for
teacher education is composed of persons who have
experience in, and commitment to, the task of educating
teachers.

The standard does not prescribe any particular
organizational structure. A unit as referred to below
may take the form of a council, commission, committee,
department, school, college, or other recognizable
organizational entity.

While major responsibility for designing, approving,
evaluating, and developing teacher education programs
is carried by an officially designated unit, it is assumed
that teacher education faculty members are systemati-
cally involved in the decision-making process.

Standard: The design, approval, and continuous evalua-
tion and development of teacher education programs
are the primary responsibility of an officially designated
unit; the majority of the membership of this unit is
composed of faculty and /or staff members who are
significantly involved in teacher education.

1.5.1 What administrative unit within the institution
has primary responsibility for the preparation
of teachers and what is the rationale for deter-
mining its membership and responsibilities?

1.5.2; What evidence shows that the majority of the
membership of the official unit is made up of
faculty and/or staff members significantly in-
volved in teacher education?

1.5.3 What activities of the official unit during the
past two years demonstrate that it has assumed
responsibility for the design, approval, and
continuous evaluation and development of

each teacher education program offered by the
institution?

1.5.4 What information shows that teacher education
faculty members share in the decision-making
process in matters related to designing,
evaluating, and developing teacher education
programs?

Faculty for Basic Programs
Teacher education programs require a competent

faculty which has been systematically developed into
a coherent body devoted to the preparation of effective
teachers. The faculty is significantly involved in the
evaluation and development of teacher education
programs offered by the institution and is engaged in
systematic efforts to improve the quality of instruction
provided. The faculty constantly scrutinizes curricula
in relation to the characteristics and needs of the
students enrolled and in relation to the resources
required to support the offering of acceptable programs.
The following standards deal with significant aspects of
faculty competence in relation to the development,
execution, and review of teacher education programs;
and with conditions for effective faculty performance.

"Faculty for teacher education" as used in standards
2.1 through 2.4 includes those faculty members
responsible for the instruction in humanistic and
behavioral studies, in teaching and learning theory with
laboratory and clinical experience, and in practicum.

2.1 Competence and Utilization of Faculty
The competence of the faculty is the crucial factor

in teacher education, not only for the quality of instruc-
tion which is provided, but also for the total atmosphere
in which the programs are implemented. Above all, the
quality of teacher education programs offered, and the
degree to which such quality is maintained, depend
primarily ou the faculty.

The competence of faculty is established on the basis
of academic preparation, experience, teaching, and
scholarly performance. The standard assumes that
advanced graduate work in a well-defined field of
specialization, taken in a regionally accredited institu-
tion or a recognized foreign institution, is the minimal
requirement for teaching in a collegiate institution. In
certain cases, where the faculty member has not com-
pleted the requisite advanced graduate work, compe-
tence may be established on the basis of scholarly
performance as reflected by publication, research,
and/or recognition by professional peers in the faculty
member's field of specialization.

An institution capitalizes on the academic and pro-
fessional strength of its faculty by making assignments
which make possible the maximum use of preparation
and experience. An institution also relates faculty
selection and assignment to faculty performance.
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The standard does not preclude the offering of
adequate programs of teacher education with a small
faculty, but it does discourage the over-extension of
faculty and the use of faculty in areas in which they
are not competent. The .),,andard does not require that
faculty members be assigned tc a particular school or
department within the institution,

Standard: An institution engaged in preparing teachers
has full-time faculty members in teacher education,
each with post-master's degree preparation and /or
demonstrated scholarly competence, and each with
appropriate specializations. Such specializations make
possible competent instruction in the humanistic and
behavioral studies, in teaching and learning theory, and
in the methods of teaching in each of the specialties for
which the institution prepares teachers. There are
appropriate specializations to ensure competent super-
vision of laboratory, clinical, and practicum experiences.

2.1.1 What evidence indicates that there is a full-
time faculty for teacher education with quali-
fications requisite to competent instruction in
each of the areas specified in the standard?

2.1.2 What evidence shows that all courses and other
learning experiences in each of the areas
specified in the standard are actually con-
ducted by faculty members appropriately pre-
pared to do so?

2.1.3 If any faculty members have been teaching in
fields for which they are not qualified, for how
long and for what special reasons has this been
permitted?

2.1.4 What is done to evaluate the effectiveness of
the instruction in each of the areas specified
in the standard?

2.2 Faculty Involvement with Schools

Faculty members who instruct prospective teachers
need frequent contacts with school environments so
that their teaching and research are current and
relevant. In addition, the commitment of a teacher
education faculty is to the needs of the teaching pro-
fession as a whole as well as to institutional programs.
It is assumed that elementary and secondary school
personnel share with faculty members in colleges and
universities a common purpose and interest in teacher
education. The specialized talent of the teacher educa-
tion faculty is viewed as a potential resource for pro-
viding in-service assistance to the schools in the area
served by the institution.

Standard: Members of the teacher education faculty
have continuing association and involvement with ele-
mentary and secondary schools.
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2.2.1 In what ways have members of the faculty for
teacher education been associated and involved
with activities of elementary and secondary(
schools?

2.2.2 What information shows that such association
and involvement are reflected in the institu-
tion's teacher education programs?

2.2.3 What information indicates that the special
competencies of the teacher education faculty
are reflected in the services offered to the
schools?

2.3 Conditions for Faculty Service

The institution, recognizing that the faculty is the
major determinant of the quality of its teacher educa-
tion programs, makes provision for the efficient use of
faculty competence, time, and energy. Such provisions
include policies which establish maximum limits for
teaching loads, permit adjustments in teaching loads
when nonteaching duties are assigned, and allow time
for the faculty member to do the planning involved in
carrying out his assigned responsibilities.

To maintain and to improve the quality of its faculty,
the institution has a plan for faculty development which
provides such opportunities as in-service education,
sabbatical leave, travel support, summer leaves, intra-
and inter-institutional visitation, and fellowships. In
addition, time is allocated in the load of a faculty
member so that he can continue his scholarly develop-
ment.

The institution recognizes that the quality of its
instructional programs can be compromised if faculty
members are dissipating their energy on subprofessional
tasks. Therefore, provision is made for supporting
services (such as those provided by instructional media
technicians, laboratory and/or instructional assistants,
research assistants, and secretaries and clerks) that
permit faculty members to fulfill their instructional and
other professional responsibilities at a high level of
performance.

Standard: The institution provides conditions essential
to the effective performance by the teacher education
faculty.

2.3.1 What is the plan and its supporting rationale
for taking into account all professional duties
and activities of the faculty in determining
load?

2.3.2 What is the assigned professional load (all
services rendered) for each teacher education
faculty member?

2.3.3 If the load of any faculty member exceeds th4
established institutional policy, for how long
and for what reasons has this been permitted?



2.3.4 What program does the institution have for
faculty development and what evidence shows
that it is operative?

2.3.5 What is the plan for allocating supporting
services to the faculty and what evidence shows
that such services are provided?

2.4 Part-Time Faculty

Two kinds of situations support the employment of
faculty on a part-time basis. One is the need of the
institution for a special competence not represented on
the regular staff and not requiring a full-time faculty
member. The other is the need for additional service
in areas of competence already represented on the full-
time staff. However, in the interests of operating
acceptable programs, the institution prevents the frag-
mentation of instruction and the erosion of program
quality that can accompany excessive use of part-time
faculty. It is assumed that the competence of part-
time faculty as indicated by academic preparation,
experience, teaching, and scholarly performance is
comparable to that of full-time faculty.

Standard: Part-time faculty meet the requirements for
appointment to the full-time faculty and are employed
only when they can make special contributons to the
teacher education programs.

2.4.1 What are the qualifications of the part-time
faculty members in teacher education, and
what proportion of the instruction in each
curriculum is assigned to them?

2.4.2 What is the load, within and without the
institution, for each part-time faculty member
in teacher education?

2.4.3 What reasons support the use of each part-time
faculty member in teacher education?

2.4.4 What provisions are made to ensure that part-
time faculty members are oriented to the basic
purposes of, and kept abreast of, current
developments in the institution's teacher educa-
tion programs?

3. Students in Bask Programs
Teacher education programs described above require

students who have intellectual, emotional, and personal
qualifications that promise to result in successful per-
formance in the profession. Attention to the character-
istics of students admitted to, retained in, and graduated
from teacher education is essential to designing and
maintaining acceptable programs. It is assumed that
an institution selects and retains qualified students in
its programs and eliminates those who should not go
into teaching; that it provides counseling and advising
services; that it provides opportunities for student

participation in the evaluation and development of
programs; and that it evaluates graduates. The evalua-
tion of graduates is treated in another section of the
standards.

In certain instances, institutions may wish to recog-
nize the potential existing in students who do not qualify
for admission by the usual criteria by offering special
or experimental teacher education programs. In such
cases, institutions will explain fully the rationale under-
lying admission and retention of students in these
programs.

3.1 Admission to Basic Programs

Students seeking admission to programs of teacher
education may have to meet requirements in addition
to those generally prescribed for enrollment in the
institution because there are skills, understandings, and
personal characteristics which are unique to teaching.
The institution, therefore, uses a number of criteria for
admitting students to its teacher education programs.
These criteria, both objective and subjective, reflect a
rational process for selecting students whose success in
the profession can be reasonably predicted.

No single criterion can as yet predict success or
failure. This applies to scores on objective tests as
well as to more subjective criteria. Nenrtheless, scores
on standardized tests are useful in predicting the
probability of success in the program of studies
prescribed for teacher education. Test scores also
provide a basis on which institutions can determine
how students entering their programs compare with
external indicators of probable success.

The following standard applies to the selection of
students in regular teacher education programs. For
experimental or special programs, specific admission
requirements should be indicated in the description of
these programs.

Standard: The institution applies specific criteria for
admission to teacher education programs; these criteria
require the use of both objective and subjective data.

3.1.1 What are the requirements for admission to
the teacher education programs and what is the
supporting rationale?

3.1.2 What evidence shows that the admission re-
quirements are being met?

3.1.3 How many students applied for admission to
teacher education during the past two years?
How many were denied admission? How
many who were denied admission were sub-
sequently admitted, and for what reasons?

3.1.4 What objective data, including tests results with
national norms, are used for admitting students
to teacher education programs?
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3.1.5 If the institution admits students who do not
meet its usual admission criteria, what special
resources does it devote to the remediation
or enrichment necessary to enable some of
these students to meet the institutional require-
ments for admission to teacher education
programs?

3.1.6 What characteristics of the students admitted
are revealed by the data obtained through
applying objective and subjective admission
criteria?

3.2 Retention of Students in Basic Programs
The nature of the professional studies component in

teacher education curricula calls for a high order of
academic achievement and growth in technical com-
petence. Grades in course work provide the usual
measures of achievement in theoretical work; observa-
tions, reports, and other modes of appraisal provide
evaluations of laboratory, clinical and practicum
experiences. The institution owes it to the student to
determine as objectively and systematically as possible
specific strengths and weaknesses as they affect his con-
tinuing in a teacher education program.

The academic competence of the teacher is a major
determinant of effective teaching, but it is not the only
one. Prospective teachers demonstrate those personal
characteristics which will contribute to, rather than
detract from, their performance in the classroom. It is
assumed in the standard that the institution has the
right and the obligation to consider personal factors as
well as academic achievement as a basis for permitting
a student to continue in a teacher education program.

Standard: The institution applies specific criteria for the
retention of candidates in basic programs who possess
academic competencies and personal characteristics
appropriate to the requirements of teaching.
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3.2.1 What objective means are used to evaluate the
achievement of students in each area of the
professional studies component of the teacher
education program

3.2,2 What informatio
used to evaluate
teachers?

s?

n other than course grades is
the achievement of prospective

3.2.3 What requirements for academic competence
must students meet to continue in the teacher
education programs?

3.2.4 On th
does
the

basis of what personal characteristics
the institution screen out students from

teacher education programs?

3.2.5 Under what circumstances, if any, are students
who do not meet the institution's requirements
for retention permitted to continue in the basic
programs?

3.3 Counseling and Advising for Students in Basic Pro-
grams

Students planning to be teachers need counseling and
advising services that supplement those regularly pro-
vided by the institution. Qualified counselors and
advisors assist students in assessing their strengths and
weaknesses and in planning their programs of study.
Prospective teachers need to be informed about pro-
fessional organizations and agencies as well as current
school problems. They also need to know about the
wide variety of options available to them in teaching.
Graduates may need the help of the institution in finding
appropriate teaching positions.

Standard
counsel

3.

: The institution has a well-defined plan for
mg and advising students in teacher education.

3.1 What special counseling and advising services
are provided for students in teacher education?

3.3.2 What information shows that counselors and
advisors for teacher education students know
the nature and scope of the teaching profes-
sion, the problems of the schools, and the
institutional, resources available to students?

3.3.3 What information shows that the institution
maintains a comprehensive system of records
for all prospective teachers which is readily
and easily available to faculty members and
placement officers for professional purposes?

3.4 Student Participation in Program Evaluation and
Development

As members of the college community, prospective
teachers have the opportunity and responsibility to
express their views regarding the improvement of
teacher education programs. Through student organiza-
tions, through joint student-faculty groups, and/or
through membership on faculty committees, they have
clear channels and frequent opportunities to express
their views with the assurance that their proposals will
influence the development of the teacher education
programs offered by the institution.

Standard: The institution has representative student
participation in the evaluation and development of its
teacher education programs.

3.4.1 What evidence shows that students participate
in the evaluation and development of prepara-
tion programs offered by the institution?

3.4.2 What are the major concerns which students
have expressed during the last two years and
in what ways have these concerns influenced
the development of teacher education pro-
grams?



4. Resources and Facilities for Basic Programs
The institution provides an environment which

supports the basic teacher education programs it offers.
The adequacy of this environment is systematically
evaluated in relation to the demands made upon it by
curricula, faculty, and students. In the standards,
certain elements of this environment are selected for
fuller explication without presuming to relegate other
elements to insignificance and without assuming that
those which are selected are of equal importance. The
standards treat the importance of the library, the
materials and instructional media center, and physical
facilities and other resources in relation to the offering
of acceptable teacher education programs.

4.1. Library
The library is viewed as the principal educational

materials resource and information storage and retrieval
center of an institution. As a principal resource for
teaching and learning, the library holdings in teacher
education are sufficient in number for the students
served and pertinent to the types and levels of programs
offered. The recommendations of faculty members and
national professional organizations are seriously con-
sidered in maintaining and building the collection.
Library service assures both students and faculty
members access to the holdings.

Standard: The library is adequate to support the
instruction, research, and services pertinent to each
teacher education program.

4.1.1 What evidence shows that the library collection
includes:

a. Standard and contemporary holdings in
education (books, microfilms, microfiche
copies, etc.)?

b. Standard periodicals in education?
c. Such additional specialized books, period-

icals, and other resources needed to support
each teacher education program?

4.1.2 What evidence shows that the institution, in
maintaining and improving the quality of its
library holdings in teacher education, seriously
considers the recommendations of:
a. Faculty?
b. Appropriate national professional organiza-

tions and learned societies?
c. A nationally recognized list (or lists) of

books and periodicals?

What information indicates that both students
and faculty have access to, and use, the library
holdings?

What is the annual record of library expendi-
tures for the total library and for teacher edu-
cation during the past five years?

4.2 Materials and Instructional Media Center
Modern media and materials are essential elements

in the communicaOns system of contemporary society.
For this reason, teachers need to understand the
technologies that make such media and materials usable
in their teaching and need to possess skills in using
them. As a means to assist prospective teachers in
developing these understandings and skills, the instit
tion makes available to students and faculty members
appropriate teaching-learning materials and instructional
media. In maintaining and developing the collection of
such materials and media, the institution gives serious
consideration to the recommendations of faculty
members and appropriate national professional organi-
zations,

A program for the preparation of teachers includes
the use of teaching-learning materials and instructional
media in two important Ivays: prospective teachers are
instructed how to devise and use modern technologies
in their teaching, and modern technologies are utilized
by the faculty in teaching students.

Standard: A materials and instructional media center
for teacher education is maintained either as a part of
the library, or as one or more separate units, and is
adequate to support the teacher education prOgrams.

4.2.1 What information shows that the center con-
tains materials and equipment that:
a. Are utilized at different grade levels in

elementary and secondary schools?
b. Are utilized for teaching and learning in the

teacher education curricula offered by the
institution?

c. Are representative of the teaching specialties
offered by the institution?

d. Reflect recent developments in the teaching
of the various subject fields?

e. Illustrate the wide array of available in-
structional media (such as films, filmstrips,
realia, audiovideo tapes, transparencies,
teaching machines, and closed-circuit TV)?

4.2.2 What evidence shows that the institution, in
maintaining and improving the quality of the
center, seriously considers the recommenda-
tions of:
a. Faculty and staff members?
b. Appropriate national professional organiza-

tions?

4.2.3 What information shows that the center is
directed by personnel who are knowledgeable
about instructional media and materials?

4.2.4 What information indicates that the center is
available to and used by:
a. Students?
b. Teacher education faculty members?
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4.3 Physical Facilities and Other Resources
Basic teacher education programs draw on the full

range of institutional resources to support instruction
and research. Assuming that the other aspects of an
institution's teacher education programs are acceptable,
the adequacy of the physical facilities, equipment, and
special resources is judged in terms of the operational
requirements of the basic programs offered. It is as-
sumed that such facilities and resources are readily
accessible so that faculty and students may effectively
pursue instructional objectives.

Standard: The institution provides physical facilities
and other resources essential to the instructional and
research activities of each basic program.

4.3.1 What facts indicate that for each basic teacher
education program offered, faculty and stu-
dents have office space, instructional space,
and other space necessary to carry out their
responsibilities?

4.3.2 What information shows that the institution
draws on the full range of its resources to sup-
port its basic programs?

4.3.3 What information indicates that the institution
has given serious consideration to the recom-
mendations of faculty members for improving
physical facilities and other supporting re-
sources?

5. Evaluation, Program Review, and Planning
Maintenance of acceptable teacher education pro-

grams demands a continuous process of evaluation of
the graduates of existing programs, modification of ex-
isting programs, and long-range planning. It is assumed
that faculty and administrators in teacher education
evaluate the result of their programs and relate the
findings of this evaluation to program development.
This requires the continuous review of the institution's
objectives for its teacher education programs. It is also
assumed that, in its plans for total institutional devel-
opment, the institution projects plans for the long-range
development of teacher education.

5.1 Evaluation of Graduates
Criteria for admission and retention provide some

assurance that students of promise and ability enter and
continue in teacher education programs. Such criteria
do not ensure that students of promise and ability will
complete the programs, nor that they will enter the
teaching profession, nor that they will perform satisfac-
torily after becoming teachers. The ultimate criterion
for judging a teacher education program is whether it
produces competent graduates who enter the profession
and perform effectively. An institution committed to
the preparation of teachers engages in systematic efforts
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to evaluate the quality of its graduates and those per-
sons recommended for professional certification. The
institution evaluates the teachers it produces at two
critical points: when they complete their programs of'
study, and after they enter the teaching profession.

It is recognized that the means now available for
making such evaluations are not fully adequate. Never-
theless, the standard assumes that an institution evalu-
ates the teachers it prepares with the best means now
available, and that it attempts to develop improved
means for making such evaluations. As progress is
made toward more adequate evaluation procedures,
this standard will become increasingly important.

Any effort to assess the quality of graduates requires
that evaluations be made in relation to the objectives
sought. Therefore, institutions use the stated objectives
of their teacher education programs as a basis for evalu-
ating the teachers they prepare.

Standard: The institution conducts a well-defined plan
for evaluating the teachers it prepares.

5.1.1 What information shows that the stated objec-
tives for the teacher education programs are
used as a basis for evaluating the teachers pre-
pared by the institution?

5.1.2 What means are used to collect data about
teachers prepared in the various programs
(graduates and persons recommended for cer-
tification) :
a. At the point when programs of study are

completed?
b. After they enter the teaching profession?

5.1.3 What information shows that the institution is
keeping abreast of new developments in the
evaluation of teacher education graduates and
is engaged in efforts to improve its plan for
making such evaluations?

5.1.4 What percent of the teachers prepared by the
institution during the last two years actually
entered the teaching profession?

5.1.5 What characteristics of teachers prepared by
the institution have been revealed through
evaluation of graduates?

5.2 Use of Evaluation Results to Improve Basic
Programs

The institution evaluates the teachers it prepares not
only to obtain assessments of their quality, but also to
provide information to identify areas in the programs
that need strengthening and to suggest new directions
for program development. It is assumed in the stand-
ard that the results of the evaluations made by the
institution are reflected in modifications in the prepara-
tion programs.



Standard: The institution uses the evaluation results in
the study, development, and improvement of its teacher
education programs.

5.2.1 What strengths and weaknesses in the teacher
education programs are revealed as a result of
evaluating teachers prepared by the institution?

5.2.2 What does the institution do to ensure that
the results obtained from evaluating the teach-
ers it prepares are translated into appropriate
program modifications?

5.3 Long-Range Planning
Institutional plans for future development provide a

basis for making decisions in such matters as increasing
or limiting enrollment, introducing new programs, ex-
panding and strengthening existing programs, or enter-
ing the field of graduate education. Effective long-range
planning presupposes that the institution periodically
engages in study and research to ascertain whether its
present policies and practices are an effective means

for accomplishing its purposes. It is assumed that the
institutional community will participate in conducting
such studies and in projecting plans for the long-range
development of teacher education.

Standard: The institution has plans for the long-range
development of teacher education; these plans are part
of a design for total institutional development.

5.3.1 What evidence indicates that the institution has,
or is engaged in, studies and/or research to
improve its teacher education programs?

5.3.2 What information shows that the faculty for
teacher education participates in the formula-
tion of the institution's long-range plans for
teacher education?

5.3.3 What is the institution's plan for future devel-
opment of basic teacher education programs
and what rationale supports significant changes
that are proposed?
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Part II:
Advanced
Programs

Post-Baccalaureate Programs
for the Advanced Preparation
of Teachers and the Prepara-
tion of Other Professional
School Personnel

G-1. Curricula for Advanced Programs
Curricula for advanced programs are designed to

achieve explicitly stated objectives. These objectives
are expressed behaviorally and are determined in rela-
tion to the professional roles for which the preparation
programs are designed. The satisfactory completion of
the studies prescribed for a curriculum culminates in an
appropriate certificate or degree.

Colleges and universities are responding to current
pressing social needs by developing new kinds of pro-
grams for the preparation of professional school per-
sonnel at the graduate level. These programs, often
special or experimental in nature, are subject to the
same scrutiny as are the other advanced programs of-
fered by the institution. In some instances the stand-
ards, as organized, may not provide the best vehicle
for assessing such programs. In these cases, the insti-
tution is invited to present its experimental or special
programs separately as noted in the Introduction.

As used in these standards, "other professional school
personnel" refers to such personnel as superintendents,
principals, curriculum specialists, supervisors, and coun-
selors. An "advanced program" refers to a graduate
program for the advanced preparation of teachers
and/or the preparation of other professional school
personnel, and includes the curriculum, the teaching,
the learning, and the supporting resources for the teach-
ing and learning process. "Curriculum" includes the
courses, seminars, readings, direct and simulated ex-
periences in professional practice (laboratory, clinical,
practicum, assistantship, internship, etc.), and research,
as categorized in standards G-1.1, G-1.2, and G-1.3.
A "program of study" refers to the sequence of courses,
seminars, readings, and the direct and simulated
experiences in professional practice selected for each
graduate student enrolled in an advanced program.

G-1.1 Design
Curricula

and for th
personnel
bined i
sought
which
veal
to

of Curricula
for the advanced preparation of teachers

e preparation of other professional school
are composed of several components corn-

patterns designed to achieve the objectives
. These patterns are based upon assumptions
can be identified by the institution and which re-

themselves in what is done in classroom, labora-
ry, and field experiences. These patterns are designed

so that the instruction offered is appropriate to the
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degree level (master's, sixth-year, or doctoral) of the
various advanced programs. In addition, the design of
the patterns provides for the individualization of pro-
grams of study. The components of advanced curricula
may be described in a variety of ways. In the standards
which follow, they are identified as content for the spe-
cialty, humanistic and behavioral studies, theory rele-
vant to the specialty with direct and simulated experi-
ences in professional practice, and research.

Standard: Curricula for advanced programs are based
on objectives reflecting thc institution's conception of
the professional roles for which the preparation pro-
grams are designed.

G-1.1.1 For what professional school position does
each advanced program prepare personnel
(school superintendent, principal, super-
visor, specialist, teacher, and/or other posi-
tions)?

G-1.1.2 What evidence indicates that specific objec-
tives for the curriculum of each advanced
program have been defined and that these
objectives reflect the institution's analysis of
the professional school position for which
candidates are being prepared?

G-1.2 Content of Curricula
Curricula for advanced programs are designed to pre-

pare personnel for different types of school positions
and at different degree levels. For this reason, com-
ponents that are common to such curricula are identi-
fied only in terms of general categories of learning ex-
periences as follows: content for the specialty, human-
istic and behavioral studies, theory relevant to the spe-
cialty with direct and simulated experiences in profes-
sional practice, and research. The identification of
these categories does not preclude the patterning of
programs of study to meet the needs of individual stu-
dents. The individualization of programs of study is
treated in another standard.

The "content for the specialty" component for teach-
ers includes advanced study in the subject matter to be
taught and in allied fields. For other professional school
personnel, this component includes studies in the spe-
cialization area and in allied fields.



The "humanistic and behavioral studies" in all ad-
vanced curricula include studies that have as their major
purpose providing the student with a set of contexts in
which educational problems can be understood and in-
terpreted at a level beyond that required for the initial
preparation of teachers. As in basic programs, the
problems of education can be studied with respect to
their historical development and the philosophical issues
to which they are related, and they can also be studied
with respect to the findings and methods of behavioral
and social sciences. These humanistic and behavioral
studies are unique in that they address themselves to
the problems of education. The standard does not im-
ply that instruction in the humanistic and behavioral
studies should be organized or structured in a particular
way. Instruction in these studies may be offered in such
courses and seminars as history and/or philosophy of
education, educational sociology, psychology of educa-
tion; or as an integral part of such courses and seminars
as history, philosophy, psychology, sociology; or as
topics in foundation courses and seminars; or as inde-
pendent readings or research. In some cases these stud-
ies may be part of the content of the specialty.

The "theory with practice" component for teachers
includes advanced studies that draw on the body of
knowledge about teaching and learning theory. For
other professional school personnel, this component in-
cludes studies in theory relevant to the particular pro-
fessional role for which candidates are preparing. Such
studies are included so that school personnel can under-
stand the theoretical principles which explain what they
do in their professional roles. However, like the study
of other empirical theory, the study of "theory relevant
to the specialty" requires related experiences in profes-
sional practice through which the student may concep-
tualize principles and interpret their application to prac-
tical problems, and through which he further develops
his individual style in professional practice.

"Research" as a component in advanced curricula is
given special attention in standard G-1.3.

Standard: The curriculum of each advanced program
includes (a) content for the specialty, (b) humanistic
and behavioral studies, (c) theory relevant to the spe-
cialty with direct and simulated experiences in profes-
sional practice, all appropriate to the professional roles
for which candidates are being prepared and all differ-
entiated by degree or certificate level.

G-1,2.1 What information shows that the curriculum
of each advanced program includes:
a. Appropriate content for the specialty?
b. Humanistic and behavioral studies?
c. Theory relevant to the specialty?

G-1.2.2 What information shows that the curriculum
of each advanced program includes direct
and simulated experiences in professional

practice which relate significantly to the
school position for which the preparation
program is designed?

0-1.2.3 How are the studies and experiences in pro-
fessional practice that are prescribed for the
curriculum of each advanced program dif-
ferentiated by degree or certificate level?

G-1.2.4 What evidence indicates that candidates for
degrees or certificates in each advanced pro-
gram during the last two years have com-
pleted the studies and practice experiences
identified in the standard?

G-1.3 Research in Advanced Curricula

Research in any discipline or field constitutes an or-
ganized effort to solve problems, to advance knowledge,
and to test theories. Teachers and other professional
school personnel need to have continuous access to re-
search findings, to know how to understand and evalu-
ate them, and to demonstrate skill in adapting them to
professional needs. Training in research methods, in-
terpretation, evaluation, and application varies with
the degree offered and with the demands of the profes-
sional role for which the candidate is preparing.

Standard: Each advanced curriculum includes the study
of research methods and findings; each doctoi.al curric-
ulum includes the designing and conducting of research.

G-1.3.1 What provisions are made for including the
research component in the curriculum of
each advanced program?

G-1.3.2 What information shows that the require-
ments for research are relevant to the pro-
fessional role for which the student is pre..
paring?

0-1.3.3 What data show that the requirements for
research are met in each student's program
of study?

G-1.4 Individualization of Programs of Study

Curricula for advanced programs are individualized
that is, they are translated into programs of study which
meet the particular needs of each student. This means
that, while the programs of study for all students in a
particular advanced program have common elements,
the mix of these elements will vary for individual pro-
grams of study. To capitalize upon the strengths stu-
dents bring to the program, to provide opportunities
for expression of personal and professional interests,
and to make available means whereby each student may
improve in areas of weakness, demand great flexibility
in planning programs of study.

Standard: Each advanced curriculum provides for the
individualization of students' programs of study.
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G-1.4.1 What data are used to ascertain the profes-
sional needs and interests of each candidate
at the time of admission and subsequently,
as necessary?

0-1.4.2 What evidence shows that programs of study
have been planned to meet individual pro-
fessional needs and interests?

G-1.5 Use of Guidelines Developed by National
Learned Societies and Professional Associations

National learned societies and professional associa-
tions with special interest in curricula for the prepara-
tion of school personnel have significant contributions
to make to the improvement of advanced programs.
On the basis of extensive study and research, some of
these organizations have developed guidelines for the
advanced preparation of teachers and other professional
school personnel. It is expected that an institution will
work out the rationale for its advanced curricula with
due consideration given to such guidelines appropriate
to the respective advanced programs offered. Due con-
sideration means that the institution is acquainted with
these guidelines and has examined them critically in
relation to developing its advanced curricula.

Standard: In planning and developing curricula for its
advanced programs, the institution gives due considera-
tion to guidelines developed by national learned socie-
ties and professional associations for the preparation of
teachers and other professional school personnel.

G-1.5.1 What guidelines has the institution consid-
ered in developing the curricula of its vari-
ous advanced programs?

G-1.5.2 What information shows that the guidelines
identified in G-1.5.1 have been critically ex-
amined in relation to the planning and de-
velopment of the advanced programs offered
by the institution?

G-1.6 Quality Controls
The institution provides the faculty competence and

the physical resources that are needed to support its
graduate curricula. In addition, it creates conditions
under which the graduate curricula can be effectively
implemented. In the three standards which follow, cer-
tain quality controls are selected for fuller explication
without presuming these controls to be the only fin-
portant ones. They are the institution's policies for de-
termining which courses and seminars are counted for
graduate credit in programs of study, its policies for
offering certain courses and seminars at the graduate
level, and its requirements for full-time residence study.

G-1.6.1 Graduate Credit. Advanced programs require
a level of study and performance beyond that required
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for the beginning professional. For this reason the in-
stitution establishes clear policies regarding work pre-
requisite to graduate credit for courses, seminars, read-
ings, and/or other learning experiences which are in-
cluded in students' programs of study.

Standard: Institutional policies preclude the granting of
graduate credit for study which is remedial or which is
designed to remove deficiencies in meeting the require-
ments for admission to advanced programs.

G-1.6.1a What regulations govern the granting of
graduate credit in the advanced programs?

0-1.6.lb What evidence shows that the institution's
regulations for granting graduate credit are
enforced?

G-1.6.2 Graduate Level Courses. The character of ad-
vanced programs is influenced by the mature status and
the professional motivation of graduate students. While
there may be good reasons for admitting undergraduate
students to some graduate courses, it is assumed that
for substantial periods of time in advanced programs,
students are in instructional groups in which only grad-
uate students are enrolled.

Standard: At least one-half of the requirements of cur-
ricula leading to a master's degree and to a sixth-year
certificate or degree are met by courses, seminars, and
other learning experiences offered only to graduate stu-
dents; at least two-thirds of the requirements of curric-
ula leading to the doctorate are met by courses, semi-
nars, and other learning experiences offered only to
graduate students.

G-1.6.2a What is the institution's policy with regard
to the proportion of undergraduate work
that may be counted toward degrees or the
proportion of graduate study that must be
included in degree programs at each level
(master's, sixth-year, doctoral)?

0-1.6.2b What evidence shows that the stated policy
is enforced?

G-1.6.3 Residence Study. One of the desirable characp
teristics of advanced study is that students learn from
each other and through close association with the fac-
ulty in a climate that stimulates research and scholarly
effort. This is not possible unless the student spends a
substantial block of time in full-time residence at the
institution.

Standard: Some period of full-time continuous resi-
dence study, or provision for comparable experiences,
is required for candidates pursuing advanced degrees
other than the doctorate; at least one academic year of
full-time continuous residence study is required for
candidates pursuing the doctorate.



0-1.6.3a What are the institution's requirements for
full-time residence study for each degree
(or certificate) program? What are the
precise definitions of "full-time" and "resi-
dence"?

G-I.6.3b What evidence shows that the residence
study requirement was met by those can-
didates who received the master's degree
and the sixth-year certificate or degree
during the past two years?

G-1.6.3c What evidence shows that the one-year,
full-time residence study requirement was
met by each candidate who received the
doctorate during the past two years?

G-1.7 Control of Advanced Programs

The quality of the graduate programs depends on the
quality of the faculty and students as well as on the
content and design of the several curricula. It follows
that the institution needs a structure by which the fac-
ulty can control every phase of the advanced programs.
Procedures for admitting students, planning programs,
adding new courses, hiring staff, and determining re-
quirements for degrees are carefully organized and sys-
tematized, and faculty members are involved in the for-
mation and execution of both policy and procedures.

Schools or departments of education are sometimes
expected to provide training for teachers and other pro-
fessional school personnel through courses, seminars,
and workshops that are offered primarily at the con-
venience of school personnel in the field. Frequently
this training is applied toward meeting the requirements
of a graduate certificate or degree. The institution en-
sures that such courses, seminars, and workshops
regardless of the location and time at which the instruc-
tion takes placeare taught by qualified faculty mem-
bers and supported by essential learning resources. In
addition, the institution ensures that the requirements
for earning credit are comparable to those made in
regular graduate offerings.

Standard: The primary responsibility for initiation, de-
velopment, and implementation of advanced programs
lies with the education faculty.

G-1.7.1 What is the administrative structure for con-
trolling the advanced programs and what is
the supporting rationale?

G-1.7.2 How are advanced programs initiated? What
bodies approve changes and new programs?

G-1.7.3 What activities of the education faculty dem-
onstrate that they have assumed responsi-
bility for the initiation, development, and
approval of all advanced programs?

0-1.7.4 What information shows that the faculty
controls the quality of all courses, seminars,
and workshops offered primarily at the con-
venience of school personnel in the field
(such as at off-campus locations and at
"irregular" hours) and counted as credit
toward graduate degrees or certificates?

G-2. Faculty for Advanced Programs
The specialized nature of the content of advanced

programs requires faculty with a high degree of spe-
cialization and competence. The competence of faculty
as evidenced by their formal preparation and by their
commitment to scholarship, research, and professional
practice is critical to the quality of instruction offered,
The following standards deal with aspects of faculty
competence in relation to the development, execution,
and review of the advanced programs, and with condi-
tions conducive to effective faculty performance. "Fac-
ulty for advanced programs" is defined to include those
members of the faculty who carry responsibilities for
instruction, advisement, supervision, and research in
the graduate programs for the advanced preparation of
teachers and for the preparation of other professional
school personnel.

G-2.1 Preparation of Faculty

The academic preparation of faculty members is one
indicator of their competence. It is assumed that the
doctor's degree in a well-defined field of specialization,
earned in a regionally-accredited institution or a recog-
nized foreign institution, is the minimal requirement
for offering graduate instruction in advanced programs.
Exceptions to that principle are made only in unusual
cases when the faculty memberby virtue of publica-
tion, research, or professional recognitionhas demon-
strated his competence for independent scholarly ac-
tivity.

Competence of faculty members is also determined
by their scholarly performance and their experience in
professional practice. Faculty members are expected to
display a high order of active scholarship and to have
done original research and they should have appropriate
experience in professional practice to support the re-
spective advanced programs.

Standard: Faculty members teaching at the master's
level in advanced programs hold the doctorate with ad-
vanced study in each field of specialization in which
they are teaching or have demonstrated competence in
such fields; those teaching at the sixth-year and doctoral
levels hold the doctorate with study in each field of
specialization in which they are teaching and conduct-
ing research. Faculty members who conduct the ad-
vanced programs at all degree levels are engaged in
scholarly activity that supports their fields of special-
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ization and have experience which relates directly to
their respective fields.

G-2.1.1 What evidence shows that each faculty mem-
ber teaching at the master's level holds the
doctorate from a regionally-accredited in-
stitution or a recognized foreign university
with advanced study in each field of spe-
cialization in which he teaches, or has dem-
onstrated competence in his field of special-
ization?

G-2.1.2 What evidence shows that each faculty mem-
ber teaching at the sixth-year and/or doc-
toral level holds the doctorate from a re-
gionally-accredited institution or a recog-
nized foreign university with study in each
field of specialization in which he teaches
and/or conducts research?

0-2.1.3 What information shows that each faculty
member who teaches and/or conducts re-
search in the advanced programs has had
field experiences during the past five years
which support his teaching and research
assignments?

G-2.1.4 What data show that each faculty member
who teaches in the advanced programs has
been engaged during the past two years in
writing, research, and/or consultation, and
that these activities support his teaching as-
signment?

G-2.2 Composition of Faculty for Doctoral Degree
Programs

The adequacy of faculty for advanced programs is
determined not only by their academic preparation, ex-
perience, and scholarly performance, but also by the
distribution of their specializations and by the number
of faculty members available for the tasks to be done.
This is so, particularly for faculty for doctoral pro-
grams. A doctoral program requires a faculty that in-
cludes specialists for each field of specialization, and in
addition, at least three specialists in fields which directly
support each degree program.

Standard: The faculty for each advanced program lead-
ing to the doctorate includes at least one full-time per-
son who holds the doctorate with specialization in the
field in which the degree is offered, and at least three
persons who hold the doctorate in fields which directly
support each degree program.

0-2.2.1 What evidence shows that there is at least
one full-time person who holds the doctorate
with appropriate specialization for each ad-
vanced program in which the doctor's de-
gree is offered?
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G-2.2.2 What data confirm that there are at least
three specialists who hold doctorates in fields
which directly support each degree program
offered?

G-2.3 Conditions for Faculty Service

The faculty is the major determinant of the quality
of advanced programs. Conditions that make possible
a high level of performance include reasonable faculty
load, adequate support for faculty research, oppor-
tunities for faculty development, and essential support-
ing services.

Faculty load policies give due consideration to the
responsibilities assigned to a graduate faculty member,
including the planning and teaching of courses and
seminars, advisement of students, supervision of
experiences in professional practice and of dissertations,
research activities, participation in program develop-
ment, and activities requisite to professional develop-
ment. The policies establish a maximum limit for
faculty teaching loads and this limit is lower than that
established for the loads of undergraduate faculty.
Furthermore, these policies take into account the special
demands that are made on faculty who carry respon-
sibilities for doctoral programs.

The institution provides time and some financial
support to enable faculty members to engage in
research. Faculty in advanced programs engage in
research to contribute to the solution of educational
problems, to expand the field of knowledge in educa-
tion, and to provide a model for student learning.

To maintain and to improve the quality of its
faculty, the institution has a plan for faculty develop-
ment which provides such opportunities as in-service
education, sabbatical leave, travel support, summer
leaves, intra- and inter-institutional visitation, and
fellowships. In addition, time is allocated in the load
of a faculty member so that he can continue his
scholarly development.

The institution recognizes that the quality of its in-
structional programs can be compromised if faculty
members dissipate their energy in subprofessional tasks.
Therefore, provision is made for supporting services
(such as those provided by instructional media techni-
cians, instructional assistants, research assistants, project
assistants, secret and clerks) that permit faculty
members to fulfill their instructional, research, and other
responsibilities at a high level of performance.

Standard: The institution provides conditions essential
to the effective performance by the faculty in the
advanced programs.

G-2.3.1 What is the plan for taking into account all
professional duties and activities of the
faculty in determining load?



G2.3.2 What has been the total load assigned to
each faculty member in the advanced pro-
grams over all terms during the last two
years and what are the duties (such as
teaching courses, advising students, super-
vising experiences in professional practice,
supervising or chairing dissertations, re-
search, committee assignments, professional
development, and others) that make up
each load?

G-2,3.3 What is the institution's policy regarding
the provision of time for faculty to engage
in research, and what evidence shows that
this policy is being implemented?

0-2.3.4 What evidence indicates that the institution
provides financial support to encourage
research activities by faculty in the advanced
programs?

G-2.3.5 What is the institution's plan for the con-
tinuous professional development of faculty
in the advanced programs and what evidence
shows that it is operative?

G-2.3.6 What is the plan for allocating supporting
services to faculty in the advanced programs
and what evidence shows that such services
are provided?

G-2.4 Part-Time Faculty
Successful professionals outside the institution often

can add strength to advanced programs and frequently
the demand for a particular course is too small to
warrant the employment of a full-time faculty member.
The standard does not specify an acceptable ratio of
part-time to full-time faculty. However, in the interests
of operating acceptable graduate programs, the institu-
tion prevents the fragmentation of instruction and the
erosion of program quality that can accompany
excessive use of part-time faculty.

Standard: Part-time faculty meet the requirements for
appointment to the full-time faculty and are employed
only when they can make special contributions to
advanced programs.

G-2.4.1 What proportion of each advanced program
is assigned to part-time faculty?

G-2.4.2 What evidence shows that each part-time
faculty member meets the requirements
for appointment to the full-time graduate
faculty?

G-24.3 What reasons support the utilization of each
part-time faculty member in the advanced
programs?

G-3. Students in Advanced Programs
Graduate programs for the advanced preparation of

teachers and for the preparation of other professional
school personnel require students of promise and ability
whose success in professional practice can be reasonably
predicted. The quality of the advanced programs is

significantly influenced by the quality of students
admitted because of the greater dependence on self-
instruction and individual scholarship required by study
at the graduate level. Attention to the characteristics
of students admitted to, retained in, and graduated
from advanced programs is essential to designing and
maintaining acceptable programs. It is assumed in the
standards which follow that an institution applies
criteria for admission to, and retention in, its advanced
programs; provides for supervision of students' pro-
grams of study; provides opportunities for student
participation in program evaluation and development;
and that it evaluates graduates. The evaluation of
graduates is treated in another section of the standards.

G-3.1 Admission to Advanced Programs
Students enter advanced programs at various points

in their careers and with a variety of academic back-
grounds. Moreover, different fields of specialization
require different abilities: some are more theoretical
than others; some place more emphasis on personal
relations than do others. Thus, there can be no single
set of admission requirements for all programs. The
institution, nevertheless, establishes and applies a
number of criteria for admitting students to each ad-
vanced program and to each program level (master's,
sixth-year, doctoral). These criteria, both objective
and subjective, reflect a rational process for selecting
students whose success in the respective specialties
can be reasonably predicted.

Standard: The institution applies specific criteria for
admission to each advanced program at each level;
these criteria require the use of both objective and
subjective data.

G-3.1.1 What are the admissiod requirements for
each advanced program and at each level
(master's, sixth-year, doctoral)?

G-3.1.2 What evidence indicates that the institution's
requirements for admission to advanced
programs are being met?

G-3.1.3 What objective data, including test results
with national norms, are used for admitting
students to advanced programs?

G-3.1.4 What characteristics of the students admitted
to advanced programs are revealed by the
data obtained through applying objective and
subjective criteria?
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G-3.2 Retention of Students in Advanced Programs
The maintenance of acceptable advanced programs

demands that the institution establish and apply criteria
not only for the selection of students, but also for the
continuous screening of those students who have been
admitted, The profession requires that the practitioner
demonstrate academic and technical competence as well
as those personal characteristics which are appropriate
to the requirements of the school position for which he
is preparing.

Because the failing grade in graduate courses is rarely
given, "satisfactory progress" frequently has to be
judged by subjective criteria, However, subjective
judgments are inadequate unless the institution first
has ways of formally collecting and evaluating these
judgments, and then of translating them into a decision
on the student's status.

Standard: The institution applies specific criteria for
the retention of candidates in advanced programs who
possess academic competencies and personal character-
istics appropriate to the requirements of the professional
roles for which they are being prepared.

G-3.2.1 What is the plan and its supporting rationale
for ensuring that only qualified candidates
are permitted to continue in each advanced
program and at each program level
(master's, sixth-year, doctoral)?

G-3.2.2 How many students have not been permitted
to continue in each advanced program
during the past two years and for what
reasons? Under what circumstances, if any,
may such students reenter the advanced
programs?

G-3.2.3 What is the average and the range for the
length of time required which students took
to complete master's programs during the
past two years? Sixth-year programs?
Doctoral programs?

G-3.3 Planning and Supervision of Students' Programs
of Study

The same considerations that make admission to an
advanced program a highly individualized matter also
operate in the planning and supervision of each graduate
student's program of study. Planning of each program
of study is done jointly by the student concerned and
an officially designated faculty advisor. Responsibility
for sponsoring each thesis, dissertation, or field study
is assigned to an official advisor who is a member of the
faculty conducting the advanced programs and whose
specialization is appropriate to the thesis, dissertation,
or field study topic. It is assumed that both students
and faculty members have a choice in the assignment
of advisors. The intent of this standard is to prevent
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perfunctory program planning while protecting the
flexibility needed for individualizing programs of study.

Standard: The program of study for each student in i
the advanced programs is jointly planned by the student
and a member of the faculty; the program of study for
each doctoral candidate is approved by a ;acuity com-
mittee; the sponsorship of each thesis, dissertation, or
field study is the responsibility of a member of the
faculty with specialization in the area of the thesis,
dissertation, or field study.

G-3.3.1 What provisions ensure that each graduate
student's program of study is jointly planned
by the student and an official faculty advisor?

G-3.3.2 What evidence indicates that each doctoral
candidate's program of study is approved
by a faculty committee?

0-3.3.3 What evidence shows that the sponsorship
of each thesis, dissertation, or field study
(master's, sixth-year, doctoral) is assigned
to a qualified member of the faculty?

G-3.3.4 What information indicates that both stu-
dents and faculty members have a choice in
the assignment of advisors?

G-3.4 Student Participation in Program Evaluation and
Development

As members of the higher education community,
graduate students in the advanced programs have the
opportunity and responsibility to express their views
regarding the improvement of the respective preparation
programs in which they are enrolled. Through student
organizations, through joint student-faculty groups,
and/or through membership on faculty committees,
students have clear channels and frequent opportunities
to express their views with the assurance that their
proposals will influence the development of the ad-
vanced programs offered by the institution.

Standard: The institution has representative student
participation in the evaluation and development of its
advanced programs.

G-3.4.1 What evidence shows that graduate students
participate in the evaluation and develop-
ment of advanced programs?

G-3.4.2 What are the major concerns which students
have expressed during the last two years and
in what ways have these concerns influenced
the development of advanced programs?

G-4. Resources and Facilities for Advanced
Programs

The institution provides resources and physical
facilities which support the advanced programs it offers.
The adequacy of these resources and facilities is



systematically evaluated in relation to the demands
made upon them by advanced curricula, faculty, and
students.

Advanced programs make greater demands on insti-
tutional resources than do undergraduate programs.
This is especially so for doctoral programs. Institutions
offering or proposing to offer advanced programs should
demonstrate that the resources are available for these
programs and without their impairing the quality of
the undergraduate programs in the same institution.

G-4.I Library
The adequacy of library holdings is a major factor

in establishing the quality of advanced programs. As
the principal educational materials resource and the
information storage and retrieval center of an institu-
tion, the library holdings are adequate for the number
of students and faculty to be served, and pertinent to
the kind and level of graduate programs offered. The
operation of advanced programs requires library
resources substantially larger than those required for
basic programs. The library resources required for
doctoral programs vary widely but, in any case, they
are substantial, and considerably exceed those for
master's programs.

The recommendations of faculty members and pro-
fessional organizations are given serious consideration
in maintaining and building the collection. Adequate
library service is provided to assure that students and
faculty members have access to the holdings.

Standard: The library provides resources that are
adequate to support instruction, independent study, and
research required for each advanced program.

G-4.1.1 What evidence indicates that the library col-
lection includes standard and contemporary
holdings (books, microfilms, microfiche
copies, periodicals) to support each ad-
vanced program?

G-4.1.2 What information shows that the institution,
in maintaining and improving the quality of
its library holdings, gives serious considera-
to the recommendations of:
a. Faculty members?
b. Appropriate national professional organi-

zations and learned societies?
c. A nationally recognized list (or lists) of

books and periodicals?

G-4.1.3 What information indicates that students in
advanced programs have access to, and use,
the library holdings?

G-4.1.4 What is the annual record of library expend-
itures for the total library and for the
advanced programs during the past five
years?

G.4.2 Physical Facilities and Other Resources
Advanced programs draw on the full range of

institutional resources to support instruction and
research. The extent to which physical facilities, equip-
ment, and specialized resources are required for
graduate study depends on the particular program. It is
assumed that such facilities and resources are readily
accessible so that faculty and students may effectively
pursue instructional objectives.

Standard; The institution provides physical facilities
and other resources essential to the instructional and
research activities of each advanced program.

G- 4.2.1 What information confirms that faculty and
students have instructional, research, and
office space necessary to carry out their
responsibilities?

G-4.2,2 What evidence shows that specialized equip-
ment (such as open and closed television,
computers) and laboratories necessary to
support each advanced program are avail-
able, and that they are used by faculty and
students?

G-4.2.3 What information indicates that the institu-
tion draws on the full range of its resources
to support its advanced programs?

G-4.2.4 What information shows that the institution
has given serious consideration to the recom-
mendations of faculty members for improv-
ing physical facilities and other supporting
resources?

G-5. Evaluation, Program Review, and Planning
Maintenance of acceptable programs for the advanced

preparation of teachers and for the preparation of other
professional school personnel requires the systematic
evaluation of the quality of the professionals who
complete the programs, modification of existing pro-
grams, and long-range planning. It is recognized that
the relationship between effectiveness of preparation
and quality of effort in the profession may be difficult
to assess; but without continuing and conscientious
effort, planning for and making improvements have
little solid basis. The development of effective processes
for evaluation, the impact of the evaluation results on
the curricula of the advanced programs and systematic
planning for the future are all critical elements for
assessing the quality of advanced programs in terms of
the objectives sought. Accordingly, the institution
engages in the continuous review of program objectives
through the interrelation of the curricula, faculty,
students, and the resources available for the tasks.

G-5.1 Evaluation of Graduates
Criteria for admission to, and retention in, advanced

programs provide some assurance that students of
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promise and ability enter and continue in programs
offered, but such criteria do not ensure that candidates
of promise and ability will complete the programs, nor
that they will enter school positions for which they have
been prepared, nor that they will perform satisfactorily
after assuming their professional roles. The ultimate
criterion for judging advanced programs is whether they
produce graduates who enter the profession and perform
effectively. The institution evaluates its graduates at
two critical points: when they complete their programs
of study, and after they enter the professional roles for
which they have prepared.

It is recognized that the means now available for
making such evaluations are not fully adequate. Never-
theless, the standard assumes that an institution
evaluates the school personnel it prepares with the best
means now available, and that it attempts to develop
improved means for making such evaluations. As
progress is made toward more adequate evaluation
procedures, this standard will become increasingly
important.

Any effort to assess the quality of graduates requires
that evaluations be made in relation to the objectives
sought. Therefore, an institution uses the stated
objectives of a particular advanced program as a basis
for evaluating the graduates of that program.

Standard: The institution conducts a well-defined plan
for evaluating the teachers and other professional school
personnel it prepares at the graduate level.

G-5.1.1 What information shows that the stated
objectives for each advanced program are
used as a basis for evaluating the graduates
of the respective programs?

G-5.1.2 What means are used to collect data about
teachers and other professional school per-
sonnel prepared in the advanced programs:
a. At the point of program completion?
b. After they enter the professional roles

for which they are prepared?

G5.1.3 What information shows that the institution
is keeping abreast of new developments in
the evaluation of graduates and is engaged
in efforts to improve its plan for making
such evaluations'?

G-5.1.4 What percent of teachers and other
professional school personnel prepared at
the graduate level during the last two years
actually entered the professional roles for
which they prepared?

G-5.1.5 What characteristics of school personnel
prepared in the advanced programs have
been revealed through evaluation of grad-
uates?
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G-5.2 Use of Evaluation Results to Improve Advanced
Programs

The institution evaluates the teachers and otheri
professional school personnel it prepares not only to
obtain assessments of their quality, but also to provide
information which identifies areas in the advanced
programs that need strengthening and information
which suggests new directions for program develop-
ment. It is assumed that the results of the evaluations
made by the institution are reflected in modifications
in the preparation programs.

Standard: The institution uses the evaluation results
in the study, development, and improvement of its
advanced programs.

0-5.2,1 What strengths and weaknesses in the ad-
vanced programs have been revealed through
evaluation of graduates?

G-5.2.2 What does the institution do to ensure that
the results obtained from evaluating its
graduates are translated into appropriate
program modifications?

G.5.3 Long-Range Planning

Institutional plans for future development provide a
basis for making decisions in such matters as increasing
or limiting enrollment, expanding and/or upgrading
present programs, discontinuing programs, or intro-
ducing new programs. Effective long-range planning
presupposes that an institution periodically reevaluates
program objectives in relation to societal changes, and
that it engages in study and research to ascertain
whether its present policies and practices are an effective
means for accomplishing its purposes. It is assumed
that the institutional community participates in con-
ducting such studies and in projecting the long-run
plans for advanced programs.

Standard: The institution has plans for the long-range
development of its advanced programs; these plans are
part of a design for total institutional development.

G-5.3.1 What evidence indicates that the institution
has, or is, engaged in studies and/or institu-
tional research to improve its advanced
programs?

0-5.3.2 What information shows that the faculty
members conducting the advanced programs
participate in the formulation of the institu-
tion's plans for the long-range development
of these programs?

G-5.3.3 What is the institution's plan for future
development of advanced programs and
what rationale supports significant changes
that are proposed?
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This analysis is essentially a study guide to assist readers in comparing
the new standards for the accreditation of teacher education with the
former ones used by NCATE. It focuses on the differences rather than the
similarities between the two sets of standards. The identification of the
major differences should not be interpreted as relegating the similarities
to insignificance. The existence of common elements in the former and new
standards may be more significant than the fact that there are differences.
It is assumed that these common elements are readily observable to the
reader.

The chief differences are treated under four headings: differences between
the new and former standards from an overall viewpoint, new elements in the
new standards, elements which receive greater emphasis in the new standards,
and elements which receive less emphasis in the new standards.
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A. Differences between the new and former standards from an overall
viewpoint.

1. The organization of the recommended new standards is different
from that of the former standards.

a. The new standards are in two parts: Part I is applicable
to basic programs (programs for the initial preparation of

teachers through the fifth-year level, including M.A.T.
programs); Part II to advanced programs (post-baccalaureate
programs for the advanced preparation of teachers and the
preparation of other professional school personnel). The

former standards were not differentiated in this way; one
basic set of standards was applicable to both undergraduate
and graduate programs.

b. The new standards in both Parts I and II are organized in five
sections: curricula; faculty; students; resources; and
evaluation, program review, and planning. Each section con-
tains a number of standards, 22 in Part I and 22 in Part II.
The former standards, seven in number, treated:. objectives,
organization and administration, student personnel programs
and services, faculty, curricula, professional laboratory
experiences, and facilities and instructional materials.

c. Each section of the new standards has an introductory
statement which states assumptions and explicates inter-
relationships among the various standards. Each standard

is preceded by a preamble which gives its rationale, states
the underlying assumptions, interprets its meaning, and
defines terms. The questions which follow each standard are
designed to elicit; the kinds of evidence that will show the
extent to which the institution possesses the characteristics
identified in the preamble and standard.

2. The unique character of graduate study in teacher education is emphasized
in a number of ways in Part II of the new standards. In a numbei of

instances these standards call for differentiation by degree or certificate
level, as well as by the nature of the professional role for which the
preparation program is designed.

3. The new standards in both Parts I and II permit considerable
latitude in designing and conducting preparation programs for
teachers and other professional school personnel.
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The new standards recognize that responsible experimentation and
innovation are essential to improvement of teacher education programs.
A deliberate attempt has been made to encourage individuality and
innovation in institutional planning and programming. Provision is made
for an institution to submit experimental programs separately for review
and evaluation. (Introduction - "Institutional Experimentation and
Innovation"; introductory statements to 1, C-1, and 3.)

5. Throughout the new standards, emphasis is given to the importance of the
institution's rationale for what it does. It has a rationale for what
it does and is capable of explicating how this rationale is implemented.

6. The new standards stress the importance of interrelating the various
aspects of teacher education programs. (See especially the introductory
statements to the five sections - curricula, faculty, students, resources,
evaluation - in both Parts I and II.)

Selected exerpts which illustrate such interrelationships:

"The faculty constantly scrutinizes curricula in relation to the
characteristics and needs of the students enrolled and in relation
to the resources required to support the offering of acceptable
programs." (Introductory statement to 2.)

"Attention to the characteristics of students admitted to, retained
in, and graduated from teacher education is essential to designing
and maintaining acceptable programs." (Introductory statement to

3.)

"The adequacy of this environment (resources and facilities) is
systematically evaluated in relation to the demands made upon it
by curricula, faculty, and students." (Introductory statement
to 4.)

"It is assumed that faculty and administrators in teacher education
evaluate the result of their programs and relate the findings of
this evaluation to program development. This requires the continuous
review of the institution's objectives for its teacher education
programs." (Introductory statement to 5.)

7. The new standards are not viewed as the "final word" in accreditation
standards. Provision is made for their continuous review, evaluation,
and revision.



B. New elements in the new standards

The institution which is accreditable is expected to give evidence that
it possesses the characteristics listed below. These characteristics I

are clearly explicated in the new standards; in the former standards,
some are implied, others are not specifically mentioned.

1. The institution conducts a well-defined plan for evaluating the teachers
and other professional school personnel it prepares. (5.1, G-5.1)

2. The institution uses the results of such evaluations not only for
assessments of the quality of its graduates, but also as feedback for
the study, development and improvement of its preparation programs.
(5.2, G-5.2)

3. The institution has plans for the long-range development of its basic
and advanced teacher education programs and these plans are part of
a design for total institutional development. (5.3, G-5.3)

4. In planning and developing basic and advanced curricula, the institution
gives due consideration to guidelines for the preparation of teachers
and other professional school personnel developed by national learned
societies and professional associations. (1.4, G-1.5)

A.

5. The institution has representative student participation in the evaluation
and development of its teacher education programs, both basic and advanced.
(3.4, G-3.4)

6. The professional studies component in basic curricula incorporates the
findings of research and provides experiences for students in their
interpretation and use. (1.3.1c, 1.3.2c, and 1.3.3d)

7. Each advanced curriculum includes the study of research methods and
findings; and each doctoral curriculum includes the designing and
conducting of research. (G-1.3) In addition, the institution provides
time and some financial support to enable faculty members to engage in
research. (G-2.3)

8. The curriculum of each advanced program includes, among other elements,
direct and simulated experiences in professional practice appropriate
to the professional roles for which candidates are being prepared and
differentiated by degree or certificate level. (G-1.2)



9. The competence of the faculty for basic programs is determined, in part,
by the quality of instruction provided. (2.1, especially 2.1.4)

10. The competence of faculty members for basic programs is also determined,
in part, by the extent and nature of their involvement with elementary
and secondary schools. (2.2)

11. The institution ensures that all courses, seminars, and workshops offered
for graduate credit are taught by qualified faculty members and supported
by essential learning resources. This includes all such courses, seminars,
and workshops that are offered primarily at the convenience of school
personnel in the field (e.g. courses taught at off-campus locations and
at "irregular" hours). In addition, the institution ensures that the
requirements for earning credit are comparable to those made in regular
graduate offerings. (G-1.7, especially G-1.7.4)

C. Elements which receive neater qmplaggjathg new standards,

The new standards place more emphasis on the importance of certain
aspects of a teacher education program for evaluation purposes.

1. The objectives for each preparation program are determined in relation
to both the professional role for which the program is designed and the

behavioral outcomes sought. (Introductory statements to 1. Curricula
for Basic Programs and G-1. Curricula for Advanced Programs, 1.1, and
G-1.1)

2. The curricular design of preparation programs is based on the institution's
conception of the professional role for which the program is designed.

(1.1, G-1.1)

The stated objectives for each preparation program are used as a basis
for evaluating the graduates of the respective programs. (5.1, G-5.1)

The design of the basic and advanced curricula reflects the judgment
of faculty members, students, graduates, and the profession as a whole.
(Introductory statements to 1. Curricula for Basic Programs and G-1.

Curricula for Advanced Programs)

5. The design and contents of the basic and advanced curricula reflect an
awareness of research findings in teacher education. (Introductory

statements to 1. and G-1.; 1.3, especially 1.3.1c, 1.3.2c, 1.3.3d;
5.2; G-5.2; 5.3, and G-5.3)



6. Programs of study for students are individualiz
1.2.5; 1.3.3; 1.3.4; 3.3; G-1.4; G-3.3)

7. Experimentation and innovation in program d
(Introductory statements to 1. and G-1.)

8. The new standards reconceptualize the c
that of professional studies in curric
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ed. (1.2, especially

sign are encouraged.

ntent of general studies and
ula for basic programs. (1.2, 1.3)

9. The general studies component in basic programs is prescribed with respectto two characteristics: at least one-third of each curriculum is composedof general studies; and such studies consist of work in each of threebroad areas - symbolics of information, natural and behavioral sciences,and humanities. (1.2)

10. The professional studies component (note that the term "professionaleducation" is not used) in basic curricula includes content of the
teaching specialty, humanistic and behavioral studies, teaching and
learning theory with laboratory and clinical experience, and practicum.This component is spelled out differently and with greater specificity
than in the former standards. The designation of these elements or
categories, however, is not intended to prescribe a particular design forteacher education., (1.3)

11. The content for th
knowledge that ar
to be taught to
by the teacher
specialty. (1

12. Laboratory
in theory,
standards
laborato

13. Practi
durii

evo
It

e teaching specialty standard specifies two kinds of
e needed by the teacher: one is the knowledge that is

pupils; the other is the knowledge that may be needed
as a background for the teaching of his particular
.3.1)

and clinical experiences are integrated with instruction
and in addition are effectively planned and supervised. The

differentiate between different types of "pre-student teachingry experiences." (1.3.3)

cum is viewed as a period of experience in professional practice
g which the student tests and reconstructs the theory which he hasved and during which he further develops his own teaching style.

presupposes the learning experiences included in All other professional
tudies and is not regarded as a substitute for them. It is a more
omplete and concrete learning activity than laboratory and clinical

experience. (1.3.4)
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14. As is true in the former standards, 'the new ones regard the competence
of the faculty as the crucial factor in teacher education. However, the
new standards are more explicit with respect to the nature of the
academic preparation of faculty members. In those cases where faculty
members do rat meet the requisite advanced graduate work, provision is
made to establish competence on the basis of demonstrated scholarly
performance. (2.1, G-2.1)

15. The faculty is significantly involved in designing, approving, evaluating
and developing teacher education programs. (1.5, introductory statement
to 2., 0-1.7)

16, The faculty is engaged in systematic efforts to improve the quality of
instruction provided. (Introductory statement to 2.)

17. With respect to the admission of students to basic and advanced programs,
the new standards specify that both objective and subjective data should
be used in the application of admission criteria. (3.1, 0-3.1)

18. In establishing and applying criteria for the retention of students in
basic and advanced programs, the institution has the right and the
obligation to consider factors other than academic achievement as a
basis for permitting students to continue in.programs to which they have
been admitted. (3.2, G-3.2)

The institution maintains a materials and instructional media center
which supports the teacher education programs offered. A preparation
program includes the use of teaching-learning materials and instructional
media in two important ways: prospective teachers are instructed how
to devise and use modern technologies in their teaching, and modern
technologies are utilized by the faculty in teaching students. (4.2)

20. The institution draws on the full range of its resources to support
instruction and research. (4.3, G-4.2)

21. The institution gives serious consideration to the recommendations of
faculty members and national professional organizations in maintaining
and building the library collection. (4.1, G-4.1)
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D. Elements which receimphasis in the new standards.

1. The former standards assume that if the process (curriculum, resources)
of preparing teachers is satifactory, graduates of acceptable quality
will be produced. The new standards assume that institutions can to some
degree assess the quality of its graduate and, therefore, the process of
preparing teachers, per se, receives somewhat less emphasis for evaluation
purposes.

2. Proportionately, less emphasis in the new standards is given to the
importance of patterns of organization and administration. One of the
seven former standards treats organization and administration of teacher
education. One of the 22 new standards (in both Parts I and II) deals
with control of program. (1.5, G-1.7)

There is le,s emphasis in the new standards on the "single program"
concept. That is, an institution may have more than one approved pre-
paration program for elementary teachers and/or for secondary teachers.
Such programs are, of course, subject to the conditions as specified in
the new standards.
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